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U.S.E.D FULBRIGHT SEMINARS ABROAD PROGRAM
MALAYSIA, JUNE 26 - JULY 24 1993
OBJECTIVES

The general objective of the program is to help U.S. educators enhance their international
understanding and increase their knowledge of the people and culture of another country.

Upon their return to the United State, participants are expected to share their acquired broader
knowledge and experiences with students, colleagues, members of civic and professional
organizations, and the public in their home communities.

The specific objectives 6' the program in Malaysia is to offer participants an overview of
Malaysian life:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

To be acquainted with the history, economics, geography, culture and scientific
endeavors (especially those to do with agriculture) of Malaysia;
To be acquainted with Malaysian cultural diversity and to appreciate the multicultural
nature of the society;
To gain insights into the contributions of the people of Malaysia in the areas of art,
music, dance, science and technology;
To gain insights into the system of education in Malaysia;

To gain insights into the national curriculum of schools in Malaysia, with special emphasis
on the social studies and language curricula.

PROGRAM
Participants were introduced to Malaysia and the Malaysian way of life through talks, discussion
and field trips to schools, educational institutions and cultural centers, not only around Kuala
Lumpur but also in other parts of the country. They travelled to Melaka, Pahang, Kelantan,

Penang and Sarawak.
At every location, the group was given presentations with regards to local history and culture;
local and regional development issues and education. During the course of the field visits

the group focused its attention on the uniqueness of each of the areas and the kinds of
people who live in them. The participants were introduced not only to the many facets of
Malaysian life, but also the rural and urban cultures; the experience thus deal with the total
fabric of Malaysian society. The experiential dimension was supplemented by visits with
individuals and organizations engaged in teaching, training and research.
ORGANIZERS

Sponsor

Department of Education, United States of America

Coordinating Agency

Malaysian-American Commission on Educational Exchange
(MACEE)

- Dr. M. Zain Karim, Executive Director
- Ms. Ka la Kovan, Program Officer

Program Coordinator

- Dr. Hyacinth Gaudart, Faculty of Education,
Universiti Malaya.
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A Malaysian Experience:
Comparing multi-cultural Malaysian culture to one's own.
Daniel Andersen

The following pages are a collection of five lesson plans intended to
be used in an elementary curriculum. ( grades1 through 6) The
primary goal of these lessons are to give the student a basic
understanding; a taste of, if you will, Malaysian culture while
comparing/contrasting it to one's own. The curriculum should be
altered depending on the age level of the learners and their
ethnic/cultural background. The major goal of the unit is for the
students to obtain the humanistic understanding that no matter how
different two societies may appear and no matter how remote from
one another they may be, they have similarities in their functions,
nedds and joys.
PREPARTION:

Before beginning the unit on Malaysia, a matrix should be built on the
classroom wall in order to give the students a visual means of
comparing their own culture with Malaysian and to aid in their
intellectual understanding that the cultures being investigated are
certainly different yet similar in terms of their needs and pastimes.
As a suggestion, the matrix may be approximately eight feet by six
feet. Through student suggestions, allow the students to build the
components on the vertical side of the matrix.

INTRODUCTION:
-Explain to students that they will be learning about -and
experiencing- various aspects of a different culture.
-Discuss the meaning of culture.

-Explain to students that while they are learning about Malaysian
culture, they can expect to find similarities and differences to their
own.

-Locate Malaysia on the map and inquire wether students know
anything about this country already. Write their pre-consisting

knowledge of Malaysia on chart paper to be resurrected after the
unit.
-Directly instruct students on geographic and demographic
information concerning Malaysia; the land formations, the climate,
the population. Orally compare this information to the United
States.
BUILDING A PROGRESSIVE MATRIX:

-In cooperative groups, have children generate a list of what humans
must have in order to live happily amongst each other. Give them
approximately 10 minutes to discuss this in their groups.
-Have one speaker from each group present their list and clarify any
items that may need clarification.
-Displaying all lists. The teacher should then circle the items
common to all lists. Take these items and add them to the vertical

axis of the matrix; explaining that these are the items the class will
be exploring. On the horizontal axis of the matrix will be the words
the United States and Malaysia. (see diagram below)

-Undoubtedly, students will generate such items as food, clothing,
entertainment, and school. The teacher may want to add worship,
art and dance in order to present a colorful perspective of Malaysian
culture.

-The dwation of this unit will depend on time and the interest of the
students, teacher and administration. Each lesson may take several
sessions.

CLOZURE:
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Tell students that as they learn about Malaysia they will be
systematically filling in the matrix on the wall. They will begin
each lesson by identifying aspects of their own culture and then
writing a paragraph, as a class, and adding it to the matrix. At the
end of the lesson, they will be writing a paragraph about Malaysian
culture.

LESSONS:
Lesson 1
OBJECTIVE: Students will experience the making and tasting of a
curry dish and satay. They will recognize them as common Malaysian
cuisine.
SKILLS: measurement, manual dexterity, following directions,
cooperation, research

U.S. COMPARISON (MATRIX): In cooperative groups, students will
discuss the favorites of standard American cuisine. One would
expect hamburgers, fries, potatoes, pizza and so on. A list will be
added to the matrix.
MATERIALS:
-charcoal

-grill

-2 electric fry pans
-one crock pot
-cooking utensils
-two chopping blocks
-recipe ingredients
-extra adults.
PROCEDURE:

Divide children into three groups: researchers, chopp,,

and chefs.

With another adult, send student researchers to
to look up
the origin and uses of the following spices and herbs: cinnamon,
cumin, anise, ginger and garlic.

Meanwhile, have the choppers start preparing the vegetables while
the chefs prepare the recipe below.

As students re-assemble, researchers should give their brief oral
report on the origins and uses of the above spices.

Following the spice information, instruct students to gather in the
hall and instruct them to pretend that they are going to a Malay
house for dinner. Inform them to take off their shoes and leave them
at the door before entering the "house".

Instruct students on the Malaysian greeting of shaking hands with
their guest with both hands then bringing one's hand to one's heart.

After students enter the "house" instruct them that they must eat
traditional Malaysian style; only eating with their right hand and
without utensils.
Clean up.

SYNTHESIZE (Matrix)
As a class, write a paragraph describing satay, curry and Malaysian
manners and add to the matrix board. Students may want to amend

their American paragraph to describe the use of table utensils.
(Caution students that many Malaysian families today use a spoon
and fork.)

CURRY RECIPE

tbsp oil
1/2 onion
1 teaspoon cumin, anise, cinnamon

t

salt
ginger and garlic to taste
potatoes

carrots
1

cup water

Heat oil. Put in onions and spices. Fry until onions are golden brown
then add in the vegetables, pour in a cup of water and add salt to
taste. Allow to simmer.
EXTENSION ACTIVITES: The teacher may wish to have students
prepare Chinese, Nyonya and Indian dishes common to Malaysia.

LESSON 2
OBJECTIVES: Students will become familiar with the sound of
traditional Malaysian music and learn to dance the joget.

SKILLS: movement, following directions
U.S. COMPARISON (MATRIX): In cooperative groups, students will
discuss the tastes of American music and dance. Have them also
discuss and define "traditional" American dance and music. One may
expect them to identify fiddle music, rock, and jazz In the realm of
dance, possibly, square dancing. As a class synthesize this
information in paragraph form. and display it on the matrix.

MATERIALS:
-several slides of Malaysian dance presentations and costumes.
-video tape of "An Evening in Malaysia".
audio tape of "Malaysia- Promise of the East"
PROCEDURE:

Explain that traditional Malaysian music has a great deal of
percussion in it and have students listen to the music with their
heads down.

have students tap their feet in rhythm with the music.
Teach students the hand movements of the joget and, while sitting,
have them demonstrate the movements to the rhythm of the music.
Show the joget from the video tape, "An Evening in Malaysia".
Demonstrate the joget and have students perform.
SYNTHESIZE:

As a class, write a paragraph about the joget and Malaysian music to
be placed on the Matrix. Also, place an audio tape of the music in a
plastic bag and position it by a listening station so that students
may listen to the music during their free time.
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EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:

The teacher may demonstrate/compare
lban dance to extraordinarily similar Native American dance.

LESSON 3
OBJECTIVE:

Students will be able to articulate the BASIC
principles of Islam. They will be able to identify a few practices of
Islam and be able to compare them to the BASIC elements and
practices of Christianity.
SKILLS: geography, reading for information
U.S. COMAPRISON (MATRIX): Discuss with the class how religion
can often cause vast and extensive misunderstanding. Illustrate how
wars between families, communities and nations can r xplode over
the issue of worship. Explain to the class that the majority of
Americans are Christians* and that this is neither good nor bad, but
fact. In cooperative groups, have children write as much as they can
about Christian doctrine and practices. As a group, synthesis this
information into a short paper and add to the matrix.
MATERIALS:
-book, Islam for Children by Ahmad Denffer
-blank coloring book copies of a world map.

-children's Islamic clothes suitable for worship
FROCEDURE:

Have students place their world atlases, and crayons on the desk.
Give each student a coloring book type map of the world.

List countries on the board that are primarily Islamic. Have children
locate these countries on their map and color them blue.
List countries on the map that are primarily Christian and have
students color those countries red.

1 (1

After students have created a visual of which countries practice the
two religions, present Islamic information.
Discuss the importance of the Koran, the Bible, Jesus and Abraham
to Muslim and Christian peoples.
.

Have students draw a quick floor plan of the interior of a church and
have them label each part. In contrast, draw a interior floor plan of
a Mosque. Show the students slides of the exterior of several
Mosques.

Explain the origin of "Sunday best" in American culture and discuss
the appropriate behavior of Christian worship. Have children silently
read chapter 2, "Washing for Prayer', in Denffer's book and discuss
the importance of being clean for worship.
Discuss common Christian positions of prayer and contrast those to
Islamic.
Reviewing such Biblical laws as the 10 commandments and present

the five pillars of the Islamic faith.

At this time show numerous slides of Muslim people at worship -if
possible- and discuss what they are doing.
Finally, allow students who wish to dress up in Malay, Muslim aress.
SYNTHESIZE:

Under the careful direction of the Instructor, pull
several main and simplified points of Islamic worship and write a
short description of these to add to the matrix.
* Depending on the community in which one works, one may want to

contrast Islam with Mother Earth Spirituality, Judism or whatever
is appropriate.
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES: The instructor may have an Islamic
speaker answer further questions. One may wish to visit other
places of worship in the community.

LESSON 4
OBJECTIVE: The student will experience batiking and recognize it
as a major, Malaysian art form.
U.S. COMPARISON:

In an open discussion, solicit any ideas from
your students regarding art forms that have originated in, or are
commonly associated with, the U.S. Some answers may be sandpainting from the Navajo or quilting. Take this list and add it to the
matrix beside "art".
MATERIALS:

-three hot plates
-two paint brushes for each child
-3 pounds bees wax

-three old, quart pots
-a large piece of 100% cloth fabric for each child.
-material dies in the primary colors
-samples of batiked f abric
-a chetterling as an example of an authentic batiking tool
PROCEDURE:

Show students several examples of batiked fabric and paintings.
Tell them that most of the batiks are done in repetitive, floral
designs and used as fabric for clothing but that some artists use
plain white fabric as a canvas.
Demonstrate the batik technique before allowing students to
commence with their own project.
Demonstrate:

Painting die on the white fabric.
Applying bee's wax to the areas wanted to remain that color
and/or to hold that die.

Paint on another color to the design.

Apply another application of wax.
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Caution the student not to mix water into the wax
and to be careful not to spill the wax.
Have students work on their own batiks.
The next day, the wax must be removed from the batiks by lying
them between two pieces of newspaper and ironing.
SYNTHESIZE:

Perhaps under this category in the matrix, the
teacher can simply display the words "batik: see examples" as the
children's batiks should be displayed throughout the room.
EXTENSION: Students may wish to make more batiks and cut the
batiked cloth to make simple clothing articles. They may create
batik landscapes.

LESSON 5
OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to retell a variety of lban,
Bidayuh and Melanau legends and to develop these stories into
shadow plays.

Students will also be able to construct simulation shadow puppets.

SKILLS: script writing, cooperation, reading, sequencing
U.S. COMPARISON (MATRIX): Before starting this lesson, expose
children to the vast array of Native American legends. Many
surround animaIs and give explanations of how the elements of the
earth came to be. Have them re-tell any other legends that have
originated in the U.S. such as Paul Bunyan and Tailypo. After the
children have read and/or retold several stories, have them write
scripts in cooperative groups based on the legends .

MATERIALS:
-Indonesian shadow puppets
-Sarawak Stories, by Heidie Munan
-lban Stories, Heidi Munan
-flood light
-white screen background
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-1/4 inch wooden dolls
-a large amount of cardboard.
-several exacto knives
PROCEDURES:

Present a traditional, Indonesian shadow play and discuss that
shadow plays are also common to Malaysia. Instruct students that
they will be making simulation shadow puppets from wooden dolls
and cardboard and that they will utilizing them to retell some
indigenous Malaysian stories.
Independently, give students an hour or two to read as many
indigenous stories form Heidi Muni..n's book as they can and allow

them to discuss the stories freely with their friends.
Have children choose a story that they would prefer to enact with
shadow puppets and divide them into interest groups of three.

Take one of Heidi's stories and model script writing g to the class.
In their groups, have children write a script based on the story they
chose.

When demonstrating the making of shadow puppets, be sure to
caution students about the danger in using exacto knives.

As children watch draw a figure on cardboard without legs or arms.

Carve out the puppet with an exacto knife; carving out the details of
the eyes and mouth so that the light shines through.
Separately, carve out Ws limbs of the figure and attach them with
wing clips and attach dole to the torso of the puppet.
Have students make their own puppets and give them an opportunity
to paint them.

Give student apple time to practice their plays allowing them to
chose the puppeteers and narrator from their group. (students may
need to employee other students from outside their group to act as
musicians.)
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Perform the plays for younger audiences.
SYNTHESIZE:

matrix.

Mark the shadow play medium and add it to the

EXTENSION:

Students may want to built a Shadow play stage and
decorate it like a Buddhist temple, lban longhouse, etc. They may
also wish to take Native American legends and turn them into
shadow plays.

Make percussion instruments available for the musicians.

UNIT EVALUATION:
Evaluation can take many forms. Simplistically, the teacher should
bring forth the chart the students directed at the beginning of the
unit that reveals everything they new about Malaysia before starting
the unit. As they review the matrix and the chart, they will discover
they have learned a great deal. They may also be given a teacher
made objective test using the matrix as their notes. Additionally,
they may be asked to write a small paper based on the knowledge
they have obtained. Furthermore, they may come to better understand
Malaysia by studying yet another country and, using the matrix,
comparing it to both the U.S. and Malaysia.

I
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LANQUAGIC POLICY Ili MALAYSIA

series
On a recent television program about Malaysia, part of the
trying to
"Mink-Dragons Part II," there was a story about a Malaysian
enter France.
Malaysia.

Unfortunately the customs official had never heard of

the
When he looked up countries, the official could find

African country of Mall, but he could not find Malaysia.
and may be
While this Was inconvenient for the Malaysian traveler,

this anonymity
a little daunting to MalaYslan national pride,
represents an important national accomplishment -- while other

drawing
countries with ethnic divisions are capturing headlines and
television camera crews as they kill each other and destroy their
of Its
economy, Malaysia is quietly balancing the demands and needs

various ethnic groups and building a sound economY.

Bosnia and Serbia

its terrible
with seemingly endless killing and suffering, Somalia with

Sudan with
clan wars and its recent brush with starvation, Liberia and
have
vicious civil wars -- these the French official would probably

recognized.

They make the news.

Malaysia is not making that kind of

news.
,

Yet the ingredients for civil war are present in Malaysia.

are three major groups with d1stin5,t ethnic, religious

There

and language

differences, but Malaysia Is coping with these differences which

In

other countries are leading to terrible bloodshed and loss of life,
limb and land.

An important part of this accompkishment Is the

solution Malaysia has found to the question of national language
policy.

Language hAR a unique ability to unite people, but also to
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separate them.

Some see language as the unique ability that sets man

above his fellow mammals.

Other creatures communicate.

Birds have a

large repertoire of songs by which they warn each other of danger.
Elephants, scientists say, talk to each other In sub sonic mumblings
that carry for miles.

Whales seem to sing.

their 'songs are said to be very restful.

In fact, recordings of

Chimpanzes, man's nearest

relatives In the animal kingdom, have been taught to use sign language.
One chimp even coined the phrase "finger bracelet" upon seeing a ring.
But only man can generate language.

The development of language enabled man, neither the fastest nor
the strongest of earth's early creatures, to work together for
survival, to plan and coodinate the hunt, to communicate and share
lessons learned -- where to find berries, which snakes were poisonous.
Thomas Scovel, a distinguished linguist, has suggested that our species

might better be named homo loquens (speaking man), rather than hog
sapiefis (knowinc.; man) (22).

While language can unite people, it can also be the point of
friction that divides them.

Terrible riots have been sparked by

disagreements about national language policy.

Some experts see

language as second only to religion as a cause of strife In India, a

country which has more than 1600 languages and dialects (Beer and
Jacob, 1).

Linguistic diversity came to the Malay peninsula* In the

nineteenth century.

Until then, Diane K. Mauzy describes the area as

"an underpopulated region inhabited overwhelmingly by Malays, who were
primarily rice cultivators and coastal fishermen, and who spoke Malay,

which was the ilnava Irma for most of the island areas of Southest
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Asia (151).

But at the end of the nineteenth century Chinese restrictions on
emigration were lifted large numbers of Chinese men, and women, began
to enter the country and create a Chinese ethnic identity on the
peninsula.

The Chinese were attracted to the tin mines, and for a

period, they dominated this enterprise (Gaudart, Bilingual Eduoat1on la

maugla, 8).

The British also arrived, and when they began

cultivating rubber plantations, they brought Indians to do the labor
(Ibid., 9).

On the island of Borneo, the present day Malaysian states of
Sarawak and Sabah had seen the addition of migrating Chinese, Malays
and Filipinos to the native Dusuns, Bajaus, Muruts, Ibans, Melanaus and
Indigenous Malays (Ibid.).

By one estimate, In 1934, more than 40% of

the population had been in Malaysia less than forty years (Ibid.).

When finally Malaysia gained Independence from Great Britain, it was a
land of many languages.

Today the total population is about 17 million, of whom about 59%
are ethnic Malays.

The Chinese comprise about 32% of the population,

and the Indians 8% (Gaudart, VisitIno Malaysia, 5).

While the Malays

dominate In numbers, the Chinese dominate economically.

National

language policy hat been the focus of much struggle and conflict.

Serious ethnic riots broke out In Milaysia over twenty years ago,
in 1969, with language as one of the crucial issues.

The riots seem to

have had a sobering effect, however, and have led the government to
undertake a policy to ameliorate underlying ethnic problems of economic
disparity.

The language policy has been to make Malay the official

national language, but to make wide allowance for the teaching of the

3
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other major, and even of many minor,

laAguages.

jkter and Jacob see

ahead
this accommodation as 'unstable, primarily because it has gone
hope
with the imposition of M :ay on the non-Malay population,' but see
for It because it Is accompanied by the government undertaking ua

systematic attempt to improve the economic status of the Malay
population, thus relying on concrete Improvements ind not just
imposition of language policy" (232).

This language policy has contributed the political stability that
has allowed Malaysia to avoid the headlines.

It may mean that customs

officials will have trouble placing It, but it has allowed Malaysia to
build a sound economy and provide a better life for Its citizens.
Following is a lesson plan designed to help students understand
the importance of language policy and the way that Malaysia has
developed its policy.

FOCUS VOUTION:
/

How has Malaysia managed to avoid
ethnic fighting when it has three
distinct language groups?

MAJOR IDEAS:

Ihe Important of national
policies.

language

Malaysia's success In dealing with
language differences.

THEME:

Language and cultural diversity.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

Students will be able to identify
the language groupe In Malayasia.
Students will recognize the
Importance of national language
policy.

DEVELOPMENT:
Divide the class Into three groups on a percentage basis
reflecting the ethnic divisions of Malaysia. Each group will
research the history of Its language group In Malaysia.
They will then write a paper explaining what language
policy they think their group would want for the country.
The groups will meet and compare papers, deciding on a
position for their group.
They will then hold a meeting to agree on a national
policy, with each group presenting Its case. They will try
to agree by majority vote on a national language policy.
Students will be evaluated by the quality of their
individual papers and by their participation In the debate.
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Moral Education: The Teaching of Common Values or Indoctrination?
Malaysian and American Responses

Introduction
Everybody has their creeds, but we have
to live together, whatever our creed.
Hans Kung

There can be a no more current and ongoing philosophic
dilemma than
the seeking of a universal set of standards, values and
attitudes for both religious
believers and nonbelievers. Not only do public scheol
systems wrestle with this issue
worldwide, so do the theological and philosophical elite. We
have recently observed
how difficult it was for an assembly of the world's
religious leaders to sign the
"Declaration of a Global Ethic" at the centennial celebration
of the Parliament of
Worlds Religions in Chicago. Ironically, God became the
most
controversial subject
at the Parliament. The difficult task of drafting
a global ethics statement that both
Orthodox Christians and Zen Buddhists could sign
was handed over to theologian
Hans Kung, an authority oh world religions at the
University of Tugingen, Germany.
"The name of God was avoided because
our different understandings of God create
problems," said Kung. Ultimately, the Declaration
was signed by as diverse
representeves as the Dalai Lama and Cardinal Joseph
Bernardin of Chicago. The
Declaration of a Global Ethic begins, "We
are interdependent, we must treat others as
we wish others to treat us." This would indeed
appear to be a universal goal yet, when
attempted to be defined into specific values and
behaviors to accomplish this goal,
which are nonsectarian and nonreligious, trouble
brews.
Though we see in the United States, a growing chorus of educational
trendsetters calling for increased attention by educators to character
development, the
thorny issues of the teaching of morality and
conduct have created discord amongst
liberals and conservatives alike. In one modern nation
that we shall now observe, this
is not the case, however. A centralized ministry of
education
has simply mandated
specific moral education guidelines withOut extensive
prior debate. It may remain a
controversy elsewhere whether or not this particular educational
system is teaching
universally accepted values or is indoctrinating its subjects
into a conforming norm of
behavior. Yet, within Malaysia little discussion as to the indoctrinal nature
of the
curriculum appears evident amongst educators and the
citizenry at large. In this paper
we will also review the history and debate of moral
education in the United
purposes of comparison to the Malaysian model and present curriculum. States for
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On the 1993 Fulbright-Hays Seminar in Malaysia, fourteen
educators from
across the United States were hosted by the Malaysia-American
Commission on
Educational Exchange on a course of study and tour of the
country's educational
facilities. Lectures were given by educators affiliated with
the Malaysian Ministry of
Education and school visits were made. In an effort to provide
the American educators
with as wide a view as possible of the regional and
ethnic diversity of the country, a
variety of educational institutions were visited, ranging from the
prestigious MARA
residential schools to backwater, rural schools in interior
Sarawak, on the island of
Borneo. In each government funded school, the curriculum
is clearly defined by the
Ministry of Education and does not vary. One Minietry
requirement is the course
entitled Moral Education (Pendidikan Moral) taught
from kindergarten to the tenth
grade. While the Ministry claims that the course entails
twelve "accepted moral
values,"1 there is some guarded controversy in Malaysia,
as is there is in the United
States, whether or not the course pertains to a universal code
of ethics or a sectarian
vision of common values. Few in Malaysia perceive
any infringement to their right of
determining and educating their children in the values
of their personal choice. Most
Malaysians appear to accept the Ministry of Education's
dictates as being synonomous with their own and little debate is heard. Let us
now examine the Malaysian
philosophy of education and, in particular, the specific
curriculum of Moral Education.

The Malaysian National Philosophy of Education
The post-colonial education system of Malaysia early defined
its basic
goals to include belief in God, good behavior and
morality as a means to the
attainment of the national aim of greater unity
among its people. The National
Education Policy of 1970 further elaborated this goal by defining
a Malaysian society
that:
Respects and abides by the laws and regulations, is prepared
to work to do their utmost, respects individual rights,
practices
.good manners and behavior without infringing on the interests
of others, respects and possesses the spirit to improve
situations
constructively and is ready to serve the nation.2
Additionally, a review of the implementation of the Policy
stated that "for
the purpose of National development... (an educated
citizen)
must
not
only
be efficient
but, must be able to think and act wisely whether as an individual
or in a team based
on accepted moral values."3 The phrase "accepted
moral values" has subsequently
been defined in a curriculum entitled Moral
Education. We will shortly examine this
curriculum.
1 National Philosophy of Education,
p. 5, Cabinet Committee Report, para. 452, art. 227,1988.
2 The Rezak Report, 1956; The Rahman
Talib Report, 1960.
3 Cabinet Committee Report, art.. 1,1974.
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Based on the aims and goals circumscribed in the Rezak and Rahman
Talib Reports, the Education Act of 1961, the Cabinet Committee Report and, the
Rukunegara, the National Philosophy of Education is thus summarized:
Education in Malaysia is an on-going effort towards further developing
the potential of individuals in a holistic and integrated manner, so as
to produce individuals who are intellectually, spiritually, emotionally
and physically balanced and harmonious, based on a firm belief in
and devotion to God. Such an effort is designed to produce Malaysian
citizens who are knowledgeable and competent, who possess high
moral standards and who are responsible and capable of achieving a
high level of personal well-being as well as being able to contribute to
the betterment of the society and the nation at large.4
The System of Education in Malaysia
Malaysia has a 6-3-2-2 system of public education: six years -If the
National Primary (Tamil and Chinese language versions available); three years of
Lower Secondary (Form 1-3); two years of Upper Secondary (Form 4-5) and, two
years of Post Secondary or "Pre-University". Government funded preschool
education
is available as is higher education; university, college and polytechnic
institutions,
numbering a total of sixteen in the nation.
A curriculum of Moral Education begins in primary school, implementing
aims number 6 through B of the New Primary School Curriculum:
The New Primary School Curriculum aims to.enable pupils to:
...6. develop desirable attitudes and behaviour based on the human
and spiritual values accepted by society as embodied in the
Rukunegara (National Ideology), and to make these the bases of
daily life;

7. have knowledge and understanding of, an interest in, and
sensitivity towards man and his environment;
8. interact socially, respect the rights and capabilities of others and
possess the spirit of cooperation and tolerance;5
"Man and his environment" as mentioned in item number 7 has
become
a curriculum theme for the primary level. It consists of two components: the
Humanities and Environment component, and the Spirituality, Values
and Attitudes
4 Ibid. Para 452, Art. 227.
5 Ministry of Education Malaysia, The New Primary Schoolcurriculum,
Curriculum Development Centre,
1990, p. 3.
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component consists of Islamic Religious EducatIon and/or Moral Education. (Nonmuslim's are not required to take Islamic Religious Education but, all must take Moral
Education). The New Primary School Curriculum (NPSC), 1990, states that these
subjects are "given special attention as they are crucial to the development of
attitudes, character and personality."6
The goals and aims of Moral Education then, as stated in the NPSC are
the following:
The school as an institution for socialization is an agent for the transmibion of noble human values accepted and desired by the Malaysian society.
Opportunities for pupils to be aware of these valties and to practise them
nan be provided both directly and indirectly.
The Moral Education syllabus for the the primary school level is based on
twelve values. These values, besides being universal, are drawn from the
various religions, traditions and norms of a multi-racial Malaysian society
in line with the tenets of the Rukunegara (National Ideology).
The Moral Education syllabus is designed in a spiral pattern where the
same values are taught every year. However, the content and emphasis
differ as they are developed and arranged according to the pupils' level of
maturity. Special emphasis is given to the practice of good habits in order
that good behaviour may be instilled in pupils.

Objectives:

The aim of Moral Education is to produce pupils of good character and
who are able to make responsible decisions based on moral values of the
individual, family, community and society.
The specific objectives of the Moral Education programme are to enable
pupils to:
a. form habits and behaviour consistent with moral values and attitudes;
b. be aware of the values upheld by the society around them;
c. possess moral values as the basis for the development of mental maturity;
.d. consider all aspects based on moral principles before
practising them;
e. provide rational grounds for, decisions made pertaining to moral issues.7
Moral Education is considered part of the core curriculum in both the
primary and secondary level of education. Approximately 180
minutes or 13% of the
total teaching time of a week's instruction (1350 minutes) is given to it.
Lower
secondary denotes slightly less time of its total 1800 instructional
minutes
per week to
the subject of Moral Education (or, Islamic Religious Education).
In upper secondary,
Moral Education continues to be an important part of the
core curriculum whether part
of the Arts and Science, Science, Technical or, Vocational stream.
The average 1
6 ibid. p. 4.
7 ibid. pp. 12,13.
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instructional time in these streams of higher education
is, however, reduced to 1,640
minutes per week.

Character Expectations of Teachers Reflect National Ethics
The Philosophy of Teacher Education in Malaysia states that "the
teacher, who is noble in character, progressive and
scientific in outlook (is) committed
to uphold the aspirations of the nation."8 These
include the goals of national unity,
national culture, scientific and technological development
and, individual
development. Each goal carries with it desired teacher qualities
among which include
the promotion of national culture, a high level of ethical
and moral commitment. We
thus see, even in its teacher.education and in the
requirements for credentialing, the
Malaysian teacher is expected to reflect the
moral/ethical standard set forth by the
state.This standard is exemplified in the Moral Education
curriculum. A teacher in
training needs to complete 77 hours of pedagogy
in the Moral Education course, both
for primary and secondary credentialing.

Moral Education, the Curriculum
The implementation of the curriculum of
Moral Education was begun in
Malaysian state-funded schools in 1989. Although
the Integrated Curriculum for
Secondary Schools (ICSS) states that the inculcation
of accepted moral values is
incorporated in all subjects,9 values are specifically taught in
Islamic Education for
Muslim students and Moral Education for
non-Muslim students. The 1CSS document
further states that "these values are universal and
do not conflict with the religions,
cultures and norms of Malaysian society.
These values are also based on spiritual
humanity and citizenship values."-lo
The specific values are:
I. compassion / empathy
2. self-reliance
3. humility / modesty
4.

respect

5. love
6. justice
8 Ministry of Education Malaysia, Teacher Education
in Malaysia 1991, p. 1
9 Ministry of Education Malaysia The Integrated
Curriculum for Secondary Schools, Curriculum
Development Centre, 1989, p.3.
10 ibid. p. 6
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7.
8.
9.

freedom
courage
cleanliness of body and mind
10. honesty / integrity

11. diligence
12. cooperation
13. moderation
14. gratitude
15. ratior ality
16. puoll spiritedness

These values are generally treated with readings or, as for the primary
level student, with situations told which elicit discussion.
questions,
discussion and supplementary activities follow the moral /Comprehension
ethical situations proposed
in secondary Moral Education texts.11
The apparent universality of the sixteen common values may not be what
is controversial to some observers. The selected values
do appear to have appeal to
global norms of human behavior. What has been
called into question, however, is the
manner in which they are taught. As Malaysia, like the United States, is a culturally
diverse nation, the religious and philosophical context in which the common values
are taught and discussed is invariably biased toward the presenter's
own ethnic,
religious or political persuasion. Though guarded and careful
not to be set apart as
dissenters, in a nation in which public opposition could
lead to blacklisting or, even
arrest-12 Educators and critics will candidly offer disparaging
criticism of a moral
education curriculum that is centrally enforced and to
some, superficial and pedantic.
A common criticism is that the curriculum format of a reading about an imaginary
circumstance in which a a value is brought into play
followed by a discussion, is often
shallow,and lacking controversy or real-life application
to truly stimulate dialog and
substantive examination. Norms of conformity
appear to be the goal rather than the
intellectual examination and and debate of the common value.
Regardless of its critics, Malaysia is ahead of the
United States in the
11 Hunk!, Siow and Arnasalam. Pendidikan Moral:
Tingkatan 5 Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka Kementerian
Pendidikan Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur,1992.
12 Opposition was silenced in 1987 when
more than 100 prominent political and social activists opposed
to
policies of the present government of Mahathir bin Mohamad
were arrested, held without trial; some
sent to prison and others ordered to serve two-year, in-house
detention sentences. Three outspoken
newspapers were closed and all political gatherings were banned. Those
arrested included over 60
members of the political opposition,
environmentalists, church workers, trade unionists and, teachers.
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implementation of a curriculum of moral education and
values clarification. The U.S.
remain's in a period of lively debate, bypassed
entirely by the Malaysian Ministry of
Education, as to whether or not and how moral education
can be brought into the
public school system. Sides have been taken by staunch
strict separation of church and state and the increasingly, humanists maintaining the
politically powerful Christian
conservatives.
Before we examine this debate, that appears to have no resolution in
sight, let us now note that, by the review of the history
of education in the U.S., the
promotion of moral virtue and right conduct, since colonial
times, has been central to
the purpose of American education. What has caused
the lapse since the 1930's and
its revival of interest in the 1970's shall also be examined.
The History of Moral Education in the United States

The founding history of this nation is anchored on the issue of religious
freedom. The seventeenth century European settlers
sought not only escape from
arbitrary British political rule but, the state church of
England. Yet, fear of a single
dominant religion in the colonies led to the adoption of the First Amendment
of the
U.S. Constitution -- the separation of church and state.
In the eighteenth century,
public school founders such as Horace Mann
favored and promoted the Protestant
moral ethic. The popular McGuffey Readers stressed
character, work, thrift, family,
patriotism, respect fol' learning, reverence for tradition, struggle
for union and a
Manifest Destiny.13 The nineteenth century university
curriculum, dominated by Latin
classics and theology, offered a moral philosophy
course to seniors defining the
character qualities of the soon to be leaders of the nation.14
By the beginning of the twentieth century, immigration,
industrialization,
urbanization and, modernization weakened the emphasis
of
moral
education
in the
public school. The university courses in ethics
and idealism became elective courses
and, in their place, science and technology took
a focal position. Freudians,
behaviorists and social scientists further eroded
the importance of a Judeo-Christian
morality by proposing psychological and social
adjustment. Both psychologists and
sociologists saw their disciplines as ethically neutral.
Organizational and philosophic changes in public education
separated
younger from older students and, promoted a more pragmatic and
progressive
curriculum. Central to these latter philosophical
changes was John Dewey who
radically moved education away from a teacher-centered,
rote learning toa studentcentered, activity-based curriculum.
13 Parker, Franklin. "Five Influential Books
and Reports in American Education," Texas Tech Journal
of
Education, VIII, No. 2 (Spring, 1981), pp. 115-124: Franklin
Parker,
"Ideas
that
Shaped
American
Education," Phi DeltKaopan, LXII, No. 5 (January,11981),
pp. 314-319.
14 Sloan, Douglas. "The Teaching of Ethics in the
American Undergraduate Curriculum, 1876-1976, in
Daniel Callahan and Sissela Bok, editors, Ethics Teaching

1980, pp. 1-57.
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in Higher Education. New York: Plenum Press,
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Progressive education, as the Dewey model
was called, emphasized
broader social ethics than the content of
earlier
courses
and
the moral atmosphere of
its schools. Interests were integrated which had
formerly
been
kept separate. For
example, those of the individual and the
group,
the
child
and
the
curriculum and, the
school and the society.
Several historical episodes in the twentieth
century renewed interest in a
more morally / ethically-based curriculum. The Great
Depression
turned educators
baJk again toward a more ethically focused
curriculum
at
which
time "general
education", or a liberal arts program
was
promoted
at
the
higher
education level.
World War 11 created a search for moral uplift,as
well.
But
it
was
the
Cold War and the
social upheaval of the 1960's and 70's
that created perhaps the greatest need for
curriculum changes. Alienated and isolated
youth living in a world they believed they
did not create produced the social
revolutions of civil rights, student protest,
women's
liberation, to name a few. Vietnam,
Watergate and, the Reagan-Bush presidential
administrations all led to further dissolution
with the nation's ability to provide a moral
example to its citizenry.
Drugs, violence, crime and, family
breakup became the responses of an
angry and morally discontent populace. The
economic
necessity for women to work
outside the home created in itself
a host of social problems, not the least of which
the absence of an adult at home who
was
could continually set norms and
the children.
boundaries for
In terms of national moral character
then, we see that following World
War 11 the 1950's
were characterized by self-sacraf ice, work
and family --then came
the affluent 1960's and '70's at which
time many Americans rethought their values,
rejected self-sacrafice and pursued
sensual pleasures. This was followed by the
1980's and '90's in which we have
seen ir creased dependency on foreign energy
sources and products coupled with
domestic price increases in defense and
entitlement programs. Global inflation,
job loss, and lowered standards of living
created a new crisis of moral resolve.
have
This Great Recession has stirred a
renewed
sense of need for community,
commitment, connectedness and a moral / ethical
direction has once again become
evident. Yet, despite this seemingly
for a return to "traditional values"
national need
a considerable controversy exists
as to what exactly
are these traditional value of morality and
ethics and how do we implement them in
our education curriculums.

The Controversy Regarding Moral
Education in the United States

From former Secretary of Education,
William Bennett to organizations
such as People for the American Way,
there
had
been
of late a call for increased
attention by educators to character
development.
Arguments
for the existence of a
curriculum in moral education differ widely,
however.
Some,
as
in Malaysia, reject
moral reasoning and focus instead
on conduct. More important than simply
talking
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about values, .-y contend, is that young people should actually follow legitimate
rules, for example, refraining from hurting others or vandalizing
property. Others,
emphasize critical thinking and the development of a rationale for their moral behavior.
These latter proponents of moral education claim that schools must do more than
indoctrinate but, must teach students to think for themselves.
Federal legislation has always tried to keep up with the changing public
views with regard to this controversy. From 1913 to 1947 release
time from public
schools allowed up to two million school children to be sent to
nearby chwches,
synagogues and sometimes even within the school premises itself for the purpose of
religious instruction. In 1948 the U.S. Supreme Court declared such instruction
unconstitutional when given on school grounds during school time but, in 1952
approved such Instruction for off school grounds. Prayer in public schools
was also
declared unconstitutional in 1961 though this rule is
continually being challenged to
this day.

Within the last thirty years new pedagogies have arisen
creating, at
times, additional opposing camps of controversy. Principally,
there are three:
humanistic education, values clariflcation and, moral
development or moral reasoning.
Humanistic education deals with affective learning,
emphasizing the concern for
others, the valuing of interpersonal and human relations, feelings,
sympathy, altruism,
and helpfulness. Both the neo-progressives of 1965-1975
and followers of
psychologist Abraham H. Maslow (1908-1970), who was
concerned with the stages
through which a creative person reaches self-fulfillment,
advocate this pedagogy.
More controversial is the concept of values clarification_
the moral dilemma from a subjective point of view and Following the clarification of
the discussion of alternative
responses, this method attempts to have the students choose
for themselves the
appropriate behavior. Parents and others object to the
students' frank discustion Of
their own, friends, and family moral dilemmas.
Values clarification has also been
called superficial, ineffective, and possibly dangerous
because of its public
disclosures, subjectivity, and moral relativism.15 Moral
development or moral
reasoning follows the developmental observations
of psychologists Jean Piaget
(1896-1980) and Lawrence Kohlberg (1927) and enjoy a large following,
literature, and curricular programs. Piaget identified four
states of moral development
from observing the way children used rules of
games they played. Kohlberg observed
that children first think and act out of fear of
punishment, desire for reward, or
exchange of favors; they then act according to the expectations
set by authorities to
maintain good order. Only following this do they act
and think on the basis of moral
principles alone.

15 David Purpel and Kevin Ryan, Moral Education..,It
Genies with the Territory. Berkeley, CA: McCutchen
Publishing Co., 1976, Part II.
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Flawed Implementation
To respond to the question as to what has actually been
implemented
in classrooms throughout the U.S. we note that
many state legislatures and boards of
education have recommended moral education for kindergarten
through grade twelve.
Yet, as in California it was found that half of the state's
high schools had no moral
education syllabus, course, or program; most had
no materials for their teachers and,
furthermore, there was very little urging from the administrators
of local school districts
for moral education. In California, teacher
education institutions have shown little
interest in moral education.16
Nevertheless, despite what K-12 education officials are not doing to
implement moral education in their schools, we see significant public
opinion in
support of it. In a 1991 sampling of
over 900 citizens in New York State, three quarters
of them believe that teaching common values is a very important
goal of public
education:17 In part, due to this lack of inaction at the state and local level,
education which has boomed in the last decade is that of private Christian an area in
academies.
While many may have begun in the South and
elsewhere to circumvent racial
integration, they may also be seen as a grass-roots response
to the absence of a
morally/ethically-based curriculum in the public schools.
The private Christian academies stress religion,
morality and, basic skills.
Many have small enrollments and do not survive due
to the lack of business acumen
of their administrators and boards and due to the
economic hardships of the last few
years which has prompted many parents to reluctantly
return to the public school.
Those that are surviving the hard times press for behavioral Conformity
rather than
value clarificatioh's objective analysis and
argumentation for various points of view. 18
There has been a boom in moral/ethical education
American education: in higher education. Up to 15,000 coursesin one other area of
are now offered in
U.S. undergraduate colleges. Fifty percent of
these courses are in applied ethics; i.e.,
bioethics, business ethics, legal ethics, medical ethics, etc.
Most tend to be
interdisciplinary, elective, and oriented to such
specific issues as euthanasia, bribery,
atomic power, whistle blowing (i.e., reporting
misdeeds), etc.19 The relative free
intellectual environment of higher education in the
U.S. may account for the growth
and implementation of this type of course work. Only in unusual
cases has the higher

16 Hobbs, Howard Edward (Ed.D.), "The
Moral Domain: Prescriptions of California Public High
School
Officials Regarding the Ethics Curriculum in Social Studies
Education,"
University
of
Southern
California, 1981; abstracted in Dissertation Abstracts
International, XLII1, 7A (January, 1983), p. 2218.
17 NeW York State United Teachers, New York
$tate United Tegchers1991 Education Opinion Survey...
Final Report. Section II. Fact Finders, Inc., Delrnar, N.Y., 1991.
18 Peshkin, Alan. "God's Choice: The Total World
of a Fundamentalist Christian School," Educational
Leadership, Vol. 43, No 4 (Dec. I985-Jan. 1986), p. 3.
19 Rosen, Bernard and Arthur L. Caplan, The
Teaching of Ethics IX. Ethics

in the Undergraduate
Curricul m Hastin s-on-Hudson, N.Y.: The Hastings
Center, 1980, pp. 1-16.
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educational institution been questioned for its choice of course work or instructorsn
Thus, we see that while the controversy of content and means of a
curriculum in moral education has created a seeming standstill
in public primary and
secondary education, in private and in institutions'of higher
education moral education
has become either the cornerstone or is responsible for
the most rapidly growing area
of educational pursuit.

Conclusion
Moral education or "character education" are appealing
concepts. They
bring to mind images of courageous women and men, noble
values and, lofty ideals.
Unquestionably, educators must do their part to develop
such qualities. However, in
doing so, we must not neglect the teaching of critical
thinking. People will be better
prepared to act in accord with their beliefs if they
have considered the alternatives and
developed a sound rationale for their positions. In the
American form of democracy we
give parents the right to restrict their children's
exposure to ideas they disagree with,
including the right to send their children to private schools
that reinforce the parents'
values. Public schools, on the other hand are responsible
not only to parents but also
to the larger society for the kinds of citizens they produce. Because
or society needs
people who are both ethical and rational, committed
and objective, schools must do
more that indoctrinate their students; they must teach them
to think for themselves.
These views are in conflict with the "limited democracy"
of Malaysia
which appears to perceive the critical analysis of
state policy as subversive. But as
commentators on the recent historic Asian-Pacific summit
in Seattle have said, the
limited democracies of Asia (i.e. Malaysia and Singapore) are having
unparalleled
levels of economic and social successes; perhaps
it is inappropriate to impose
another ideology upon them.21 It remains to be
seen, however, whether or not these
countries can sustain their pr f=-* ;evels of societal
harmony and cooperation with
governmental policies given ttictt a rise in the standard
of living, as evidenced by postWorld War 11 U.S. history, creates an undeniable questioning
of authority and
established policies.

20 In November, 1993 the president of the University
of California at Los Angeles has been been called
upon to respond for that university's decision in allowing convicted

junk-bond trader, Robert Milken
to teach a course in corporate business. To date the university
president has yet to respond.
21 National Public Radio, an unidentified news broadcaster,
, week of November 15, 1993.

Rose Giordano

Topic 1: Southeast Asia - Geography

Aim: How does the geography of Southeast Asia affect the lives of the people there?
Major ideas: A regions geographical characteristics including location influence its role in world
affairs.

The geographic diversity of Southeast Asia has promoted cultural diversity as
adaptations to the environment.
Questions and procedures: Students will use maps and readings to answer the following
questions.

I. It is not an accident that Southeast Asia is the rice bowl of Asia. Explain.
2. Based on the reading, why is agriculture hindered despite vast amounts of water?
3. Why are so many western and eastern businesses anxious to enter the Southeast Asia market?
4. What cultures had a strong influence on Southeast Asia because of their close proximity?
5. How does the monsoon climate affect Southeast Asia?
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AGRICULTURE
Because Southeast Asia has
benefits to agriculture should be vast amounts of rainfall, the
very great. There are, however,
several reasons why this is not true.
Two of the most important
erosion and leaching,
affect the soil and cause the landreasons,
to become unproductive.
1. Erosion. The people in the uplands
natural vegetation on the hills, cultivate region clear away the
the land and then

leave
when the soil is no longer fertile.
The heavy rains wash the topsoil
from the barren hills and
river banks into the river. This
has
helped
form the large river
deltas found at the mouth of the
Red, Mekong, Chao Phraya, and
the Irrawaddy rivers. The Irrawaddy
deposits
quarter billion tons of silt at the delta annually. more than one-

2. Leaching. Heavy rains wash
minerals out of the soil.
This process of washing out soil
nutrients or minerals necessary
for plant growth is called leaching
and is common to the tropics.
The heavy tropical rains, therefore,
most vegetation, except for the trees ruin much of the soil for
that send down deep roots.
Natural Vegetation. The kinds of
natural vegetation in an area
depend upon the amount of rainfall and
the range of temperature
of an area. The tropical rain forest
has Well-drained soil, steady
high temperatures, and rainfall of
more
rain and a seasonal d-y period, such than 80 inches. With less
as in the monsoon areas,
there are deciduous trees (trees that shed
their leaves) such as
teak. If the rainfall is less than 40
inches,
typical vegetation is
scrub growth.
Subsistence Farming. Most farmers in Southeast
Asia are
"subsistence farmers." This means that
the
farmers
raise just
enough crops for their own use rather
than for sale. Rice is the
basicthe most importantfood grown here. Although
Southeast Asia has been called "Asia's rice
bowl,"
rice
is
still
grown
on a subsistence level.
Other subsistence crops are corn, beans,
sweet potatoes,
cassava, peanuts and coconuts. Coconuts
are
not
only a source
of food, but their leaves are used to make
baskets
and fans and
to supply the thatched roofs for houses.
The husks are used for
-ropes, matting, and fuel. Shells are a source of
cups, spoons,
and decorations.
The Wet-Rice Metho<1.
Wet-rice cultivation
lowlands. The rice is grown in flooded fields is practiced in ti:e
which are divided
into smaller parts by dikes. The
area surrounded by a dike is
called a paddy.
In the wet-rice method, seedlings
are transplanted from seed
beds to the flooded paddies. (This is
the method used in
China and Japan.) The deltas are thelike
best areas for growing
rice. It is no surprise, therefore, that the
greatest centers of
population are found around these
areas. As rice needs water all
year round, the people often have to develop
workable irrigation
systems.
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Aim: Why does the jungle instill both fear and awe in those who travel through it?

Major idea: The jungle can be boh a friend and foe to the people of the Malay peninsula.
Questions and procedures:

Imagine that you are traveling through the jungles of Malaysia. What do you sec? Who or what
do you encounter? What emotions are you feeling? Answer these questions in one paragraph.
Students will read their responses aloud.
2. Students will read the short story, 'A Jungle Passage' by Tan Kong Peng.
1. How does the writer describe the jungle?
2. Why does he fear his companion?
3. Does his companion fear the jungle?
4. What would you do at the end of the story? run:away?

Last Re\ ised 0917.93
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A Jungle Passage
TAN KONG PENG

June, 1947. The season of pounding rains brought
by the
north-east monsoon from the South China
Sea to the
east coast of the Peninsula was followed by a period
of

drought. The swamps and marshes of the jungle of
Pahang, Trengganu, Kelantan, and eastern Johore had

turned to dry land. Smaller streams and brooks had dried
up. Most of the wider rivers that had to be crossed by
canoes during the monsoon could now be fordc.d.
Taking advantage of the dry season, I went to Panching from Bundi, walking through thick
virgin jungle on

the border of Pahang and Trengganu, in search
of a
piece of land said to have rich deposits of tin ore.
I was grateful to Hamid Salek, the
Penghulu of
Kampong Bundi, whom I found to be an excellent guide.
He knew the jungle path so well that he
was to me a
walking compass. He did not put a single foot
place. He knew which path to take in order out of
to avoid
climbing high hills, and at what point to make a turn
to
avoid crossing wide rivers. He went as straight
as an
arrow.
Hamid Was in his forties, healthy, tall
and strong, but
fierce-looking and ugly. His upper teeth protruded from
his mouth. There was a deep, long scar running from his
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left eye to his left
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ear; another scar on the left ol'
his
forehead made his leathery

face look even more frightening. His head was wrapped in
a turban. He wore a dirty,
fetid sarong and baja, with
a long parang at his waist. He
made me think of the
pirates who must have sailed
the
Malacca Straits long ago.
But my pirate guide kept
me good

company in the
Malayan forest, and entertained
me endlessly with
interesting tales of the jungle
kingdom.
He told me that
when the elephant family
travelled in the jungle, the wild
creatures cleverly arranged
protect their young. He told themselves in a circle to
snake entrapped animals, andme how the long, thin rattan
so many other strange and
wonderful things.
'Ache, you
ll never believe
mp unless you have
actually seen one yourself,'
he said: 'The colour of a
rattan snake is exactly the
same as rattan. Its head and
tail cannot be seen, and nobody
knows what length it is.
It makes a loop with its
rope-like body and sets itself
across the jungle track. When
some unfortunate animal,
perhaps a wild boar, deer,
pulls the noose tight and or even a tiger, passe& by, it
entwines itself around its prey.
It's so strong that it's
impossible for any trapped
to escape after being caught.
animal
When
its
victim
is
tired
of
struggling, the rattan snake bites
a hole in its neck, sucks
its blood, and then
abandons the body. We, who
used to travelling in
so
the jungle, often meet theare
dead
bodies of its victims.'

It was in such a myth-like
and exciting atmosphere
that I walked through the
jungle with

Hamid. By evening
we had travelled more than
the forest was beginning ten miles, and every object in
to break our journey untilto fade and blur. We decided
we could see the sun again. the following morning when
Hamid led me to an excellent
camp-site at the foot of a huge
rock.
I unloaded the jungle
There were some biscuits sack from my back with relief.
in it, two bottles of
cold water,
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a torch-lir,rht, a compass, and a few samples of tin ore
which I had picked up on the way. In addition, I had in
the sack the teeth and claws ol rare animals and a blowpipe which I had obtained by exchanging some salt and
tobacco with the. chief of thirty Sakais, when we had
passed through Sungei 'Fakai earlier in the day. They
only weighed a few kalis in all, yct to have them added
to my own weight for the distance I had to cover made

every step an effort.

felt so tired that I threw myself on the ground,
without any thought fUr what was under my body.
I

Although the ground was rough, 1 felt as if I were lying
comfortably on a double-springed Vono bed.
Hamid proved himself an experienced woodsman he
made a fire before he sat down to relax.
He warned me while I was lying stretched out like a
log of wood, Inche, don't part with your parang. It's true
that ail wild animals arc afraid .of fire, but it's better to
keep your parang by your side.'
'What kind of animals are we likely to see?' I asked.
'Tiger,' was the answer.
He unwrapped a small packet, took out a piece of
sirch leaf, put sonic kapor on it, fblded it into a small cake
and put it into his mouth. As he chewed the sirch, he said
in a low voice: 'I once saw two tigers fighting for human
flesh here.'
He's trying to scare me, I told myself.

'Oh, did von enjoy watching so much that you did
nothing to help?' I asked him .jokingly.
'What ? Rescue him? I would have chopped him into

pieces. I wished that the tigers would swallow his bones as
well!' He stared hard at me.
He would be a very successful actor on the stage, I
thought.
'Have a man chopped into pieces?' I pointed to the sky
and said laughingly: 'There is Tuhan Allah above P

'Tuhan Allah!' he shouted. 'If there ever was a
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Tuhan Allah at all, we poor people would
not suffer
thus.'
How well he dramatizes, I mused,
hall asleep.

'Hamid,' I said, 'let's go to sleep. Don't tell
me any
more such Arabian Night stories,
or you may frighten me
to death.'
'Inche, I am not joking. Um telling
you the truth. If

you arc not chicken-hearted, I will
prove it to you.'
'What do you mean ?' I interrupted,
my curiosity
thoroughly aroused.
I were chicken-hearted, I would
not have come so far with you.'
He sat silently and looked at the surroundings
with
a look of deep grief in his eyes.
'Come on, what do you want to show me?'
I sat up.
'Are you going to show me tigers
lighting for human
flesh?'
It seemed as though my wordprovoked him. He stood
up without a word. I held my parang
in my left hand and
the torch in my right, and followed
him round the other
side of the rock.
He pointed to a spot and said,
Took, what is that ?'
I aimed my torch at the spot he
showed me, and .
Allah! There was a hill of skeletons
blades of grass had grown through in front of me. And
the eye-sockets of some
of the naked skulls.
'These arc my victims,' he said.
A sudden horror flashed through
my mind. My hair
stood on end.
'You . . . you . . I could hardly
To be with a murderer in this utter a word.
thick jungle was no
better than being with a lion in an amphitheatre.
I was
paralysed. He could at any time force
to fight like a
gladiator witli him, parang to parang;me
and
long, I too would lie on the hill of skeletons.then before
raced. I gripped my parang as hard as I could. My blood
'Inche, don't be afraid. When men die, only their
are left. There is nothing for you to be afraid of.' bones
.
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It was cold comfbrt. I took two steps back.
But Hamid, like a doomed man, lowered his head and
returned to our camp fire. I followed him yards behind.
He sat. down again by the fire, I sat in front of him, with
the fire between us.
Darkness had by this time covered the whole of the
jungle. There were only a few stars in the murky sky. It
was dead silent except for thc jungle symphony of unseen
insects.

His big bloodshot eyes were fixed on the fire. His
face
was blood-red in the glow and made the light seem more
dark and frightening. Ghostly shadows danced behind
him. My blood flowed even more rapidly and I gripped
my parang even more tightly. But he did nothing else other
than gaze at the fire and from time to time throw dry
branches on to it.
We were silent.
I do not know how long it was before I spoke: 'Why
did you kill?'
'Kill ?' It was as if he had woken from a dream. 'Kill!
Why did I kill?'
Suddenly he pressed both his hands hard against the
ground, like a fierce wounded tiger, his big eyes flashing
with anger.
'Devils!' he cried. 'They arc nothing more than bloodsucking devils!'
.

He raised his head. Looking into the dark sky, he
shouted, 'They are like the rattan snakes, they trap
us,

suck our blood, and make life a living hell! I chopped off
their heads and it was a pleasure for me to watch them
die!'
I could see he must have suffered bitterly in the
past.
I asked him, sympathy dragged from me by his suffering,
'Did someone make you susah before?'
There was no answer to my question. In a low, muttering voice, he seemed to be making a statement to the
fire. 'My father died when I was six. We had
no relatives.
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The only things he left my mother and myself were an atap
hut and a few old sarongs. Then Itam, a younger brother
of the Penghulu of our kampong, claimed that my father
owed him mOnev, and made my mother his fourth wile.
We had no choice but to give in to him that rich beast!

'We still lived in our own atap hut after my mother
married him. He gave my mother only a few gantarzgs of
rice every month. When I refused to call him father, he
kicd Luc and liad mc beaten up. My mother was afraid
to speak and could only cry when it happened.' The

tears began to course down his checks.
'With two other boys whom he employed, I was made
to look after his cattle. He had about fifty head of cattle.
My mother died while I was still in my teens.'
'Then ?'
He was obviously telling the truth.

'Then, I was made to accompany the beast on this
very same route, bringing with us twenty-five head of

cattle to be sold in Pahang and Negri Sembilan, because
the price of cattle there was two or dime times higher than
in Kelantan. The last time I accompanied him on this
journey, I killed him and chopped off his head when we
spent a night at this very spot. I sold all his cattle, and
returned to my kampong in Kelantan a year later after I
had spent all the money I got from the sale of the cattle.
Nobody ever knew that it. was I who killed him. I told
everyone that we were robbed on the way, and that he
was killed by the robbers.
'It was thus that I became a guide for those who
wished to sell cattle, as I was on'e of the kw who really
knew this jungle route. Many times, I brought
my tem-

porary employers here intentionally and killed them
while they were fast asleep at night. I sold
their cattle and
kept the money for myself. I cannot remember
the
number of the victims of my parang. I just threw their
bodies over there behind the rock.

'There was one occasion when I almost failed. My
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victim was so strong and tough. I waited until he was

asleep and then attacked him with my parang, but I
missed his head and wounded him on the shoulder. He

jumped up and fought back. He got mc twice.' He pointed
to the scar on his forehead. 'But I managed to kill him
and added one more to my reCord.'

He paused for a moment and continued, 'Inche, all
this happened more than twenty years ago.'
He gave a long sigh. His remorse was so great a contrast to his previous anger.
'Aye! Inche, I am getting old now and I have seen a lot

of life and death. At first, I killed that beast because I
nated him. Later I killed others because it was the easiest
way to get money.
'But,' he gave another deep sigh, 'Inche, if' we want to
live, we must let others live. You are still young, Inche.
No matter what you do in the future, you must remember
this: learned people, high-class people, and pandai people

may not think the same way, but we who have learned
and lived the hard way know this well: if we want to live,
we must let others live. Live and let live.'
All these words were coming from the mouth of a
murderer. I wondered whether it was a dream ? But no,
it was fact: the bright dying fire, the ghostly shadows, the
pirate-like murderer with his red-rimmed eyes staring
hard at the lire, sitting just in front of me. All this was
real. I was not dreaming.
I felt confused and unable to find a single word to say.
His sufferings had won my sympathy, but not my confidence. My hand was all the time on myparang, gripping it
as tightly as I could. I was desperately tired, but I had not
the courage to lie down. I jtust sat with my back against
a tree, riot even daring to shut my eves. The pictur
of the heap of skeletons and skulls kept appearing before
me. Throuc.Ji the ,.vhoh of that cohi, damp jungle night,
my mind felt numh, vet strange thought persisted:
'Is man perhaps his own greatest enemy
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Southeast Asia - Independence Movements

Aim- I lave the experiences of the countries of Southeast Asia been similar or different since
independence?

Major ideas: In many areas of the world, the Cstablishment of independent nation states after
W.W II led to rivalries among the powers
Questions and pi ocedures

I lave students work in groups and provide each group \vith a fact sheet on one of the following
countries:
Vietnam
I

.

Malaysia
Philippines

2. Have each group fill in a chart with the following information about their assigned country:
location
history
independence
present government

present foreign policy
3. Have students combine information on the board
4. How were the experiences of these nations following independence been similar? different?
Writing Exercises:
Which country in Southeast Asia would you like to visit and Why?
As a leader of one of these countries, write a speech telling your people about the obstacles still to
be overcome now that you are independent.
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PHILIPPINES

As a result of thc last provision in the charter
the democratic processes in force for two and a
half decades came to an end in 1972 when President Marcos declared martial law in the name of
upholding "law and order" and became the dictator. Since 1973 several mock referenda have
been held and Marcos was given a 'popular approval' to continue on with his martial law. In
1976, the name of the capital, Quezon City, a

July 4th is an important date in the Philippines
it was on this day in 1945 that General
Douglas MacArthur announced its complete
liberation from Japan and on this day in 1946, the
United States President Harry Truman proclaimed its independence. Less than three months
before the day of independence, national elections
were held based on a constitution adopted in 1935
and amended in 1940 and 1948. The constitution
was designed to follow an American presidential
because

suburb in the Manila metropolitan area, was

changed to Manila. The election of 1978, the first
one since the imposition of martial law, was full of
fraudulence and as expected, Marcos"New Society Movement' party members won all the places
in the national assembly. With limited opportunities given to the opposition in the midst of an
unlimited political repression unleased by the
Marcos government, his party won most local
elections (governors, mayors, and local councils).
Two insurgencies, one by the Communists in

form. Elections until 1969, generally considered
fair, took place every four years signifying the existence of a broad democratic support in the country. During this period, the Communist-led rebels
(Hukbalahap) were brought under control, but
were not eliminated.

Ferdinand E. Marcos was elected president in
1965 and his Nationalist Party gained a majority
in the senate in 1967. Marcos in 1969 became the
first Filipino president to be elected to a second
4-year term. A constitutional convention, consisting of 320 members elected democratically,
was held in 1971 and decided that the constitu-

central Luzon with 5,000 armed men, and the
other by the Moslems with 10,000 strong armed
people

in

central

Mindanao

and

Sulu,

tion be written_ in English, with translations in
other locally spoken languages, and that the

has also erupted on several occasions demonstrat-

ing a feeling of popular disapproval of a dic-

voting age be lowered to 18 from 21 years. A new
charter also adopted to change the form of
government from presidential to parliamentary
and to assign emergency powers to the president.

tatorial regime.
Philippines has stayed a constant U.S. ally and
has offered bases to U.S. military.

Philippines at a Glance
Name: Republic of Philippines
Area: 115,830 m12(300,000 km2)
Population: 47,914,017 (1980 est.)
Capital: Manila (Pop: 1,165,9901
Other Cities: Cebu (Pop: 489,208)

Monetary Unit: Peso (U.S. $1 = 7.65 Pesos, 1981)
Chief Products
Agriculture: Rice, corn, sugar, copra
Industries: Food processing, tobacco, cement, textiles
Per capita GNP: U.S. $620 (1979)
Religion: Christianity, Islam
Languages: Pilipino (official), English, Spanish.
Some 77 native languages
are spoken of which nine are of major importance and they belong to
MalayoPolynesian family.
Railways: 715 mi (1.143 kms)
Roadways: 84,556 mi (135,291 kms)
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have

plagued Marcos martial law regime all through
its existence. Internal unrest against martial law
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While the Thieu government continued to exist
with a great deal of political manipulation, repression and encouragement to corrupt practices, the
communist insurgents were gathering increasing
momentum, culminating in the formation of a

parallel

"Provisional

Revolutionary

Government" in 1969. Thieu was re-elected president in 1971 in an uncontested election to serve a
second 4-year term,

by preventing two of his

rivals from entering the contest. This election, by
no standard fair, was also the South Vietnam
Republic's last. The South Vietnam government
fell to the Communists in April 1975 and Thieu
left for the Philippines. Thousands of Vietnamese

the country and were received in the
United States as refugees. The problem of thc
"boat people" refugees fleeing South Vietnam
continued through 1980s. The South was joined
with the North forming a single state structure in
also left

1976.

N ietnarn at a tplance

Narne:

Socialist Republic of VietnaM
Kripuchea (Cambodia), Laos, China
127,24() mi-(32),566 km21

Borders with:
Area:

Population: 53,3011,000 I 1980 est.I
apital: Hanoi (l'op: 1,443,500I
thher Cities: Ho Chi Mirth City or Saigon (Pop: 3,4(0.500) Haiphong
(Pop: 1,191.0(88. DaNang (Pop: 5(X),(0())

I1onetary Unit: Dong (U.S. $I = 2.18 Dungs, MI I
Chief Products
Agriculture: Rice, sugarcane, tea, cotton
Industriew Phosphate fertilizer, cement, food processing
Per capita GNP: U.S $171) (19781
Religion: Buddhism (Chinese Confusian base), Taoism. Christianity
Language: Vietnamese (official), Cantonese
Railways: 1,272 mi (2M7 kms)
Roadways: 3,h90 mi (S.)80 kmal
the Vietnam Fatherland Front,
VIETNAM
popular

wing of

the

a

Communist

broad based
Party. Duc

In 1954, after the French lef, Vietnam, it was
divided along the 17th parallel into two indepen-

Thoung was reelected president and Pham 'Vam

with the Geneva Agreements, which stipulated a

ship and Le Duan, the party secretary became
more influential. The election for National
Assembly in 1975 chose 425 members and the
major cabinet ministers' responsibilities remained unchanged. North Vietnam was officially
unified with the South on July 2, 1976 and was

Dong became the prime-minister.

A power struggle hindered the effective leader-

dent countriesNorth and Southin accordance
general election

in

1956.

'Ile South Vietnam

president Ngo Dinh Diem refused tb abide by The
Geneva Agreements and the stipulated election
never took ptace. South and North remained two
separate states though the Geneva Agreements
conceived of a united Vietnam. Thc North led by
its popular communist leader, Ho Chi Minh,
never accepted the separation and named itself
the Democratic Republic of Vietnam with capitol
in Hanoi. The Republic of South Vietnam had.its

given a new name, the Socialist Republic of Vietnam.

South Vietnam
Independent South Vietnam was a monarchy in

1954. Bao Dai was the sovereign and Dicm was
the premier. A referendum in 1955 abolished the
monarchy and led to the formation of a republic,
with Dicm as the president. Diem's regime lasted

capital in Saigon.

North Vietnam

North Vietnam had a Communist-led government from the inception with Ho Chi Minh as tts
founder president. Thc constitution was ap-

up to 1963 when a military coup was staged
leading to his murder. Thereafter, nine coups took
place in less than two years and finally in July
1965 Vice Marshal Ky established a firm military

parently democractic, but as in Russia and China,
led the way to one-party (Communist Party) dic-

control. In 1966 an election was held to elect a
constituent assembly, which adopted a new constitution the following year. The constitution,
patterned on the U.S. model, provided for a two
house legislature, an independent judiciary and a
presidential form of government. In accordance
with the new constitution an election was held in
1967, which was boycotted by the Communists,
who had been engaged in anti-Saigon regime

tatorship. At the helm of the executive branch
was

the

president

and

his

cabinet

ministers.

There was an 'elected' legislative assembly. The
Communist Party stayed in full control of executive, legislative and judicial branches.

The National Assembly election was held in
1964, but the scheduled 1968 election was postponed because of severe United States bombing.
However, People's Council elections were held in

guerrilla warfare in the countryside ever since
1954. Though there were eleven presidential candidates, the only non-civilian, General Nguyen

1967 at different levels. Ho Chi Minh's death in
1969 eventually led to a smooth transition in
which the former vice-president Duc Thuong
assumed the presidency, but the national
assembly endorsed a collective leadership. After

Van Thieu, was elected with the

(35a10) of votes. The fairness of the election was
questionable and Thieu became a president with a
minority of popular approval. The elected

seven years, in 1971, elections for a 420 seat national assembly took place. True to the principle

legislature also contained a large
members who were opposed to Thieu.

or one-party dictatorship, 522 out of 527 candirivit rtmlsaiw.
Ipminn were anoroved by
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Malaysia at a Glance
Name:

Malaysia

Borders with: Thailand, Singaxore, Brunie and Indonesian Kalimatan
Area:

127,315 mi21239,746 knv-)

Population: 14,000,000(1980 est.)
Capital: Kula Lumpur (Pop: 500,000)
Other Cities: George Town (Pop: 280,000), Ipoh (Pop: 255,000)
Monetary Unit: Ringgit (Malaysian $: U.S. $1 = 2.14 Ringgit, 1980
Chief Products
Agriculture: Rubber, palm of pepper, rice
Industries: Steel, tin, automobiles, electronic
Per capita GNP: U.S. $ 1,090 (1978)
Religion: Islam (major), Buddhism, Taoism, Hinduism
Languages: Malay (major), English, Chinese dialects, Tamil
Railways: 1,138 mi (1,832 km)
Roadways: 18,813 mi (201,008 kms)
1970 and his deputy, Tun Abdul
Razak, also belonging to the ruling Alliance Party became the prime minister. By 1971, emergency prohibitions were lifted and the parliament
was summoned alter a two-year suspension. To
prevent communal outbrcaks and to stabilize
Malay dominance over the other ethnic
minoritiesChinese and Indiansthe Constituresigned in

MALAYSIA

Malaya, a part of the Malay peninsula of the
Southeast Asian mainland, won independence

from Britain in 1957 and was then called the
Federation of Malaya. The British transferred the
power to local nationalists after they had secured
the country from communist insurgency. In 1963,

the name of the country was changed to Federation of Malaysia because Singapore and northern Borneo (i.e., Sarawak and Sabah of Kalimantan), erstwhile colonies of Britain, joined the new
Federation. As Indonesia vehamently objected to

the British move of federating northern Borneo
Malaysia and not with Indonesia, the
latter's relationship with Malaysia was strained
with

considerably. This also affected Singapore's port

Singapore, which was also experiencing a mounting tension between its two
based trading.

dominant

ethnic

was

tion

amenced,

proscribing the following

items from public and parliamentary discussion:
a) non-Malay citizenship rights, b) special constitutional privileges given to Malays, c) the

question of having'Malay as the official language
and d) the 'sovereign' status of Moslem sultans of
Malay. Several politicians were prosecuted for
violating the new constitutional provision, which
for all practical purposes legitimized the advantage of the ethnic Malays. Thus, Malaysia paved

the way for a society where Malays were given
economic privileges despite important
Chinese and Indian ethnic minorities.
The national election of 1974, returned the successor of the former ruling Alliance Party: Unitcd
Malays National Organization (UMNO), to power
with 87% of the parliamentary seats, though with
only 59% of the votes. On Razak's death in 1975,
special

groupsChinese and

Malayswithdrew from the Malaysian Federation and became an independent state in 1965.

At the national level, the Malaysian constitution was designed on the British model: cerernonial monarch, Senate and House of Representatives. The House election takes place at least
once in 5 years and the Senate once in six years.
However, unlike Britain the country has a second
tier of governmentstateswhich have their

his deputy Datuk Hussain bin Onn, took the office of prime minister. Hussain continued to be
the prime minister even after the 1978 election
when his UMNO captured 8571 of the seats in the
parliament. Malays, who are economically more

own legislature and executive branch.
The national election of 1969 reduced the
popularity of the Alliance party which had

depressed than the ethnic Chinese and Indians,
are progressing at an increasing tate compared to

governed the country and whose leader, Abdul

non-Malays. Many Malays feel that not enough is
done for them while the Chinese and the lndians
feel that the Malay progress is registered at their

Rahaman, a Malay Moslem, had held the office of
prime minister ever since its independence.
Ethnic riots emerged following the elections and
an emergency was proclaimed with curfews, censorship and suspension of democratic institu-

cost.

Malaysia has an anti-communist government,
but it is not totally allied to the United states like
Philippines, though it has good relations with the

tions. Rahaman came under heavy criticism. He

latter.
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What problems are facing nations of Southeast Asia?

Major ideas: Students will learn the differences between developing nations and developed
nations.

Questions and procedures:

1. Students will draw a chart comparing the life expectancy, infant mortality rate, per capita
income, GNP, urbanization, and literacy rate among four different countries:
NIalaysia
Indonesia

United States
Switzerland
2. Based on their findings, students will make conclusions on the differences between developing
and developed countries.
3. Based on their charts, what are the biggest problems facing Malaysia and Indonesia?
4. Which country Malaysia or Indonesia would you prefer to visit?
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Nations of the World

Malaysia

§tructure of gross domestic product and labour force

nfioal name: Malaysia.

1988

1,,rnt of government: federal

In value
Ago leullitr*
MinIng

klislative houses (Senate 1691); {Souse
a Representatives [177D.
Our( of state: Yang di-Pertuan Agong
(Paramount Ruler).
Ilfad of government: Prime Minister.
Capital: Kuala Lumpur.
(limit language.. Malay.
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127.320
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21 005
795
1 031
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1322.9001
1.550.000
1.963.600
1.325.700
1.116.400
548.800
679.000
978.100
7.107 800
175 600
1 007 000
1.830 800
683.900
1.108.200
16.527.800

684
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Demography
'eatation (19991: 17,421,000.

Imtity (1989): persons per so mi 136.8, persons per so km 52.8.
,Aan-rural (1985): urban 38.2%; rural 61.8%,
41 dituiltution (1987): male 50.39%; female 49.61%.
ire Nrakdown (1986): under 15, 37.8%; 15-29, 29.2%; 30-44, 17.5%; 45-59,
11%; 60-74, 4.5%; 75 and over, 1.2%.
'rulation projection. (2000) 21,485,009; (2010) 24,363.000
,:isAng (rote: 29 years.
!low composition (1987): Malay and other indigenous (Grang Asli, or BiiNouorra) 60.9%; Chinese 30.4%; Indian 8.2%; other nomndigenous 0.5%.

!Avails a[lihation (1980): Muslim 52.9%; Buddhist 17.3%; Chinese folkirligionist 11.6%; Hindu 7.0%; Christian 6.4%; other 4.8%.
Vior elites (1980): Kuala 1,umpur 1.103,2001; Ipoh 293,849; Pinang 2.16,:11; Johor Baharti 246,395; Petaling Jaya 207.805.

riul statistics
rate per 1,000 population (1988): 29 1 (world avg. 27.1).
1,11) rale per 1,000 population (1998); 4.9 (world avg. 9.9).
ltural increase rate per 1,000 population (1988): 24.4 (world avg. 17.2).

'es/kraal. rale (avg. births per childbearing woman; 1988): 3.6.
gp.rare rate per 1,000 population (1979): 1,7.
rate per 1,000 population (1979): 0.02.
ofectancv at birth (1988): male 68.9 years; female 72.7 years.
4,or mutes of death per 100,000 population (1981)': heart disease 29.1;
' ofrcliOUS and parasitic diseases 19.2; malignant neoplasms (cancers) 18.6;
richrovascular diseases 14.4; pneumonia 10.6.
,

%Itirinal economy
Weer (1989). Revenue: M$22,742.000,000 (nontax revenue 33 8%, income
as )1.5%, import duties 11.8%, most taxes 7.0%). Expenditures M$22,-

9441,000 (social services 28.6%, debt service 26.9%. security 16.2%,

ilourustration 10.8%, economic services 8.8% transfer payments 4.7%).
11997): receipts from visitors 1.) S.S717,000,000; expenditures by
sunnals abroad U.S.S1.272,000,04n

,thiaton (metric tons except as noted). Agriculture (1988); palm od

hun,Onn, rice 1,725,000, rubber 1,610,000, cocoa beans 204.000, pineal).
*.s 143,600. peppers 17,500-, livestock (number of love animals) 2.258,0041
625,0(X1 cattle. 347,0c43 goats, 2201100 buffalo, 99.00) sheep. 57,000
"dickens; roondwood 33,600,000 cu no; fish ca(ch 932,500. Mining and
rurrung (1988): bauxite 360,798; iron ore 131.821; copper concentrates
ser), tin concentrates 28,866. Manufacturing (19661. ceinerd 3,176.1011:
retitcd palm oil 2.255.000; iron and steel products 362,000; paints
)62.1)00 litres; loll wood 501,000 co no; urns 1.946.000 units; television
anhtrrs 851,000 units; air conditioners 137,19X1 units:

road motor veln-

111.000 units. (onstruction (buildings completed: 19861`: residential
tio9.1f0 so no; nonresidential 950,900 so no
Energy nioduction (con.
ription): electriedy (kW-hr; 1987) 17,387,000,000 (17,364,(00,000); coal
virir tons; 1987) none (475.000); petroleum (barrels; 1007) 19 5,14600
nt 06.00(1); petroleum products (metric tons; 1987) 7.064,000 19,407,000);
rural gas (co to; 19871 12,227,000,000 (4,479.(l00.000).
-Indium( product (1987): 1.1 S.S2.9,556.000.000 It 1 9.51.6(80 Per capita).
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Public dell (external, outstanding; 1987): U.5.519,065,000,000.
Popularron eronontically active (1988): total 6,622,200; actrvity rate of total
population 39.0% (participation rates; over age 15 119851 59.8%; female
[19801 33.6%; unemployed 8.1%).

Price Index (1985 = 100)
Consumer price index

1902

1983

1984

1905

1906

1987

1988

92 5

95 9

99 7

100 0

100 7

101 5

103 6

Household income and expendoure. Average household si2e (1980) 5.2
annual income per household (1084): MS13,140; sources of income: n.a.;
expenditure (1978): food 37,1%, transportation 18.0%, housing 10.6%
household durable goods 7.7%, recreation 6.0%, clothing and footwear
5.7%, health 2.2%.

Land use (1987): forested 59.6%; meadows and pastures 0.1%; agricultural
and under permanent cultivation 13.3%; other 27.0%.

Foreign trade")
Balance of trade (current prices)
1983

1984

15,028
8 3%

40054

91

379.758

13.790
6.944

labour

force

value

13.905

Pub nchnIn , defense
Firuvicei
Other

religion: Islam.
Itonoary unit. I ringgit, or Malaysian
dollar (MS) - 100 cents; valuation
Oct.?, 1989) I 1.1.S $ M$2.69;

Capitals

% of total

Mstr00.000

constitutional monarchy with two

stokes
listss

665

MS 000,000
5 n1 Ielmi

13 1%

1985

10.664
16 2%

-1986

1987

4 10.480
17 1%

4 I l.86.4

17 I.,.

-.1988

4 113.046

17 0%

Impoos (1987): M$31,983,000,000 (thermionic valves and tubes 17.8%,
petroleum products 5.0%, steel plates and shex(. L4"ti, grain 2.1%, crude
petroleum 1.5%, raw beet and cane sugar 1.0%). Major import sources:
Japan 21.7%; 91.S. 18.7%; Singapore 14.8%; 13.K. 4.3%; West Germany

4,2%; Australia 4,196.
Exports (1987): MS45,176,000,000 (thermionie valves and tubes 15.3%, crude
petroleum 13.9%. sawn logs and timber 13.0%, natural rubber 8.7%, palm

oil 7.2%, liquefied natural gas 3.9%). Major export detonations: Japan
19.5%; Singapore 18.2%; U.S. 16.6%., South Korea 53%; The Netherlands
3.5%; West Germany 3.4%.

Transport and communications
Transport. Railroads: track length (1986) 1,381 no i. 2,222 km: pa ssen germi 947,000,00011. passenger-km 1,52000,00011; shon ton-mi cargo 912,000,00011, metric ton-km cargo 1,332,000,00011. Roads (1987): total length
24,276 mi, 39,069 km (paved 80%). Vehicles (087): passenger cars 1,504,208; trucks and buses 338,980. Merchant marine (1988): vessels (100 gross
tons and over) 499; total deadweight tonnage 2,265,81f. Air transport
(1988): passenger-km 8.592.000.000; metric ton-km cargo 385,94.1,000; airwith scheduled flights 38.
Communications. Daily newspapers (1985): total number 42; circulation
1,670,00012; circulation per 1,000 population 10912. Radio (1988): 7.090,979
receivers (I per 2.4 persons). Television (1987): 1,658,566 receivers l (1 per
10 persons). Telephones (1987): 1,500,507 (1 per 11 persons).

Education and hea(th
Education (1987)
PrImnry Incp, 7-12)

Sncmlary (Ann 13-19)
Voc., leacher Ir

41udent/

SChooll

teachers

students

teacher ratio

6.691
1,165

102.356
60.350

2.2/4.452

54
42

22 2
21 6

10,347

Higher

I 969

7.202.040
23 145
109,545

it 8

10 6

Educational attamment (1980). Percent of population age 25 and over having: no formal schooling 36.6%; primary education 42.1%; secondary 19.4%;

higher 1.9%. Uri-on' 09801: total population age 15 and over literate
5,719,358 (72.6%); nudes 3,195.(131 (82.2%); females 2.52.1,327 63.2%).

Health: physicians (1981) 5,791 II per 2.853 persons). hospital beds (1986)
32,960 (1 per 489 persons): infant mortality rate (1988) 24 0,
Food (198446): daily per canna caloric intake 4723 (vegetable products
animal products 16%); 121% of FAO nUnimuni.

Military
Tmal active duty personnel (I'M). 114,500 (army 78.6%, navy 1(1.9%, air
force 10.5%). ,Ifilitart. evpenditure ur perrem ill GAT (1987): 3.2% (work!
5.4%); per capita expenditure 11.5.557.

Includes 11 nonelecnve spats

certified deaths onlv. ,Restills

i ni ludo lahuan federal (cumin; 11990 1Medically
Om Central (lank StIrs cy il lour major mutts

K uut I umpur. S)mall Alam, Kelang. and ccberang I'mal.

Conslan1 prices or 1979.
Troployed
1Services includes oubhc utiltlies and trade Thicludes onport duties
and bank scrytce charges, lolniport figures are In I. Hi balance ol 11 ade and cll..
for . onotioditivo and trading paitaris.
Slalrocia and Singapore. 1089
1:10:44 ill icenses 141986
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Indonesia

kg. Manufacturing (1987):

cement 11,860,607; fertilizer
6,476,425; paper 121,4ter; cotton yarn 162,069
bales; beer 827,870 her,'
tolitres; cigarelles 14,186,129,000 units. Energy production (consumption):.
electricity (kW-hr; 1987) 34,810,000.000
(34,8(0,000,000);
coal (metric loos:
1997) 1,730,00(1 (2,914,000); crude
peroleum (barrels; (987) 488,436,000
(240,027,000); petroleum products (metric
tons; (987) 213,566,0(6) (23,792,000); natural gas (co m; 1987) 27,669,700,000 (0,493,000,000).
Gross national product (1987):
U.S.S76,706,000,000(U.S.S450 per capita).
57n.Tc-t-ure of groat domestic product nnd tabour force

kial name: Republik Indonesia
Irpublic of Indonesia).
Vn of government. unitary nuiltiparty
nutitic with two legislative houses
4Inuse of Peopin's Representatives

All; People's Consultative
inembly (1.0002)).
raid of state and government:
President.
.7r1101: Jakarta.

1987

In WWI

language: Ilahasa Indonesia.
4.o4I rehgton. monotheism.
Ovary unit: 1 IncloneMan rupiah
100 sen; valuation (Oct. 2,
NM I 1.1.S.S Rp 1,788;
Rp 2,892,
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Jakarta
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8.860 600

2,147
8 173
162 970
17.345
t 7 877
11 207
18 503
56.864

5.561

2.766.000
1,068.000
I 506.200
1.954.600

14.541

58.919
70.162
12.860
78.767
7 790
10 485
36 511
28.101
76.921
10.690
7.345
19 219
40.034
27,333
5.743

21.387
1.774
741.1011

21.166
421981
44 924
46.300
34.206
41.972
146.760
37 660
152 600
202.440
33.307
71.505
20,177
47.876
94.562

77.70
69.726
71,606
19.023
49.778
103 608
70.787
14 874

55.392
3.169
1.919.443

33084.700
27,961.700
32.606.700
3.043.600
2.409.700
230.300
i .722.500
6.945.100
1.741.800
3.172.500
3 277.000
2 810.000
6.969.200

1003 200
1.243.000
2.142.100
3.8118.500

5.875.200
10.132.300
681.300
3 215.400
3.046.500
175.216.700

kningraphy
Ivulatinn (1909): 177,046,0(81.
Benoit. (1989): persons per so mi 238.9, persons per so km 921.
(,han-rural ((985): urban 26.2%; rural 73.8%.
ler distributwn (1985): male 49.77%; female 50.23%.
qr breakdown (1985): under 15, 39.4%; 15-29, 27.2%; 30-44, 16.9%; 45-59,
It 81; 60-74, 4.7%; 75 and over, 1.0%.
?lulation protection: (200(1) 214,410,000; (2010) 246,102,000.
Pohling lime: 44 years.
fihnolinguisric composition ((9110): Javanese 40.1%; Sundanese 15.3%;
Ba/ma Indonesian 12.0%; Madurese 4.8%; other 27.8%.

sawn
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Population economically (1111IY. total (1980) 70,192,912; activity Talc 41.6%
(participation rates: ages 15-64, 60.1%; female
39.4%; unemployed 2.6%).

Price and earnings Indexes (1980 = 100)
Coniumer price index
kr 1111119 earnings index,'

1901

1984

1985

1906

3o137
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Household 171COnle and expenditure (1980). Average household size
income per houselmld: n.a.; sources of income (1976): wages 42.1%, 4.9.
self
employment 41.5%. transfer

payments 2.5%; expenditure: food 61.2%

housing and utilities 17.4%, clothing 4.9%, durable goods 2.9%.
Land use ((987): forested 67.1%;
and pastures 6.5%; agricultural
and under pcimanenl cultivation meadows
11.7%; other 14.7%.

Foreign trade
Balance of trade (current prices)
US $ 000.000

% 01 low

1983

1084

1985

1956

1907

+6.545

1908

49.508
27.7%

49.430
34.0%

0 5.249

4-5.675
19 6%

+7,419
23 5%

19 3%

21.0%

Imports (1988): U.S.$13,248,500,000
(machinery and transport equipment
38.5%, chemicals (9.2%, mineral fuels
9.1%. crude materials 7.2%). Mop,import sources: Japan 25.0%; U.S. 13.1%; Singapore 6.8%.
Evports ((988): U.S.519,218.500,000
(crude
petroleum 21.3%, natura( gas
117%, plywood 10.8%, preparation
rubber 5.9%, petroleum products 5.0%),
31ajor export destinations: Japan 41.7%;
(1.S. 16.0%; Singapore 8.6%.

Transport and communications

1.0%; other 0.6%.
valor caies (1985): Jakarta
7,829,000; Surabaya 2,345,000; Medan 2,110,000;
Bandung 1,633,000; Semarang (1984) 1,077,000.

Transport Railroads: (1968) length 6,583 km; (1986) passenger-km 7,332,000,000; (1986) metric ton-kni cargo 1,452,000,000. Roads (1986): length
219,791 km (paved 39%). Vehicles
(1988): passenger cars 1,191,231; trucks
and buses 1,284.278. Merchant marine ((9813): vessels (1(0 gross
tons and
over) 1,730; deadweight tonnage 2,9515,574.
Air transport (1988): passengerkm 13,824,000,000; metric ton-km
cargo
463,170,000;
airports
(1989)
134.
Communication.s. Daily newspapers
tota) number 97; total circulation 3,048,635; circulation per 1.000((990):
population 18. Radio (1988): 21,785,492 receivers (1 per 8.0 perrms). Television (1998): 7,112,409
per 24 persons). Telephones (1987); 890,117 (1 per (93 persons),receivers (I

Vital slatistics

Education and health

Neurus affiliation (1985): Muslim 86.9%; Christian 9.6%, of nhich
Roman
Catholic 3.1%; Hindu 1,9%; Buddhist

kah rate per 1,000 population
(1988): 27.2 (world avg. 27.1).
anrrh rate per 1,000 ponulation (19881' 11.1 (world avg. 9.9),
(Aral increase rate per 1.000 population (1988): 16.1 (world
avg. I 7,2).
loud fertility rate (avg. birlhs per childbearing woman; 1988): 3.3.
11711(00)e rate per 1,(XX) population
(1985-80): 7.6.
NmIce rate per (MO() populalion (1985-86): 0.8.
1,(r evpertancy at birth (1988): mude 54.9 years; female 57.7
years.
itvir c(tll5ra of demh: n.a.; however, mmor diseases include
tuberculosis,
malaria, dysentery, cholera, and
plague.

\Mona) economy
loita (1988-09 est.). Revenue. Ito 28,963,00000,000 (royalties
from enM)' Production 30.0i, aid for development
24.7%, value-added tax 10.5%,
'cirri= tax 13.0%, excise tax 4.(,%, nontax revenues
4.3%). Expenditures:
87 28,903,600,000,000 (debt
service 36.9%. development 11).7%, civil ser-

uce 10,0%, subsidies Mr autonomous regions 1(1 (3%).
Public debt (external, outstanding; 19571: (.1 S.%41.284,000.)00.

rour,on (1987): receipts from visitms.
lpoo.000; expenditmes by
npionals abroad ( /.ti 54 94,000,000.
Ntuction (metric tons except as noted). Agriculture, fin
estry, fishing (19137):
rice 39,670.000, sugarcane 21,76.11X10, eassas a
I 1,700.000, corn .1,600,1010,

**eel potatoes 2,21X).000, polm oil 1,698,000, ropi a
[libber
1.600.000; livestock (miniber or live animals) 12,900,0001,400,000,
goats, 6,470,000
calk. 5,300,1881 sheep, 2,994,0(81
Indfalo;
renindwood
160,085,000
t
u
Iih catch 2,609,700. Mining, and quarrying 1(987): nickel
luslite 012,670; copper ore+ 24 1,240; iron ore+ 148,9W; tinore 1,936.576;
ore+ 25,8139;

Education (1987-88)6
Primary (age 7-17)
Sncendary (sun 13-19)
Veic leacher 1r
111ghar

student/

achook

leachers

shalom,

leacher 13110

144.561

1,107.100
583.527
95.777
115.355

26 649.890
6.793.056
1.447.278
1.179.409

24 1

76.367
3.400
797

15 1
15 1

10 2

Educational aualnment (1985). Perecnt of pc.pillation age 25
an I over
havim' no schooling, 30.3%; less Man
complete prtmary 32.2%; primary
22.8%; some secondary 6.4%; secondary
7.1%; higher 1.2%. Literacy (MS):
total population age 15 and over literate 79,197,000 (74.190); males
literate
41,150,(5)0 (8 3.0%1; females literate
33,708,000 (65.4%).
nrahh (1986); Physicians 2(1,768 (1 per 8,010 (ersons); hospital beds 111,300
(I Per 1.495 persons); infant mortality rate per 1,0i81 live births (19118) 81.0.
Food ((98440): daily per capita caloric intake 2.513 (vegetable
products
9 7%, animal products 3%); i

17% or FAO wont mended tnininium.

Military
oral active duty personnel (1989):
force 8.801,). Afilrlary ependtture 285,000 (arm) 75 .1%, navy 15.801,, air
ac percent of GNP (198 1): 2.13, (wor(d
5.4%); per eapita expenditure
S Sg.

11nchides 1191 nonelettive seats reserved for the oulitary. 7Includes the
500 meinhers
plus SOO other detegn lei. Metail
tines tun
add In Iola! given 1k% MI IteprortsuillveN
01 101111,1111g.
1tius hided In finals5T ;ma real
eslare. 45lostly unemployed. Islas glinted'nnycnitales.
on daily as ei age wages id agneutiumt
tate workers. "Peters u,, st aools undo

of the I louse rtf

the Department Ill I ducation and
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Switzerland

Energy production (consumption) electricity (kW-hr; 1987) 56,976,000SM
(47,52(,000,000): coal (metric Ions; (987) none (521,000); crude petroleum
(barrels; 1987) none (28,330.000). petroleum products (meinc ions; 1987)
3,998,000 (11.076.000); natural gas (ell
1987) 8.585,000 (1,659,169,000).
Grosr national product (198 7): U.S.S138,163,000.000 (U.S.S21,250 per capita).

()Prat name: Conftderation
Suisse (French); Schweirerische
Eidgenossenschaft (German);

Confederacione Svirrera (Italian)
(Swiss Confederation).
Faun of government. federal state with
Iwo legislative houses (Council of
States (46j; National Council 12001).
Bend of state and gorernment:

Structure of gross domestic product and labour force
1985

Carom( Bern.
laimtages. French; German;

Appentell Ausser.Phodun7
41Ventell inner nhoden7
Basal Landschet17

Oasel.'lladt7
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736754va
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Thurgeu
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,

-.9
isien
(O.(

Solothurn

r (autnle,d
getlinznna
Aildorf
Sinn
Lauganne
Zug

Ziiiith

labour
force

8.150
58.825
17,325
5.023
14.763
39.742
36.894
..... ' e6.065
27.933

36
25 7

209.200

78

225.900
21.300
198.500
603.300
303.300
271,400
419.600
25.7006
3.245.400
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Trade

rinonen. insurance,

pub admin Minns.
Sarvletii
015nr

.21122.1._

542
94
66
165

it

2.335
845
109

204

2.'44
323
576
aea
107
109

778
115
351
305
391
1.005
416

2.018
1.243
92
650
15,943

1
tr.1/rr,
1.405
243
172
478
37

8 049
1.670
282
684
7.100
037
1 492
797
776
491

2.014
298
908
791

1.013
2.011

1076
5.726
3.219
239
1.729
41.793

22
65

-2 9 '

227.950

forte
04
29 8

100 0

70
07
61

18 6
93
84
12 9
0 84
100 0

Population economically naive ((986): total 3,244,400; 34.115114. 112 of total
population 49.4% (part icipalion rates: agc 15 and over (1984) s '1%; female
37.2%; unemployed 119981 0.7%).

population
1987'

Price and earnings Indexes (1985
4713 511

49.782
13.140
277 126
157 559
976 758

Consumer once index
170481y n8119865 Innen

100)

1982

1903

1984

1985

1996

1967

91 2
90 3

93 9
9.19

96 7
96 3

100 0
100 0

10013

102 2

1988
104 1

103 6

Household income and expendnure. Avera-IA e household sire (1981.) 2.5; a S

197375
365.525
30 074
167,143
84.645
308.741

% ol labour

9015.700

17 4
16 2
11 4
12 3

-6.700'

tor At.

area

Aarau
Finnsau
Ai-Kam/nil

yhtun

Publle utilities

Area and population
Cetillats

% of 10111

Conslruttion

Official religion: none.
Monetary una: I Swiss Franc
(Sw F)
100 cc:10mm valuation
(Oct. 2. 1999) 1 (ISA Sw F 1.62;
I f Sw F 2.63.

1988

in yaw*
Sw r '000.000
Agricullur 9
Manufacturing. mining

President.

Cardona
Aargau

723

erage income per household ((982) Sw F 61.000 (U.S.$30.045); sources of
income (1985): wages 64.0%. social security 11 8%, other 24.2%. Expenditure (1987): fond 20.8%, housing 18.0%. education and recreation 16.0%,
transportation 13.8%, health 7.6%.
Land uSe (1986): forested 26.4%; meadows and pastures 40.596; agricultural
and under permanent cultivation 10.4%; other 22.7%.

,

156943
31 347
27.749
407 012
70,094
104.634
220,252
195.219
270.647
33.435
235.390
556.942
82,750
1.136.566
6.566.7997

Foreign trade
Britance of trade (current prices)
Sw 1 000 000

% of Mel

1993

1984

1965

1906

1987

1988

-6.871

-7.852

- 5,781

6 0%

-7.359

6 1%

5 2%

-6.933

4.1%

4 9%

-7.034
5 0%

Imports (1997): Sw F 75.171,000,000 (machinery 20.3%, chemical products

11.0%, clothing and textiles 10.1%. precious metals and jewelry 7.4%,

Demography
Population (1989): 6,699,000.
Denstly (1989): persons per sci mi 419.6. persons per sq km 162.0.
(trban-rural (1987): urban 60.4%; rural 39.6%.
Ser distribution (1987): male 49.13%; female 50.97%.
Age breakdown (1998): under 15, 17.1%; 15-29, 22.9%; 30-44, 22.9%; 45-50,
17.8%; 60-74, 12.8%; 75 and over, 6.6%.
Population projection: (2000) 6,911,000; (2010) 6,032,000.

tourism vehicles 6.6%). Hajar import sources: W.Ger. 34.3%; France 10.816:
Italy 10.2%; U.K. 6.1%; U.S. 5.3%; Japan 4.6%.
E.vports (1987): Sw F 67,477,000.000 (nonelectrical machinery 20.3%. electrical machinery 11.9%, pharmaceuticals 8.1%. precious-metal articles and
jewelry 6,9%, watches 6.4%). ,Valae export destinations: W.Ger. 21.3%;
France 9.1%; U.S. 8.8%; Italy 83%; U.K. 7.5%; Japan 3.8%.

Transport and communications
Transport. Railroads (1988): length19 1,117 mi. 5.016 kin; passenger-km

10,853.000,00011; metric ton-km cargo 7,500,000,00011. Roads (1987): total
length 44,128 mi, 71,018 km. Vehicles ((987): passenger cars 2,732,720;
trucks and buses 228,75). Merchant marine (1988): vessels (100 gross tons
and over) 25; total deadweight tonnage 434.041. Air transport (1988)12:
passenger-km 14,3255)00,000; metric ton-km cargo 813,400,000; airports
(1999) with scheduled flights 5.

Eihnolinguistic composition (1980): German 65.0%; French 18.4%; Italian
9.8%, Spanish 1.6%; Romansch 08%; Turkish 0.6%; other 3.8%.
Religious allihation(1Q80): Roman (-alb 'lie 47.6%, Protestant 44.3%; Jewish
0.3%; other 7 8%.

Major cities (1988): 7nrich 346,879 (840,313'1); Basel 171,574 (361,0294);
Geneva 161,473 (384, 5074); Bern 136,292; Lausanne 124,022.

Vital statistics
Birth rate per 1,000 population (1988); 12.3 (world avg. 27.); 1987); 146mate 94.1%; illegilimate 5.9%.
Death rate per 1,000 population (1988): 9.2 (world avg. 9.9).
Natural increase rate per 1,000 population (1988): 3.1 (world avg. 17.2).
rola/ fertility rate (avg. births per childbearing woman; 1987): 1.5.
Marriage rate per 1,000 population (1988): 6.8.
1.(ri expectancy at birth (1986-87): male 73.8 years; female 90.5 years.
Major causes of death per 100,000 population (1987): heart disease 265.4, of
which ischemic 149.1, other 117.3; malignant neoplasms (cancers) 243.4.

National economy
Midget (1987). Revenue: Sw F 74,902,000,000 (indirect taxes 54.7%, or which
sales taxes 31.9%; income and properly taxes 38.9%. of v.hieh direct federal

(axes 21.4%). Expenditures: Sw F 23,846,000,0M (social welfare 22.3%;

defense 19.8%; transportation 14.1%; education 9.1%).
National debt (end of year 1987): SwF 27,671,000,000.
Tourism (1988): receipts from visitors U..S.S5,615,000,0001
expenditures by
nationals abroad U.S.S5,019,000,0(X.

Production (metric tons except as noted). Agriculture, forestry, fishing

(19117): milk 3,700,000, sugar bents 800,000, pota'oes 720.000, ..vIteat 460.To, apples 350,000, barley 250,000, grapes 165.0(91, livestock (no(n),....
of live animals) 1,971,09) pigs, 1,880,000 cattle; roundwood 4,910,00(1
cu in; fish catch 4,907. Mining (1987): salt
40().000. Manufacturing
(value added in Sw
'(910,198); 1985): machinery and transport equipment 10.364; electrical gnosis, electronics, and optics 9,764; chemicals

(all forms) 7,969; metal products 5,711; graphic arts 4.058; food products 3,806; wood products 3,172; watches and Jewelry 2,469. Construction (in Sw F '000,000; 1986): residential 14,663; nonresidential 20,151.

Communications, Daily newspapers (1989): total number 96; total circulation 2,869.519; circulation per 1,000 population 429. Radio (1998): 2,553.701 receivers (I per 2.6 persons). Television (NM: 2,316.413 receivers (I
per 2.9 persons). Telephones ((986): 5,622,976 (I per (.2 persons).

Education and health
Education (1987-88)
schools

PrirflarY floe 7-121
Secondary /age 13-191
Unit . leacher 1r

Illphar

1680615

Student)

studonl/
teethe, r IRO

375 300
302 900
240 500
121,700

Educational attainment (1970). Percent of population age 25 and over having: no formal schooling 6.4%; primary and lower-secondary education
73.1%; higher-sccondary 7.2%; some postsecondary 10.2%; university degree 3.1%. Literacy: virtually 100
Health: physicians (1986) 10,602 (1 per (,20 persons); hospital beds (1981)
66,192 (1 per 98 persons); infant mortality rate (1987) 6.9.
Food (1984-86): tinily per capita caloric intake 3,432 (vegetable products
59%, animal products 41%); ((984) 128% of FAO rerommended minimum.

Military
Total active duty permonnelli (( 999); 605,0161 (army 99.6%, air force 10.4%).
Alimary lpend,orre as nereenf
(NP (1997): 2.1% (synch() 5.4'16); per
capita expenditure U S.5563.

Ormnnry I. Memicaninn; Ammons as a lull canion. 'Includes 009,689 resulent

Population of urban agglomeration; 1966 'Includes I iechienstein ,Includes
consulting services, Ilmpuled hank charges less import dimes. ',Unemployed. ',Import
figures are f.o.b, in balance of trade and c.i.f, in commoslities and Wiling partners
01986. IlSwits rrilcral Railwass. ,!Suissair only I ,Molnliced personnel
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Britannica World Data

United States

Major curer (1988): New l'ork 7,346,352; Los Angeles 1,402,342; Chicago
2.994,100; Ilouston 1,725,421; Philadelphia 1,657,285; Detroit 1.086.714,
San Diego 1,071,466; Dallas 1,011,818; Phoenix 951,717; San Antonio

official name United Slates of

975,729.

America.
hirm of government federal republic

Other principal cities (1988)

with Iwo legislatise houses (Senate
(l(X)); /louse of Representatives
(4350.

Anchorage

( 'apital Washington. I) I'.

Arlington (Tic )

luml language. English.

Atlanta

01 hem/ religion. none.

earICNII IC010 I

Anson

Monetary unit: 1 dollar (U.S.S1= 100
cents; saluation (Oct. 2, 1989)
£0.62; 1

227,158
378.178
251.045
217,429
251.112
444 995
219.440
461,423
763.880
238.297
283.231
579,921
323,714

AII0 ham

President.

1 U.S.S

Baltimore
Baton Rougn
Birmingham

U.S.S1.62.

BOston

Bullalo
Charlotie
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Colorado Springs
Columbus
Corpus Christi
Denver
El Paso

Area and population
area,

..mpulation
1989

States
Atabarna
Alaska
Anyone
Arkansas
Ca Worm.

Colorado
Connecticut
Dot/ova,
Fkxida
Georgia
Hawaii
tdahn

CaplIale
Montgomery
Juneau
Phoenix
Little Rock
Sacramento
Denver

itarifoid
Dower

51.705
591.004
114.000
53.187
158.709
104.091

5.018
2 044

Tallahassee
Atlanta
Honolulu
Boise
springhetd
Indianapolis
Des Moines
Topeka
Frankton
Baton Rouge
Augusla
Annapolis
Roston
Lansing
St. Paul
Jackson
Jennison City
itomna
Lincoln

58 910
6 471
83.564
57.871
36.413
56.275
82.277
40,409
47,752
33.765
10.460
8.284
97,102
86.614
47.689
69.691
147.046
77 355

Novada
Now Hampshire
Now Jersey

Carton City

110.561

Now Mexico
Now York
North Carolina
Notes Dakota
Oleo
Okiahonia
Oregn,

Santa F
Albany
Floleigh

Penns4lx-613

ulanistuty

nixsis island

Piovidence
Columbia

tumors

Indiana

tow

Kansas
Kentucky

Lorasiaci
Maine

Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Ltissoun
montane
Nebraska

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Tor as

Ulan
Valmont
Virginia
Washington
west Virginia

Concord
Trenton

Bismarck
Columbus
OklahOnla City
Salem

Pierre
Nashville
Austin
Salt Lake City
Montpelier
Richmond
Olympia
Charleston

orSCOnern
WyOneng

Madison

District
Dist ol Columbia

-

rnrI.

Cheyenne

population

popuianon
Akron
Ainuoriarrnie

Head of MU(' anti .1:01TIMM*111:

58664

9.279

7287
121,553
52.735
52,669
70.702
44.787
69.956
97.073
45.043
1,212
31.113
77.116
42,144
266.807
84 899
9.614
40.767
68 139
24.231

66.215
97.809

69

3.679,1923

sq knt

estimate?

133,915

4,150.000
565.000
3.649.000
2.414.000
28.607.000
3.393.000
3.257.000
658.000
12,535.000
6.524.000
I,121,000
1,013.000
51.599.000
5.542.000

1530.693
295.259
137.754
411.047
269.594
12.997

5294
t 51.939
152.576
16.760

216.430
149.885
94.309
145.752

213.096
104.659
123.677
86.156
27,091
21.455
251.493
224.329
123.514
180.514
380.847

200.349
286.352
24.032
20.168
314.924
136.583
136.412
183.111
115,998
181.185
251,418
119.251
3,139
80.582
199.730
109,152
691.027
219.887

24,900
105.586
176 479
62.758
171.496
253,324

179

9.529.063

370492
377,783
544.515
778,944
588,428
261.984
500.555
501,544

Fort Worth
Fresno
innotulti
Inolonapoldi
Jacksonville
Jersey Cdy
Kansas City (Mo 1
Lexington (Ky
Long Beach
Louisville
Memphis
masa
Miami
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Nashville
Newark
Now Orleans
Norfolk
Oakland
Oklahoma City

432.889
294.695
838,658
183,187
635,430
218,492
447.461
225.700
413,670
281,880
669,935
267,642
371.100
611,140
364.750
502.759
319,191
538,047
285.180
367,782
440,136

population
Orneha
Pittsburgh

Portland (Or 1
Richmond
Rochester (N Y )
Sac/amanita

SI Louis
SI Paul
St. Petersburg
San Francisco
San Jose
Santa Ana
Seattle
Shrevepod
Tampa

Tows)
Tucson
Tulsa

Virginia Beach
Washington, O.C.

Wens.

377.958
387,140
387.659
219,979
235.677

140463
425,1137

261.945
235,450
753.927
731.022
246.925
505.380
217.495
281.190
344.960
363,174
373.600
355.560
620.000
292.733

Households (1988). Total households 91,066,000 (married-couple families
51,809,000 (56.9%)). Average household siic 2.6; 1 person 24.0%, 2 persons
32.2%, 3 persons 17.7%, 4 persons 15.5%, 5 or more persons 10.6%. Emil)
households: 65,132,000 (71.5%); nonfamily 25,914,000 (28.5%, of which
I-person 24.0%).

Vital statistics
Birth rate per 1,000 population (19895): 16.0 (world avg. 27.)); (1987) legiti
mate 75.5%; illegitimate 24,5%.
Death rate per 1,000 population (19895): 8.7 (worlo avg. 9.9).
Natural increase rate per 1,000 population (1989)): 7.1 (world avg. 17.2).
legal fin-Wily rate (avg. births per childbearing woman; 1987): 1.8.
Marriage rate per 1,000 population (1989)): 9.6; median age at first marriii.e
0988): men 25.9 years, women 23.6 years.
Divorce rate per 1,000 population (19895): 4.7.
Lili expectancy at birth (1987): white male 72.0 years. black and othcr mal
67.6 years; white female 78.8 years, black and other female 75.4 years.
Major causes of" death per 100,000 population (12 months ending Jun

2280,000
2.465.000
3.742.000
4,510,000
1,203.000
4.665.000
5.863.000
9.266.000
4.298.000
2 680.000
5,163.000
808.000
1.590.000
1.049 000
1,116.000
7.827.000
1.595.000
17.761.000
6.602.000
664.000
10,787.000
3.285.000
2.750.0W
11.844.000
996.000
3,507,000
708,000
4.933.000
17.451.000
1250.000
557.000
6,068.000
4 612.000
1,8/1.000
4,803,000
503.000

1989): cardiovascular diseases 181.1, of which ischernic heart disease 201.2
other forms of heart disease 83.5, ccrebrovascular diseases 59.3, allierosde
rosis 8.6, other cardiovascular diseases 9.3; malignant neoplasms (cancers

198.6; diseases of the respiratory system 64.5, of which pneumonia 305
accidents and adverse diet:is 38.0, of which motor-vehicle accidents 19.1.
diabetes mellitus 17.2; suicide 11.8; chronic liver disease and cirrhosis 10.):
nephritis and nephrosis 9.0; homicide 8.7.
Morbidity rates of infretnnes diseases per 100,000 population (1987): gonorrhea 320.8; chicken pox 87.6; syphilis 35.6; salmonellosis 20.9; hepatitis
II (serum) 10.6; hepatitis A (infectious) 10.4; shigellosis 9.8; tuberculosis
9.3; acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) 8.7; mumps 5.3; aScptie meningitis 4.7.
Incidence of chronic health conditions per 1,000 population (1986): chronic
sinusitus 145.5; arthritis 130.8; hypertension 122.6; deformities or (mho.
pedic impairments 115.9; hay fever 91.8; hearing inipairment 87.7; hey
conditions 78.1; chronic bronchitis 48.1; hemorrhoids 41.9; asthma 41.0.

-

Sooial indicators
Educational annulment (1987). Percent of population age 25 and osc

615 WO
247,732,0003

having: less Man full primary education 6.9%; primary 5.8%; less than
full secondary 11.7%; secondary 38.7%; some postsecondary 17.1%; 4-yea

higher degree and more 19.8%, of which posigraduate 8.5%. NumIscr u
earned degrees (1987-88): bachelor's degree 989,000; master's degree 290.

Demography

000; doctor's degree 33,600; first-professional degrees (in fields such a
medicine, theology, and law) 74,400.

Popu/arron (1989): 248,777,000.
()cosily (1989). persons per so im 67.6, persons per so km 26.1.

Crban-rural (1987): whim 76.7%; rural 213%.
Sex distribution (1988): male 48.71%; female 51.29%.
,h;e la-cake/min (11188): under 15, 21.5%, 15-29, 24.2%; 30-44, 23.2%; 45-59,
14 29; 60-74 11.719; 75 and over. 5.1%.
Porn/anon pro/carom (2)80) 268,834,000; (201)),),241,174,000.
Dimbling tune 95 years.
Companion by race ((988): white 84.3%; black 12.5%; other races 3.2%.

lleh(ious a/filiation (1987): Christian 87.1'%, of which Protestant 49.1%,
Roman Catholic 29.6%, other Christian H 4%, Jewish 2.7%; NIuslim 1.9%;
Iindu 0 2%, nonreligious 6.6'6t; atheist 0.29,; other 1.3%.
rime id thinl, (1930Y naliveffiorn 212,465,899 (93.8%); foreign-born 14,079,906 (6.216), of which Mexico 2,199,221; Germany (East and West) 849,384;
Canada 842.859; Italy 83022; I. limed Kingdom 660,149; Cuba 607,814;
Philippines 501,440; Poland 418,128, U.S.S.R. 406,022; South Korea 289,885; China 286,120; Viethani (South) 211,120; Japan 221,794; Poriugal
211,614; ( irecce 21)1,998; India 206,087; others 53196,349.

Mobilit(. (1)87) Population Its ing in the same iesidence as in I986: 01.491i;
different residence, same county 11 6%; different county, sillt1C slate 3.71b;
different stale 2.8%; moved Ii utti u)si oad 0.5%.
Immigration (19874): permanent ininogranis ;Moulted 601.516, fiom Mexico 12.0%, Philippines 8.316, South Korea 6.0%, (
4.816. India 4.6%,
C lona 4 3%, Dominican Republic 4.19, Vietnam
Jani,ma 3 8%,
African commies
Haiti 2.5%, Iran 2.48, United Kingdoin 2.216.
Refugee anis als (1987): 70,1100.

Distribution of income (1986)
percent ol national household worns by quintile
1

2

37

97

4

24 3

5 (highest)

46 1

Quality of working

(1988). Average workweek: 41.1 hours (9.5% mil,
time). Annual rate per 100,000 workers for (1987): injury or accident 1,809,

death 10.0. Proportion of labour force insured for damages or income
loss resulting from: injury, permanent disability, and death (19)16) 490.
Average days lost to labour stoppages per 13000 workdays (1988): 0.61
Average duration of journey to work (1979): 22.5 minutes (65.7% privafr
automobile, 5.9% public transportalMn. ).3% bicycle or motorcycle, 3.941
Mot, 2.3% work at home. 0.9% other). Rate iser 1,000 workers of discoui.
aged (unemployed no longer seeking work; 1981): 53.5.
. (ems to service3 (1985). Proportion or dwellings having access to: electrum)
virtually 100.0%; safe public water supply 98.651,; public sewage collection
99.2%; public lire protection, ma.
Social pailicipamm.
yoItIFS partici pai ing lus last national election
(1988): 57.0%. Population agc 18 and over paiticipaMig in volunlary welt
(1987): 45.09*. Tiade onion mentheiship in total work force (1987): 17.06
Practicing religious (sopulation in total affiliated population (church alien
dance; 1987); once a week 47%; once in suc months 67%; once a year 14%
Social deviance (1988j. Offense rate per 1(8(,1XX) population for: mordcr
8.4; tape 31.6; solthery 220.9; aggiavated assault 370.2; motor-vehicle Ihclh
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Nations of the World
S112.9; burglary and housebreaking 1,309.2; larceny-thefl 3,134.9; drug abuse
violation 420.6; drunkenness 382.8. Drug and substance users (population

211F 26 and over; (985): alcohol 60.7%; marijuana 6.2%; cocaine 2.1%;
tranquilizers 1.0%; analgesics 0.9%; stimulants 0.7%; hallucinogens 0.5%;
heroin 0.5% Rate per 100,000 population of suicide (1988) 11.8.
Crime rates per 100,000 population in metropolitan areas (1988)
total
AIWA
thrtirnore
Boston
Chicago

Wes
0.11011

Houston

Los Angeles
Selma
Uwieepo Ils
new York
Plvladelphie
ihnsburgh
SI Louis
San Francisco
Washington, D C.

959 5
1 041 0
720 2

murr
14 3
12 4
45

violent crime
rsen

robbery._

assault

60 9

391 5

38 I

414 1

33 6

252 3
517 7
466 2
392 4
375 8
531 3
797 7

500 7
578 4
429 9
050 3
530 7
472 8
368 7
600 0
946 2
225 2
852 3
307 4
161 5
476 2
167 1
341 4

12 1

1.093 5
945 1
813 8
1.393 3
1.814 2
435
1.949 5
605 2
341 2
720 3
873 5
685 3

18 3
17 1
17 5
15 5
20 1

72 4

62 6
51 8
45 9
50 2
41 9
41 8
33 5
24 7

38
22 7
10 2
25
11 3
79
11 8

23 1
43 1

29 3

164 5
1.037 7
254 1
152 5
209 7

355 4
299 8

property crime
total
Anent*
84Ihroore
Boston
Chicago

7.532 1
5.422 5
4.466 5
5.778 6
10.098 7
6.194 8
7.484
5.467 4
10.572 6
5.060 6
7.032 2
3.769 8
2.800 3
4.843 5
5.706 9
5.001 8

larceny_

burglary

4.670 1
3.410 8
2.467 4
3.539 6
5.921 4
3.454 8
3.776 7
2.808 2
5.996 4
3.400 4
3.962 4
2.200 1
1.389 3

1.933 0
1.324 4
915 0
1.259 2
2.840.1
1.491 9
7,410 8
1.366 0
2.886 9
1,165.4
1.597 5
808 0
738 9
7.311 7
1.069 9
1,046 0

arson

auto 10011

929 0

63 8
91 8

687 2
1.084 1

30 06
92 9
134 6
155 3
103 3
163 1

979 8
1.137 3
1.248 0
1,297 4
1.293 2
1.099 2
494 8
1,472 3
703.7
072 1
516 9

Gross nellonal product and national Income
in u S 5000.000.000

Gross netional product
BY iyiws of expenditure
Personal consumplion
expenditures
Durable goods
Nonclureble good
Services

1984

1985

1969

1987

1989

3.772 2

1.014 9

4,240 3

1.524 3

1.890 6

2.430 5
335 5

2 807 5

4085

3 010 8
421 0

943 6
1.457 3

998 1
1.591 7

3.235 1
155 2
1,052 3

1,345 6

2.629 4
377 2
911 2
1,457 3

6131 8

843 1

685 9

750 3

631 8

6504

699 9

6708

7199

87 7

11 3

15 5

29 3

30 6

-58 9

-78 0

-104 4

-73 7

383 5
442 4

370 9
446 9

378 4
429 2

- 112
449 6
561 2

1521 3

735 9
310 5
425

920 8
355 2

9261

4656

871 2
366 2
505 0

301 6
544 5

966 9
381 3
587 6

1.581 4

681 5
899.9
1,013 9
377.0

1,641 2
708 6
934 6
1.968 3
405 4

1.697 9
725 3
972 6
2,118.4
124 0

1.705 2
777 5
1.007 6
2,304.5
434 6

1.931 9
863 7
1.068 3
2.499 2
449.5

3.028 6

3.234 0

3.437

I

3,065 4

3.972 0

2.2139

2.367 5

507 1

2.6900

2.9076

234 5

255 9

92

2667
124

311 6

327 8

85
268 9

13.4

15 7

2989
3319

2987

3288

304.8

282 3
3190

351.7

1929

79 5
198 3
660 3
392 4

77.0
209 1
671 2
395 8

90 9
227.7
718 7
422 9

267 9

275 4

106 4
65.7
75 9
455 0
161 7
519 6

90 4
245 8
788 6
455 0
333 6

105 9

5769

81 5
215 5
686 4
405 7
200 7
117 8
73 6
80 2
502 2
475 5
639 9

468 9
40 7

495 7
14 9

0073

investment
Fixed investrnenl
Changes in business
inventories
Net exports 01 goods
end services
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Exp0f11

Imports
Government purchases
goods and services
Federet

State and local
Ely Inapt type of product
Goods output
Durable goods
Nondurable goods
Service,

Siructurei
NatiOnal Income (intl. Capitel
ContiiisVIIOn adjustment)
By typo of income
Compensation of employees

Leisure (1976). Favourite leisure activities (weekly hours): watching televi
sion 9.6; social time 7.6; reading 3.7; cultural activities 1.5; recreation 1.2
material well.being (1988). Occupied dwellings with householder possess
ing: automobile 77.7165; telephone 92.9%; radio receiver 99.0%; television
receiver 98.0%; refrigerator 99.7%; air conditioner 59.5%; washing machine
72.8%; videocassetle recorder 58.1%; cable television 51.1%.
Recreational expenditures (1987): U.S.S223,300,000,000 (television and radio
receivers 18.5%; durable toys and sport equipment 15.0%; nondurable toys

Structure of gross domestic product and labour force

Detroit
Housion

los Angeles

Laval'
Ifinne AtiOns
New York
Pheadelphle
Pittsburgh

St Louis
San Francisco
Wiishington, 0 C

3.014 9
3.809 1
3.185 4

49 3
74 0
89 8

82 26
106 7s
131 is
49 8
51 8

1127 8

769.8

and sport supplies 12.0%e. golfing, bowling, and other participatory activities 7.8%; magazines and newspapers 7.1%; spectator annisements 5.0%, of
which movies 1.8%, theatre and opera 1.7%; books and maps 4.3%; clubs
and fraternal organizations 2.4%; spectator sports 1.5%).

Nalional economy
Budget (1989). Revenue: U.S.$973,510.000,000 (individual income lax 43.6%,

40c131 insurance taxes and contributions 36.8%, corporation income tax
11.4%, excise taxes 3.5%, customs duties 1.8%). Expenditures: U.S.S1,118,964,000,000 (social security and medicare 28.5%, defense 26.2%, interest on
debt 14.1%, incomc security 12.1%, health 4.4%, education 3.2%, veteran
benefits and services 2.6%).
rota! nattonal debt (19891): U .S.$ 2,884,080,000,000.

no of
enter.

pLIml!
Minidacturing
Tronsportalion equipment
Electric end eleelronlc machinery
Food and 1 &toed producls
Machinery, except electrical
Chemical end related products
Fabricated metal products
Piper and related products
inotiments and related products
Primary medals

Rubber and pleslic products
Slone. cloy, and glans products
Amami end rotated proviucts
Lumber end wood
Teitile.rrile products
Pelroieurn end COM WWII/CPI
Furniture end Ihlures
Miscellaneous manufacturing
nduslries
Tobacco products
loather and leather gdoducti

8.466
15.116
20.206
48,947
11.363
32.793
6.100
7.661

7 048
12.348
15,591

21 367
28.293
6.192
2.165
9.160
11.352

no
of
employees
2.051.300
2.070.200
1 835.800
2.081.800
1.064.500
1.431 100
692.600
746.500
592.100
029.400
599,900
1.092.300

weekly
wegn an

valve
added

All wages

U S $000.000),

91 6

521I.700

117 2
04 3
90 0
50 1
76 8
07 1
147 2
09 2

129 3
52 0

764.1300

729.100
161 800

2.558

305.700
55.800
144.300

23 577
4.133
985
5.126

405.900
150.500
51.400
112 900

132 9

117 063
29 055
243.729

i 167A30

100 9
115 2
110 9

117

69 5

Vining

04 and gas etraclIon
Coal mining
Moist mining

Nonmetallic. licepl lualS
Conslruction
General convectors and
operative builders
[teary COnslitiction cnnti actor i

Special trade contratioll

769 000
2.197.800

14913

123 9

47.4

88 9
77 2
475 0
475 9

295 8
120 0
80 6
78 1

526 2
520 0
714 4

529 3
30 5

1997

Agriculture
Mining
Menutacluring
ConslructIon
Public ulihties
Trensporlation and
communications

91 9
95,4
853 6
218 5

Trade
Finance

740

136

4

4

lebow

value

force

7.1
19
18 9
49

775.4

Services
Chher

535 3
793 5
-6 01,
4.497 2

83 8
85 5
570 1

5685
789 0
566 9
33.3

3,546.000
721.000
19.403.000
5.125.000

*A of labour
force
29

08
15 7
42

30)
4 511

60)
16 5
17 7

Public administration,

detente

131.1

1968

lv of total

5.548.000.1
271 8

547 7

11 9
17 9

-0 217
100 0

25,139.000
6.676.000
17 373.000
25.600.000
14,247.00011
123.379.000

20 4
54
14.1

20 7
11 513
100.0

Business activity (1985): number of businesses 16,920.000 (sole proprietor

a '4 of

125 8
91.9
81.1
103 8
118 6
95 1
111 4

436 6

In value
U.S.S.000.000.000

votAl

Manufacturing, mining, and constructlon enterprises (1988)

1,727 6

Gross Moine domestic

proprietors Income
Genial income of persons
Corporate profits
Net interest
By Industry division (excl.
capital consumption adlustinnrill
Agriculture, forestry. fishing
Mining and construction
Manufacturing
Durable
Nondurable
Transportation
CommunIcattons
Public utilities
Wholesale and retell undo
Finance, Insurance, lent 0151015
Seivices
Government end government
antorprine
Otner

(14Sas

741

125.670 6
112 322 8
112,237 7
108.401 2
100,069 3
68.075 0
43,935 9
40.000 2
18,159 4
37.243 5
30.097 6
78.400 7

23 268 I
22.225 0
17.695 9
17.639 0
14,819 8
12,727 9
3.593 5

.17230010

Imo

157,500

Gross nationitt proiti1 Cr (at enr rent mai ket prices*. 1988): (3,S.S.I.liFi0.6110.000.
(0.S.S19,1360 per capita).
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ships 70.5%, active corporations 19.4%, active partnerships 10.1%), of
which services 6,812,000, wholesaling and retailing 3,407,000; business receipts $9,306,000,000,000 (active corporations 90.2%, sole proprietorships
5.8%, active partnerships 4.0%), of which wholesaling and retailing $2,682,600,000,000, services $759,400,000,000; nct profit $310,000,000,000 (active

corporations 71.4%. sole proprietorships 25.4%. partnerships -2.8%), of
which services $65,400,000,000. wholesaling and retailing $43,400.000,000.
New business conccrns and business failures (1988): total number of new
incorporations 684,109; total failures 57.093; failure rate per 10,000 concerns

83; current liabilities of failed concerns $35,892,700,000, average liability
$628,700. Business expenditures for ncw plant and equipment ((987): tota)
$358,600,000,000, of which trade, services, and communications $ 168,200,000,000. manufacturing businesses $145,500,000,000 (nondurable goods
51.3%, durable 48.7%), public utilities S44,800,000,000, transportation $18,800.000.000, mining $11,300,000,000.

I'mductum (metric tons except as noted). Agriculture, forestry, fishing
(1988): corn (maize) 125,004,010, milk 66,010,000, wheat 49,294,440, soy.
beans 41,875,630, sugarcane 27,530,340, sugar beets 22.492,740, potatoes
15.874,520, sorghum 14,670,470, oranges 7,751,000, rice 7,236.930, barley 6,325,000, cottonseed 5.492,100, grapes 5,111.000. apples 4,700,000,
cotton 3,362,860, oats 3,175,000, grapefruit 2,523,000, peaches and pears
2,160,000, peanuts (grnundnuts) 1,819,390, onions 1,541,000, dry beans
872,260, sunflower seeds 765,890, lemons 764,000, pineapples 598,0(93,
lobacco 611,500, sweet potatoes 536,690, almonds 439,000, rye 382,210;
liveslock (number of live animak) 98.994.0M cattle, 42,845,000 pigs, 10,774,000 sheep, 10,720.000 horses, 1,650,000 goals, 1,540,000.000 P01111rY:

roundwood (1987) 524,282,000 en m; fists catch 3,235.000. Mining and
quarrying (1988): iron ore 51,347,000; phosphate rock 40,000,000; cop.
tx-r 1,437,100; bauxite. 560,000; lend 185,0(N); zinc 242,100; nickel 45,000;
molybdenum 34,000; tin 15.087; uranium 5,9103; silver 1,395; tungslen

230; gold 205. Manufacturing (1988): crude steel 99,924,000; Miner and

Rose Giordano

Topic: W.W.II and Japanese occupation
Aim: How did the Japanese treat the vanquished?

Major idea: The Japanese were cruel invaders
the occ....died people.

Who

used violent force to ensure the submission of

Questions and procedures:
1. Students will read the short story, 'Gone Forever' by Lin Tsan Tien.
Then they will answer the
following questions:
1. Why were the Japanese particularly suspicious of the Malaysian Chinese?
2. Why were there American and Australian POW's in Malaysia?

3. How did the Japanese treat POW's?
4. Was the Japanese soldier justified in punishing Peter?
5. What would you have done if you were an American POW? or Japanese soldier?

2. Students will read from a primary source- Life in a concentration
camp.
I. Why do you think the Japanese were so cruel?
2. Can cruelty be justified in time of war?
3. Should the Japanese leaders or soldiers be punished for their inhumane
treatment of the natives
and POW's?
HomeworkStudents will read the short story- 'Orang Lari' by Yao Tze, Then
answer the following
questions:
1. Why was the narrator fascinated by Lana?
2. Would you have rescued Lana or returned her to the Japanese'?
3. What was a Dutch girl doing in Sumatra?
4. Do you think Lana used the Chinaman?
5. Did the Chinaman cause his own downfall'?

Last Revised. 09.179;1
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Gone For Ever
LIN TSAN TIEN

It all happened in April, 1942.
On my way to the business centre of Kuala Lumpur
from Pudu, I had to pass hy the prison; there, as I looked
up, I saw a crowd of half-naked white prisoners pressing
up against the iron bars of the prison tower. Some of
them were gazing hungrily from behind the bars while
others were elbowing each other inside the tower like a
brood of chickens shut up in a large bamboo basket and
displayed for sale in the market. The prison had been
converted by the Japs into a .concentration camp. The
prisoners were carted away, at about eight o'clock every
morning, in relays of lorries, to their work places.
Not far from the prison there was a motor-car repair
workshop which the Japs had requisitioned and converted
into a transport centre. The spare parts owned by the

workshop, and now seized by the Japs, had made a
significant contribution towards the Japanese effort in
this theatre of war. As the workshop was a very big one
in Malaya, the Japs, once they set their foot on Malayan
soil, had put their hands on it, and converted it to
military use.
Opposite the workshop stood the magnificent modern
building of the Chinese Sports Club, with, beside it, an
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immense well-kept lawn looking like an outsized green
tapestry. Before the \var, when the \veather was fine and
the sun shining, youngsters used to play there;
but now,
under Japanese control, it had been turned into
a prohibited area.
"Hie Japs had transformed the club into a
transport.

station where numerous trucks, old and new, were
parked in an utterly disorderly fashion, occupying
half
the area. A Japancsc-style shelter had been
built in the.
centre, barely three feet high. Seen from a distance, it
looked like a giant tortoise sprawling
over a jade carpet.
Uncier the shelter were stacked heaps of

petrol cans.
Was it high-octane petrol or oil ?
The Japs were suspicious of everybody;
the whole population as their enemy. This they treated
was under-

standable since the majority of the population
was
Chinese. They were fighting the Chinese,
so they had to
be careful with them. To protect themselves,
they were
erecting wooden barricades around the place. The
prisoners were being employed on this work; hencewhite
they
had to be sent there every morning.
The barricades were not high
about four feet.
They were constructed of woodenonly
stakes, five inches
square, pegged down into the ground. They started
from
the corner of the Malay Mail Building
that was one
boundary of the motor workshop and stretched
down
to the bus stop at the end of the playing field.
There were more than one hundred prisoners

working
on this project. They were all stripped
to the waist, which
emphasized their brown or blond hair and
fair complexions. Some were digging holes,
others carrying
wooden stakes. The sun was cruel; it showed
no mercy to
anyone. Soon they were sweating profusely,
but they
dared not stop and had to keep on working silently
under
the watchful eyes of the armed guards.

'Hey, John, I can't go on any longer,'
whispered a
rather shaky little fellow to

one of his comrades. He wiped
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his forehead with his hand, threw
a sidelong glance at
the back of a Jap soldier and shook
his head. I I e was
rather short compared with his comrade,
and looked
young
no more than twenty-two perhaps;
his eyes
seemed to be seeking something,
whatever he had on his mind. continually searching for
The man he addressed as John was older,
perhaps over
thirty, with gentle manners and
an agreeable look. He
tr'-d to comfort his impatient comrade
a son. 'Can't help it, Peter, wc have toas a father would
carry on. You
know we're prisoners. Nothing
else.
You
have
to accept
things as they come, and not give
up
hope.'
'I've had no experience of
I was a university student hardship, you know, John.
when I
left behind the university and was called up; then I
a comfortable home to
come here. That's war.'
'Yes, that's war the end of
peace for everyone. I was
a doctor and had my own practice
in Sydney. I was as
comfortable as anyone else. A
loving wife and a wonderful
little daughter. Well, they're
now waiting for me; and I
am sure this life will come to an
end some day.' He closed
his eyes, raised his
head and
Peter picked up his shovel seemed to be praying.
to resume work. I-Ir glanced
at John surreptitiously and said
to himself, 'That dirty
coolie might well be quite
a gent at home, but now
the stiff collar and lounge suit
arc changed into shorts
and a nakcd chest,
an unshaven face and a dirty body;
not only John, but all the
whites here are in thc same
boat.'

'rich! 'rich! Tiehl A harsh
sound jarred on their ears.
It was the guard at the

gate beating a used truck wheel
rim to announce the lunch
break.
'Hal' Two Japanese soldiers
were saluting the officer
sitting in the guard-room;
they
bowed, turned, and
marched towards the gate to relieve
the two sentries for
It was lunch recess for the
prisoners too. They put
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down their tools, dragging their tired feet
towards the
roadside to have a rest on the
grass. Some sat down, some
eferred a nap, some smoked, and those that
had them
ate bananas.
From the kitchen emerged some Japanese soldiers
carrying two \vooden drums containing food
soup; other soldiers brought out a basket rice and
containing
bowls, chopsticks and spoons. They
distributed to each
prisoner their rations: one ladle of rice and
one of soup
and vegetables. There were not enough bowls
round, and thcy used empty cigarette tins or milk to go
cans.
Many of the prisoners were not accustomed
to the Japanese-style food; they were longing for their
butter; but there was no choice in the bread and
camp: whatever the japs chose to serveconcentration
was quickly
devoured; never were there any left-overs since the

food
was never sufficient anyway.
Both John and Peter finished their bowlfuls.
John had
some bananas and he passed two to Peter.
'Thanks, doc. You still have the habit or taking
dessert
after your meal.'

John shrugged and smiled. A Japanese soldier
passed
before thcm. Peter nudged his friend with his elbow,
and
whispered, 'What dignity !'
'It won't last long,' answered the other.
It wasn't long before the wheel rim sounded
again.
The prisoners went back work.
The next morning, John and Peter
to the left
side of the Malay Mail Building. Thisshifted
had also been a
motor-car company's showrooms, owned
by British and
Italian capital before the war; when the Japs
company staff had already fled, leaving behind came, the
an empty
building which was later converted into
a
petrol
depot by
the enemy. There was no space left inside
the building,
so the drums were stacked outside
on the open ground,
and barbed wire barricades had been erected
around the
place.- Now, John and Peter
were working here, pushing
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petrol drums from the front to the left side of the building.

A apanese soldier watched them working. Peter was
tired out, both physically and emotionally. Hc stopped

for a while to wipe off his perspiration. He muttered some
English words as the Jap soldier passed by.

The Jap did not understand English, but he seemed
to understand the meaning of Peter's words. He stopped,
kicked away a petrol drum and slapped Peter across the
face. Furious, Peter turned and hit him back on the chin.

The jap stumbled and almost lost balance, but recovered;
hc seized his rifle and hit out at Peter with the butt. He
missed, and Peter seized him by the collar and hit him
twice in the stomach.
'Stop it, Peter!' John rushed towards the struggling
pair, shouting in an almost trembling voice. 'For God's
sake, you're a prisoner. Don't you understand ?'

Peter stopped when he heard John. The Jap, now released from Peter's hold, took out his pistol, and pointed
it at Peter: 'How dare you! I'll kill you on the spot!'
He was speaking in Japanese, but both Peter and John
raised their hands.
The Japanese soldier turned his head and called for
help. Four other Japs tumbled out of the building. John,
realizing that Peter was going to be in real trouble, pitied
him; he trembled violently when he imagined what they

might do to him. He felt more scared than if it were
Peter had no chance at all to resist the five Japs who,
converging on him from all sides, hit. him with their rifle
butts and fists and kicked him. Within a few minutes, the
young man was on the ground, bleeding and unconscious.
The aps threw a last look at him, laughed boisterously,
and swaggered away.
John was almost crying. He knelt down and examined

Peter. He was not dead. He held him in. his arms and
asked, 'Peter, arc you all right ?' Peter did not answer,
for he was still unconscious. His face was covered with
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blood which continued to ooze from the many headwounds and trickle down from his nose, mouth, and
eyes.

Another 'beast' came out of the building and stood

surveying them. John made a gesture to him, begging for
some water for his injured friend. The Jap crossed over
to have a closer look, nodded and went back. Then four
more Japanese soldiers rushed out with fixed bayonets.

John put his friend down on the ground and went forward to meet the soldiers.
'In the name of God, don't kill him, please !'

But they did not want to kill him there and then.

Anybody who dared insult an Imperial soldier had to be
court-martialled. They went off to bring a truck, lifted
Peter from the ground and threw him into it.
Three days later, when the evening sun was hanging
red over the horizon, the iron gate of the prison opened to
let out a green camouflaged military truck. A little Japanese soldier was in the driver's seat, as cold as marble,
without the slightest trace of a smile. There was nothing

in the truck except a plain wood coffin which looked
rather like a box. John was sitting beside it, sobbing
wearily.
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go out. The sand flies were terrible. Little ol' sand flies, they were very, very
small. They'd just bite the hell out of you before daylight. Then we would
walk in the dark to work and reach the work area at approximately
daylight.
Many times it would be into the night before we would get back to camp

again. The work hours were anywhere from fourteen to eighteen hours
a day.
"All this time we had the monsoons. One overlapped the other, Speedo

and the monsoons, you know. Hell, getting to work was the worst part,
because, you know, you'd be pulling through mud, and you'd be absolutely
exhausted by the time you got to the work area Working on the trestle
wasn't bad in the rain, but getting to work was where it was so terrible. As I
say, I got hurt on this trestlegot this seVere beating, too. The Japanese in
charge of the segment where we were working didn't seem like a soldier; he
was more or less like a civilian, maybe an engineer, I don't know. But he
spoke English very well, and he was a decent sort of fellow. After I got this
beating, he said in perfect English, 'That was all uncalled for.' He wrote me
out a little piece of paper in Japanese and said, 'You keep this,
and this will
state that you were injured on the job, and you won't have
to come back to
work until you get well.' Hell, I neirer did get well! I went tack to this
hospital camp, and, my God, it was terrible!
"This is where men went to diestrictly. There was no medicine,
nothing. You got well or you died, but mostly you died. But I went to the
hospital; I had to so as not to have to go to work. I
was with the British, and
we had a few Australians in this group. For example, on my
row there was
an Australian here, next was an Englishman, and then me. Well, this
Englishman died between us, so we thought it might be
a good idea not to
tell anybody for a couple of days and draw his rations.

So we split them. But

then he got to stirking so bad, we had to tell them he
was dead. So they
started to haul him away, and he had a pretty good
blanket. So we said,
'Hell, he won't nced that blanket where he's going,'
so we took turns using

his blanket. God Almighty!
"We had some bad ulcer cases in the jungle. A guy named Cy
Moore*
bumped his leg on bamboo, and his ulcer developed
finally to where he was

immobile. He just couldn't walk. He got in terrible shape and had no
facilities, no bandages, no medicine, no nothing. This
tropical ulcer was a
thing that is just almost unimaginable to someone who hasn't
seen it. In
*Gordon is referring to Glenn E. ("Cy") Moore of
Headquarters Battery, who died

at the hospital camp in Kanchanaburi, Thailand,
in November 1943. Gordon
describes Moore's death from dysentery later in the
interview.
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severe cases, it would take half of a man's leg. It was a huge sore filled with
pus and scabbed over. Maggots could be used to your advantage on it, if you
did it right.
"Ralph Hauk, an Englishman, had an ulcer on his leg, and he was very
alarmed at it, because he could see death every day from this thing. So we
had heard from an Englishman about putting maggots in it. We convinced

Hauk that we ought to put maggots in.his leg, and we did. Of course,
maggots were everywhere. They were an advantage up to a point. After they

cleaned the dead flesh, they'd start eating on the proud flesh if you didn't
keep them under control. When I was a kid, the way we kept maggots under
control on the cattle was with chloroform. But we had no chloroform. We
would put a specific number of maggots in an ulcer if it wasn't too large,
you see, and take out the same number. The only other way a maggot could
get in there would be from a blow fly. So we took out the same number we
put in. We let them eat the rotten flesh, pus, stuff like that. If they didn't get
to the good raw meat, then it was advantageous, but Cy had gone beyond
that stage. He had a leg that was half covered with an ulcer.
"I had a small ulcer. I had this remedy that was used on small ulcers.
There was a fly in the area that would drill through the scab of any sore and
get down to that proud meat and just tear you up terriblya bad sting. It
hurt. So I got some yellow clay, and I put a thick layer of this clay on the
ulcer to keep the fly off, kept it from drilling through the scab. Well, Id
come in at night and take the clay off; off would come the scab, pus, and
leave it clean so that it healed up. I don't know what the yellow clay was, bit
I'd make it good and thick, and it would dry. It would keep the flies off, and
it actually healed my leg.

"Have you ever heard the name 'Spoonsma?' Well, there was this
Doctor Philip Bloemsma, a Dutch doctor. They nicknamed him Spoonsma
because he used a spoon to scrape the ulcers clean; that's how he would treat
them. He was a colleague of Doctor Hekking; they knew each other well.

Anyhow, I heard this; I wasn't associated with him at all. Sometimes
maggots would get in the ulcers, and they'd get beyond control; men would
go mad from it. Possibly they would die before they went mad. If they went
mad, why, maybe that was a relief before they died. Who knows? I've seen
them both waysgo mad, and die from it. I've also seen them amputate
legs.
"As things got progressively worse, there was only one saw, and the
J'IDS had it in their kitchen. We had to wait until it was not being used and
e it and sterilize it to amputate legsa damn big ol' toothed saw, one
where you pulled to cut rather than pushed. It was very primitive, of course,
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but it was the only saw available. We'd
have to wait until they
with it to sterilize it in boiling water to do the amputaions, were through
saw the bone. It
was very coarse toothed, but it was all
we had. Rarely did a man live after an
amputation, because he could be standing
on crutches, and you could see
the pus drip from the stub of the leg. Gangrene
soon took over, and it was
impossible to

recover. Amputations soon stopped, because
we had no
anesthetic, and a man couldn't take
an amputation without anesthetic. I've
seen it tried without anesthetic, but no way.
"I. saw men very, very sick, not far
from death, who would just give up.
They would become very quiet. If they had
a blanket they would wrap up in
it; if they didn't, they'd be just laying
there and possibly will themselves
dead. Of course, they had a lot of help
from disease, but it didn't take them
long to go. Some stopped eating, and
you damn near had to force them to
eat They wouldn't even get up for rations.
At this stage of the game, it came
down to the fact that maybe a man
was a shirker who died. I know that's
hard to believe, but a shirker put more of
a load on the next guy. Hell, he'd
wind up and die, you see, and then
put more work on somebody else. I
mean, that's a hell of an expression, but
you get so callused, so very
callused. In other words, sometimes you'd thiril<
it was an out for a man to
die, because it wasn't no problem to die, and
you'd be through with it It
worked on your mind.
"Cholera set in before I got hurt, and
we'd have to burn all the cholera
victims. There were a few who got put in
the ground, but we tried to burn all
that we could because we would destroy the
germ; otherwise it comes right
back out of the ground in season. It
was quite a trying experience to go to
work in the mornings, or maybe coming home
at night, and see these piles
of wood put up in advance because
otherwise you couldn't keep up with the
deaths. You thought when you went
past the piles of woodand we had to
go by the damn area every dayyou wondered,
`Who in the hell is going to
be next?' Would it be me, one of my close friends,
or who? I had to help
build the piles, but I never actually
put a body on them, nor did I ever
participate in a burning. But I have
seen many a one burned in various
stages.
"By this time we all wore G-strings;
the men worked in G-strings. Oh,
I had a pair of shorts. If a
man would die and if he had a pair of shorts, you'd
get hold of them. There were so many men who
died where I was, that there
were bits of rags and clothing everywhere.
There's no need to bury a man in
anything, because he didn't need it. So many died
that nobody kept track.
There wasn't any marked grave
area where I was. There was just laxity.
Down in Kanburi there were good
records kept, and in Tamarkan, too, but

YAO TZE

That blonde hair and blue eyes, the two marble-white
arms now resting on the railing of the V.I.P. platform,
those red lips with a smile, an enticing sweet smile
now directed at the gentleman standing beside her. . . .
Yes, I could recognize her, she had smiled like that for
me once, while she was posing nude before my drawing
board, in the setting sunlight which flooded in through
the dap hut window. I shall always recognize that small
black spot just above her breast, which looks like a fly
resting there, I could never forget it.

I made my way through the crowd towards her and
called, 'Lana! Lana!' She stopped to look at me, a little
surprised, then shrugged, raised her eyebrows, turned
back to the gentleman with dignity to continue her conversation with him in Dutch.
'Lana!' I shouted again, thinking that she might have
failed to recognize me at first sight, 'Lana! Saya Orang
Lari! Do you remember me ? In Sumatra ?'

Suddenly she turned on me in anger: 'Get away !

I

don't know you, you loathsome Chinaman!'
My God, she does know English, and I was sure by
now that was her. But yet she sneered at me and called

me a loathsome Chinaman! I was shocked, and the
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gentleman with the moustache who was standing beside
her shouted out also:
`Get away! Out of my sight!'
I had to move away from the spot without
It was the Coronation day in Britain. Thereany quarrel.
was a procession passing by, and there were police and detectives
all around. It was wise not to have any trouble in which
I could be only the loser.
But I was quite sure that I had
recognized her beyond
doubt, especially when she stooped to shout at
me, for
had seen the black spot above her breast through
the
wide open collar of her white silk
dress. The only difference was that the heavily powdered cheeks of hers now
looked more fleshy, and the lips much
looser, and there
were lines at the corner of her eyes.
She was now as happy as an angel with those. V.I.P.
Whitr mon,
tswe,dy li VV:Vi
ilhngl But.
couldn't help feeling doubtful once again whether I hadI
made a mistake or whether she had wilfully
refused to
recognize me. I needed to cool down first.
In so far as I could recall; Lana had
looked somewhat
different before. She had been thinner then, and had had
bigger and brighter eyes, and had looked tenderer
and shy,
for she was then only twenty-one.
.
Soon after the Pacific War broke out, with a small suitcase and my inseparable painting materials, had
manged to flee away to a remote countryside inIthe
Northwestern part of Sumatra. I was then unable to make a
living from my pariting. But my landlord was
very kind
to me, he was the kampong chief,
a jolly good old Indonesian. He had lost both his son and daughter-in-law
and was then living with his only child,
an eleven-yearold grand-daughter. He was lonely and welcomed
me as
a paying guest. Moreover, he taught me how to make
a

living: to clear a piece of land for the
vegetables and potatoes, to hunt wild cultivation of
boars in the
hills in my leisure time, and that
was quite sufficient for a

1
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bachelor's life. It was a miserable
decided to change my name into time, I had even
an Indonesian one,
I called myself 'Orang
Lari'
which
means 'fugitive',
and I was then known by that
name
in
the whole of the
kampong.
One dark evening when there
of stars irrthe sky, I was taking was no moon but a ncst
a bath in a near-by stream
when I saw a slim figure
coming across. I thought it was
someone from the kampong, and
so I continued with
my bath and started whistling. When
I turned my head,
the figure suddenly picked
up
my
things
on the ground
and ran away. I immediately
got out of the water and
chased him.
'Damned fool, put down
my things or else!' I shouted
in Hokkienese and Indonesian.
The man m.7rrnr(1 vrry v:;trrd,
(lid ne,f run tr, thr
knrnpitrig tnif.
A'-i1 'r fhb:
instf1. But ly
tripped over something and fell
down, and I caught hold
of him. I slapped him
on
the
face
and threw him down
on the ground when he
tried to get up.
'How dare you steal my clothes?'
He was lying on the ground
and weeping.
I picked up my towels
and
things scattered on the
ground beside him. I was still
his hair to have a look at his angry. I pulled him up by
he had such long., hair anddirty face, but to my surr -se,
I could feel that he had
women's breast! I could see the
tear-drops rolling down
from the big eyes. I pitied
him or her and asked in
Indonesian:
'Who are you ?'
She answered in Dutch
which I don't understand, but
which deepened my surprise. I
asked then in English, 'Do
you understand English?'
'Yes, I do,' she got up and wiped
her eyes. 'Excuse me,
mister, I was hungry.'
'Are you Dutch?'
'Yes, sir, I am:
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I was in front of a woman, all nude without even a
cloth on my body, and this woman belonged to a class
of people who had ruled Indonesia for more than a
century. I hurried to put on my slacks, but she thought I
was going away and seized my hand :
'Have pity on me, sir, give me a loaf of bread, I haven't
eaten anything for two days!'
I was moved by her words and looked amazed at her,
hesitating. 'Come along with me,' I finally said to her.
And she followed me home.
The landlord was not at home. I gave her all the leftovers from my dinner, rice and boar meat. She finished
everything in a jiffy, but stilt did not seem satisfied. So
I asked the old man's grand-daughter to cook something
for her.

She repeated and repeated herself with gratitude,
'Thanks, many many thanks, you are so nice to me.' She
said, adding that she had just escaped from a concentration camp in Medan, together with two other people.
As she
slipping out of the barbed wire, the Japanese
sentinel had opened fire, she had succeeded in fit:Ting
into the jungle but had lost touch with the other two and
she didn't know whether they were dead or alive.
'I don't know where to go,' she said bursting into tears,

'but how could I stay in the concentration camp if I

could manage to escape ? The Japs were treating us like
pigs and dogs, they forced us to work like slaves, and very
often they would kick, rape, do anything they liked without giving you sufficient food.'
She 1Nent down on her knees and begged at my feet:
'Help me, sir, don't throw me out of here. If they catch
me and take me back to the concentration camp, they'll
beat me or starve me to death.'
I felt tears on my own chest.
Under the dim light of the palm-oil lamp, I could see

that dirty face with the dishevelled hair, the ragged
clothes covered with mud and holes, and the chafed
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white skin. She was miserable and tired and looked just
like a dying rat under the claws of a cat.
I pulled her up:
help you as much as I
'Take it easy, young lady.
possibly can.'
But she smelt so bad that it almost made me vomit. I
gave her soap, a towci and one of my own sarongs, and
told her to go to the stream and have a bath. 'Don't be
shy, it's dark now and nobody will see you. All the people
here take a bath in the stream, they have no bathroom.'

Her eyes were shining now with delight and relief
because she knew that I had agreed to take her under my
protection. She thanked me and ran out for her bath.

e

When the old man came 1)ack and learnt about the
incident, he murmured against my improper generosity
and said that if the Japs kneW I was hiding an escaped
prisoner, they would have my head chopped off. But
I knew the old man had in fact a heart softer than mine,
but his weakness was that he was sometimes too shortsighted and practical. I argued with him that the Japs
would not be able to hold their position long, and if the
Dutch came back, they would be grateful to everybody
who had been helping them.
The old man was moved by my words and 'nodded in
consent.

Moments later, the woman came back, with a bundle
of wet clothes under her arm. Her hair was still wet, but
combed and spread over her shoulders. The face was now
clean and white, with the sarong fastened tightly around
her breasts; and she was staring at me shyly. I shrugged
and smiled at her :
'Now you look like a real woman. What is your name ?'
'Lana.'
Lana stayed with us from then on.
On the first night, I arranged a corner in the hall for
her, put down a mat, and gave her another piece of sarong
to serve as a sheet.
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'Now, Lana, you can go to bed.'
'You mean here ?' She opened wide her eyes and looked
all around.
'Yes, all the natives sleep on the floor like that,' I
explained to her. 'They have no beds, neither have I.
But this is a stilted house, and the floor is made of wooden
planks, just like a bed, you'll get used to it.'
'No, no,' she said timidly, 'I won't sleep there. I am
afraid of being alone in the hall.'
'But I can't help it. There are only two rooms here. You
can shut the door, if you are afraid and you don't mind
the heat.'
She sighed, nodded, and lay down.
But the next morning, I discovered that she was sleeping in a corner of my room. She was sound
asleep, her
blonde hair spread all over the mat. On the fair complexioned arms there were bruises, and on the shoulder
a

blackened line of a cut which must have been from a
scratch under the barbed wire. The sarong had loosened
showing her naked breast with a black spot which looked

like a fly just above one of the nipples. . . .
I was surprised by the beauty of the body lying
before
me. The night before she had looked so tired and miserable, dirty and beggar-like, and now she was transformed
into an entirely different creature. What a nice shape,
with the beautiful face, long curved
eyebrows, the'straight

nose and red lips! If she had not been so thin and bony
about the face at the time, she would have
been an ideal
Suddenly I remembered my painting materials; I
out a pencil and started sketching on drawing paper.took
But she opened her eyes. The clear blue of them
gave

me the impression of the sea in the Sumatra Straits

which glitters under the morning sun.
'Good morning, sir.'
She got up quickly and flushed crimson.
She seemed to
be afraid that

I would grudge her the liberty she had
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taken, and said, 'You don't mind that I slept in your
room, do you ? I'm so sorry to have slipped in, but I felt
really scared in.the hall.'
'Never mind, you can come in whenever you want to.'

I put down the pencil and paper, feeling my heart

beating. She thanked me gladly.
I took my towel and stepped out. Inside me, it seemed
that something had just been born a minute ago. I was
whistling.
Lana did not stay idle in the house, she helped the old
man's grand-daughter to do the cooking, washing, and

other housework. She did not understand Indonesian
but was very clever; she never let other people feel that
she was only a burden.

In the beginning, the old man was afraid that other

people might know he was hiding someone at .home and
he forbade her to go out during the daytime, but still the
news spread round quickly, and the neighbours came to
see her out of curiosity.
The old man told them one after another: 'Don't tell
other people, understand ? If the Japs learn about it and

take her back, we'll be hanged if the Dutch ever come
back.'
There were only a dozen families in the village, all
natives; they had still kept their rustic morality intact
and men of age were much respected. Moreover; the
prestige of the Dutch who had once ruled the cot. ntry
still remained high. When they heard the old man's
advice, their unanimous answer was submission from
fear.

Later on, Lana went out sometimes even during the
day, but she never dared venture too far. If a Japanese
patrol came down to the village, I had then to make her
hide, to run off through the grove of coconut trees at the
back of the house, into the jungle on the hill.
Our friendship grew every day. At night, before going
to bed, we used to have a little chat. She told me about
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her father who was still in the concentration
camp, her
life and wonderful days before the
war,
how
the native
girls kneeled to her when they happened
to cross in front
of her, how noble and luxurious her family
had been,
and then she would repeat her gratitude to
me with
sobs: 'I'll pay back what I owe you, you're
too good to
me, I'll never forget it.'
She was also sometimes very naughty. She used
to dress
up her long hair like a fox's tail, drawing it
back in a long
sweep, and thus she looked even more beautiful. Willy-.
nilly, she would sometimes raise her
at you, sl-e was evidently flirting, andeyebrows and wink
that made
awkward. When lying on her bed, she sometimes me feel
let her
sarong loosen below her breasts,
or purposely rolled it
to show her legs, under the pretext of looking for up
fleas,
and then she would whistle:
'What a beautiful flower,
And it's just in bloom. . .
I felt very annoyed, because
more and more I felt I

was losing my self-possession.

One day, she woke up and found that I
a sketch of her. She smiled at me and said:was doing
'Do you
think I'm qualified to be a model?'
'Yes, and quite a pretty one.'
'In that case, let's go.'
Immediately she took off her sarong, put her hands
on
her neck, sat up with one of the legs slightly
tilted
up and
posed. The morning sun was just shining
in from the
window, projecting all its cheering
rays
on
her body,
showing a whiteness which was almost
transparent, and
the curves!
I was astonished and felt
my blood pounding in my
cars.
'NNW this position do ?' She
giggled.

I thrcw away my painting
materials, crossed to her,
and iw1d her in my arms.
'I lu,e you,' she said softly. 'Do you love
me ?'
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I nodded without a word.
'I am happy, my darling, don't give me up and don't
let them take me away. I'm yours for ever and I'll love
you with my whole being.'
She was kissing me, clinging to my body like a snake.

But I had noticed that while looking at me, her eyes
were wide open, looking as though she was staring at a
stranger without the slightest sign of any emotion. This
observation was like a shower of cold water on my head,
it made me understand that she did not love me at all
but, under the menace of hunger and death, she was
prepared to make love to anybody just like a prostitute
who sells her love for money.

There was no doubt that she had misunderstood my
motive in keeping her in the house and giving her asylum.
She was only aware that she was now without money or

anything, and also of her dishonourable past when she
had been so arrogant with the natives, and therefore she
had no confidence in the natives now, although they were

so (rood to her at the moment. But if she tried to leave
them, what she would face would be hunger, the concentration camp and the bayonet of the Japanese devils.
She needed my sympathy, because I was a Chinese
anyhow, and educated, who was sharing the house with
a native Indonesian landlord. I understood what she was
thinking at the bottom of her heart, and I felt myself in a
helpless situation, just like a feeble stalk of grass which
can only wave silently under the wind and the wan sky.
I tried to console her :

'We are refugees and in the same boat. This is our
common war, the war against aggression, we belong to
the allied nations and we have to help each other, how
can I give you up ? Rest assured. The day will come when

we'll win at last, and on that day, don't forget to tell

your fellow countrymen that there were good Indonesians
and Chinese who were together with you when you were
in danger.'
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'Sure I'll tell them about it, and I'll tell them all that
you have done for me.' She was deeply moved then by
my words.

I didn't know if she was really sincere, but in that

hillside village of a remote part of the world, I had been
awakened like the world in springtime. My enthusiasm

for painting had been revived, and in my leisure time
after my agricultural work, I began to do some oil
painting for Lana.
I still had some oil colours then, but no more charcoal.
I had invented my own system of replacement : I used
burnt branches as a substitute for charcoal and did
my sketches with it.
Once, I made Lana kneel down on the mat, looking
out of the window, with one hand on the sashes. I then
started to paint her from the side with imaginary

scenery of my own invention: a wounded girl was
trying to climb out of a ruined bombed house, she

had seized the sashes of a window and wanted to get gut
of the debris, outside the window there were still explo-

sions which could be seen in the fire and dust which
arose. An unsaddled horse covered with blood was running from afar towards the window. I was using much
blue and red to depict the harrowing scene and I was trying to recollect my impression of Lana when I met
her for the first time and to utilise it in the present picture
to give it a most touching realism.
I spent more than three months on it but had finished
only two thirds of the work. Lana was seized by a great
enthusiasm when she saw the theme of my painting.

'This will be a most unforgettable souvenir of my
miserable days,' she exclaimed. 'When the japs are
routed, you'll have your own personal exhibition in
Batavia. I'm sure that it will be a big success, and

I want to have the honour of opening it for
you, do you
agree ?'

I was full of hope myself and wanted to make the
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tableau a masterpiece of accusation to the cruelty of our
aggressors.

Throughout those three months, Lana's cheeks turned

from pale to red, her figure from bony to plump, and
every time I was painting, I noticed that her curves
looked more attractive and her smiles more charming.

'Lana,' I told her emotionally. 'How pretty you are
now!'
'Am I ?' She grinned with her white teeth, but soon a
shadow of chagrin would flit across her face. 'You never
saw me before the war : I was really beautiful. Everybody

said so. When I was in Batavia, if there was a party
which I did not attend, that party would certainly be a
failure.'

She turned her eyes to the window and looked out
through it as in a dream; 'Yes, at that time, I had my
evening dresses, fashions, and jewellery. I sat among the

big ladies, the governor's wife for instance, and I was
surrounded by gentlemen who gathered around me like
bees. But now', she bit one of her own fingers and sighed,

'I have been trampled down at the feet of the devils.
Deprived of everything, even a pack of cosmetics, and I
have to wear a ragged sarong, a man's sarong!'
'And to serve as a model for a loathsome Chinaman.'
I was trying to joke with her, but she turned pale and
was biting her lips with reticence. I understood that I

had been cruel and regretted it. I put down the board
and crossed to her.

'Don't be angry with me, I am sorry. I was teasing
you.'

Her eyes filled with tears. I felt most sorry about

it, dried her eyes and asked her to take a stroll with me
outside.

The setting sun was now behind the trees on the hills
and looked like a burning fire. On the immense meadow
which stretched everywhere, the evening breeze coming
from the coconut grove blew loose her long hair. We
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picked out the hill path and climbed it by grasping
branches and plants growing along it. She looked happy
and bright again and was whistling her beloved little tune :
'What a beautiful flower,
And it's just in bloom. .
I mused silently : how strange life is ! If Lana had not
been born in Holland, but in Indonesia, how could she
have felt uni- opy or been deprived of her evening dress
and jeweller\ This girl, when she has been ill-treated by
the Japs, hau a justified feeling of hatred, but when people
of her own stock were treating the native Indones, ins the
same way, how had she felt about that ? . . .
One mid-day, when I got back from the land, damp

with sweat, I discovered Lana sitting on my mat as I
stepped into the room.
'Good-day.'
'Good-day.'
I picked up the towel to go for my bath at the stream.
Lana came after me, whistling her tune and doing a little

dancing. She was in her dress from the concentration
camp and the large skirt was billowing with her movements.

I was surprised at her unusual delightfulness.

'You should not ,come out at this time of the day,
Lana, don't you know that? If the Japs happen to drop
in, what will you do ?'
'Oh, never mind, I'm sure that they won't come today,
for they were here only the day before yesterday.'
.

'But even if there happen to be people from other
kampongs passing by here and seeing you in that strange
dress, there will be trouble.'

She hesitated and could not utter a word. But I fully
understood her feelings : she simply felt lonesome and
bored, there was nobody at home she could talk to. I
sympathized with her, and instead Of going to the stream,

I took her to the jungle edge to avoid the eyes of any
possible stranger.
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I went for my bath and came back to .her when
finished.
She was sitting against a tree and closed her eyes when

she saw me : 'Kiss me!' She had very red lips and they
were shining under the .rays of the sun coming down
through the leaves. I touched the red on her lips and
was surprised by the oily lipstick.
'Where did you get it from ?'

'A woman neighbour gave it to mc as a gift.' She

opened her eyes, looked shy and somehow disappointed.
I realized slowly that she was happy only because of
the lipstick. What a trifling thing to bring pleasure into a
woman's heart ! She seemed as simple minded as a child

and that amazed me. I took her into my arms and kissed
her with ardour.
'You are a temptation, my darling little do\ e !'
She now felt victorious. We danced a waltz without
music, and she was whistling 'Sleepy Lagoon'.
Later on, she got other cosmetics, a cake of rouge and a
bottle of perfume. Every time she got something new, she
would make herself up with it. She was like an orchid
in the valley, having few admirers, except me and herself.
But still shi, liked thc make-up, to kill time the same way
as a fish in a pond of stagnant water, making bubbles just
for the sake of bubbling.
At the time, cosmetics for women were expensive and
seldom to be found in the remote countryside. Even the
essential articles for the ordinary life of everyday had to
be bought in the bigger village four miles away, and that
was the reason why Lana was happy when she got her
cosmetics. I fancied that perhaps the neighbours were
keen to be friendly with her since they made her such
generous presents.
Although Lana had the cosmetics, she still needed a
new sarong. She often sighed for that. As a matter of
fact, all her sarongs were mine, she used them for wearing, and sleeping, and they were quickly worn out. But
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I had not sufficient money to buy her a new one. Even a
sarong for a man was out of reach of my pocket, let alone a
sarong for a woman which cost several times more. So,
I rested all my hopes on the catching of wild boars.

I had a piece of land which I had cleared for the

cultivation of vegetabks. As it was often trampled over
by wild boars, I had adopted the native way of encircling
it with hedges and had left several openings where I
had dug pitfalls. The wild boars like vegetables, often
get trapped in those pits, and if they could be caught,
that would be an extra income.
And for once, I had the luck to trap a wild boar which
weighed more than a hundred katis! I killed it and hired
two native people to carry it to town on a pole. I sold
it. for more than a hundred rupiahs, and that was really a
fortune I had never dreamed of. I then went to a stall
selling second-hand goods and found a piece of woman's

sarong with a rather new design. After bargaining, I

succeeded in buying it at a good price.
With the package of sarong under my arm, on my
way back I wondered over the excitement of Lana when

she saw it. Her blue eyes would si.ine like stars at
night, on her red lips would be the grin howing her little

white teeth, and she would examine the print over
and over again with admiration and say, 'How nice it
looks !'

With this thought in my head, I felt my feet were
much lighter and quicker. When I reached the village,

the sun was already hanging over the top of the hill, but
making me sweat from its rays. I was covered with dust

and it mingled with the moisture of my body; when I
wiped my face, there was almost a coat of mud on it.
But I was happy. As I climbed the steps of the atap hut,
I shouted aloud :

'Lana! Lana!'

But there was no answer. The old man's grand-daughter
told me that she had gone to the stream for her bath.
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I went to the stream, but still could not find her. Was
she hiding in the jungle playing with me? I decided then
to cross the meadow to go to the jungle, passing by a
mound. But as I was approaching the mound, I saw a
man and a woman lying in the grass making love.

One was saying, in Indonesian, 'Hurry up!' and

then in English, 'What a damned fool!'
It was Lana's voice! I was astonished, then stopped.
And then, a man's voice, heaving, in Indonesian:
'I'll buy you. something better, next time. .
Jealousy immediately fanned my fury. I ran to them
despite myself shouting out Lana's name.
Lana pushed the man away he was Meisorah, a
neighbour, a small young man who worked in the
neighbouring rubber' plantation. He picked up his sarong
and wanted to run away. I sent him sprawling with a
single blow of my fist.

'Son of a bitch!' I felt my teeth clench.
He managed to get up, took out his dagger and thrust
it at me. I avoided the stab by jumping to one side, then
gave him another blow with my fist and sent him again
sprawling on the ground. I snatched up the dagger and
beat him until he cried for mercy. He then slipped away
and ran towards the heart of the jungle.
I looked for Lana, but she had disappeared. I picked
up the parcel containing the sarong and discovered a bottle
of perfume on the ground. I realized then where the
cosmetics had come from, not from any friendly woman
neighbour, but they were the reward of a cowardly seducer.

I wanted to smash the bottle against a rock, and I

raised my arm. But I changed my mind, deciding to take
it back and show it to Lana and see what she would say

about it.

When I got home, Lana was not yet back. The old
man was surprised at the sight of the blood on my arm,
I was too ashamed to tell him the truth. 'Meisorah was
flirting with Lana, I had a fight with him.'
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The old man frowned. He went for some native medicine, made me a bandage, and said while
taking care of
me : `Lana is no good lately, but Meisorah is a bangsat
(vagabond). He has just got a job in the rubber plantation. I'll tell his brother and ask him to do something
about it. But listen to me, you are a Chinese, alone in
a foreign country, .,,rou have to behave and control
yourself better.'
But the old man's wisdom could not appease me at all.
I wanted to find Lana and teach her a lesson. But
as I
took my bath in the stream, the cold water really cooled
me down : 'What am I to Lana? We are not husband and
wife, not even really in love perhaps, I have
not the
slightest right to interfere in her affairs,' I thought.
I went back home with reluctance, and discovered
Lana sitting silently near the window. She got up at the
sight of me and crossed to me timidly. I felt
angry again
and would not even look at her; I sat with reticence
on
my mat and took out my pipe to smoke.
Moments later, Lana came to me and sat down by my
side:
'Are you angry with me ?'
I couldnot:answer so turned my head to the other
side.
`LIt was not my fault!' she cried. 'Do what
you like, but
forgive me!'
'You know you were wrong, but do you understand
what you have done to me?'
'But he raped me!'
'That's a lie!' I threw the bottle of perfume to her.
'Take a look, what is this?'
She was dismayed and could only shed tears.
I rose pacing the room, I felt very annoyed. I didn't
know whether I hated her or despised her, but I felt

pain in my heart and my eyes began to
fill despite
myself.
'Of course, you have the right to undress
yourself before
,anybody you 'like, that's your own business.
But

just
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think about what it's all for, Lana, a bottle of
perfume, or
a lipstick. . .
'Stop ! Don't say any more, please!'
She gripped me
by my legs and was looking at me with pleading
eyes : 'I
have done it only once!'
'Only once ?' I laughed coldly. 'What about
the former
lipstick and rouge then ? Where did they
'I am not lying to you. He has given come from ?'
all that, and I
have made his acquaintance thus, but me
it was only today
that he asked me to go out and that he
made love to me.
Hc just overpowered me!'
That was exactly what I guessed she would
say. I
nearly burst with rage.
'It wasn't my fault, you won't hate
me for it, will
you?'

I couldn't bear her any more; pushing her aside,
I
dashed out of the

room. In the midst of the
ness which hung around like a dull heavy evening darkmist, I wandered
aimlessly, excited and tired. At last,.I arrived
at the bank.
of the stream; sitting on a rock with

my face buried in
my hands, I could not stop my
eyes from flooding with
tears.
'I am in love with her!' Such
was my discovery about
myself. And I loved her much more than, L could
possibly imagined. What a dream, and a dream have
whFch
had finally ended in disillusionment! The
earth seemed.
icy to me, and as I saw it then, it
was sinking into an
eternal nothingness.
The darkness deepened. The jungle sent
out a multitudinous confusion of voices which
became louder and
louder, insects, frogs, birds, and from
timc to time the
howling of a wild. animal, all mixed
up together into a
symphony of nature which told me that
it was night.
The moon was suspended in the sky,
its silver light
poured down covering the hill and the field'.
The gras6 .
stirred under the lonely shadows and
a cold humid'
breeze blew through my hair.
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I sighed, and, not without reluctance, I walked back.

When I reached the village, all the amp huts with
their coconut trees were silent. One dog after another
bark-d at my approach, then came closer, sniffed, and
wagg&I his tail at me with an acknowledging murmur.

I entered my room. The moon was shining through
the window and projected a long rectangular bright
space on the floor. Lana, lying on her mat, was seemingly

asleep. Under the moonlight, she looked so lonely and
humble, that she gave one the impression of an abandoned worn-out shoe thrown into a dark corner ; and she
still had tears on her face.
I felt a great pity for her. Hesitantly, I sat down beside
her still body and said to myself: 'I love you, Lana, don't

you know ? But what you have been doing has hurt
me!'

My hand touched her soft hair, her cold and smooth
cheeks, and I kissed her on the lips. But all of a sudden,
she opened her eyes, threw her arms around my neck,
and whispered happily : 'I love you! You're so kind to
me !'

I was taken by surprise and felt awkward. Instinctively,

I wanted to struggle out of her arms. But she got up,

seized and held me tight. We both fell down on the mat.

I was again angry. 'Lana!' But she sealed my mouth

with hers. I felt the tears on her cheeks, and I melted.
She was murmuring, 'Don't be angry with me, darling.

I only want to be a bit prettier to please you. What I

have done is wrong, but never again will I

. .

I surrendered, and embraced her.

The next morning, Lana was still shy and
uneasy in her manner. I took out the piece of sarong I

had bought for her yesterday and gave it to her. She was
surprised and two tear drops rolled down her cheeks;
she we down on her knees and sobbed in my arms
like a bauy : 'You are too good to me !'
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'Don't be excited, Lana, neither the sarong nor the
cosmetics will add anything to your beauty, you are
beauty itself. You don't need any make-up. We are at
war, destruction is everywhere, as long as we can pre-.
serve our lives, that is the most important of' all things
here under the enemy's occupation. Don't look back to
your luxury of yesterday, but look forward to tomorrow.
Tomorrow is ours. Be patient, once the war is over, and:
the enemy gone, you'll have everything.'
She nodded and said with remorse : 'Yes, I understand.

I was foolish.'
That evening, we went together to the stream. She had

thrown all the cosmetics into it, one after another. She
was happy to hear the sound they made. We kissed and
loved each other more passionately than we had ever

done before.
Now, Lana and I were really in love. I kept on painting
for her. But the old man seemed grim after the incident.
He told me that the neighbouring rubber plantation was

a Dutch estate, it had been taken over by the Japs, and
now that Mcisorah was working there and I had had
trouble with him, he might sell me out to the Japs.
'Now,' the old man said fearfully, 'Meisorah's brother
has warned him not to do anything foolish. But Meisorah
is not a reliable person, if he does say anything to the
Japs, then even I myself will be in danger. That's what I
am worrying about.'

I understood that he meant Lana should leave. I

argued with him, but could not convince him. Finally, I
proposed that for the time being, I took Lana with me to
the field during the day, I would hide he.r in the jungle,
while the old man's grand-daughter would send the meals
to us. We would be back only during the night, and
meanwhile see what would happen and decide what to
do.

Lana was scared and repentant. She knew that all the
trouble was due to herself. I consoled her and tried to
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make her feel easier. In the jungle, I had made a little
bed for her on a big tree, with branches and planks. She
could climb on the tree to lie down or sit on the bed.
When I had time, I would always be with her to tell her
stories, to expel her loneliness and boredom. She had

thus learnt quite a lot about Chinese heroes and their
tales, and became an enthusiastic admirer of my ancestral
country.

In the beginning, life in the jungle was all romantic,
the green leaves and trees, fresh air, birds singing,
sunlight and shade . . it was an earthly paradise which
we had not imagined possible in wartime. The Japanese
aggrc- -ion had made us meet each other, we were confined. 16 a very little world, but it was out of touch with
the war, misery and hunger which were prevailing all
around.
But in the small world we were then living in, there
were also a lot of problems. Wild boars, snakes and
mosquitoes were our constant enemies ; besides, it was
then September, the beginning of the monsoon season,
the weather was at its most unpredictable. The rain and
storms were more and more frequent, it was humid and
muddy and the dead leaves were rotting everywhere in
the jungle. Once it rained, we were both wet to the bone,
and then we shivered. I had to add a roof to the small
bed on the tree, and so it became a real miniature atap
hut perched at the top of a tree. But before I had finished
the w.ork, we were both suffering from dropsy of the
feet because of the humidity ; it was very irritating and
.

when scratched, a watery liquid came out and the affected

area would become swollen. We stopped going to the
jungle when it was rainy or when the weather did not
look good. But soon afterwards, Lana became ill, she had
high fever and could not go out of the room.
The old man was now reproachful, but when he saw
Lana, he again sympathized with her and helped me to get
some medicine for her.
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Lana lying on the mat, was full of sorrow : 'I'd better
die to save you all the trouble.' As I could do nothing for
her, I only felt myself broken-hearted. I translated what
she said to the old man, he sighed and shook his head.

When one is in a desperate situation, one will often
become more religious. Lana was now fervent in her
prayer. She said her prayers in Dutch; I could not understand it, but I noticed that pitiable voice and miserable
face, and I was deeply moved by her emotion.

One rainy night, Lana had a horrible dream. She
woke up shouting my name, seized me tight and hid in
my arms, trying to mould her body into mine. She was
just like someone drowning in a high sea catching on to a
plank, arid determined never to let go.

I held her tight in my arms and caressed her hair
which was damp with sweat: 'Don't be afraid, Lana, I'm
with you.'
'Yes, darling, I know. You love me. But I have dreamed

again of the Japs, they were ill-treating me, I looked
for you but you were nowhere, then I was scared, and I
woke up.'
When she realizO it was a nightmare, she recovered her
humour. 'We are Adam and Eve. We'll never separate.
But tell me darling, when the war is over, will you marry
me ?'

'Why not? You ate my princess, my queen and my
angel. I'll be too happy to have you as my wife.'
Theri, she kissed me profoundly and went to sleep in
my arms.
During the next four or five days, I gave her tea made
with cinchona bark, and her fever slowly disappeared.

We were very 'happy that morning, and the weather
was fine too. She told me that she felt quite all right now
and wanted to have a bath.
told the old man's grand-daughter to prepare some

h. ,,,ater for her. Then I took a clean sarong and was
on

.y feet to go to the stream to have my bath myself.

tIct
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She clung to me and said : 'Come back earlier, darling.
I feel lonely and bored, sometimes even scared when
you
are not with me.'
I kissed her on both cheeks.
'I'll be back very quickly. Now you're convalescing,
take a good rest. Don't be afraid, Lana, the Japs won't
come these days, because it has been raining so much.'
I remember that as I set my foot out of the doorway,
she was still repeating to me in her soft voice : 'Come back
earlier !'

The morning sun was just hanging on the clump of
shrubs beside the house, its golden red rays shining
glaringly in my face. There was a thin mistlike
vapour
all over the hill and the field. The coconut trees standing
erect with their whitish slender stems, slowly waved
their oily leaves which glistened under the
sun. The
whole kampong was still in its shadow; the
morning
breeze blew gently, sending the fresh air into my lungs,
pungent with its aroma from the greenery. Whistling
happily, I stepped down the sandy lane.
By the spot near the stream, there
were already a dozen
villa(rers gathered together, men taking baths, while
were doing their washing.
The women's sarongs were wet and clinging

their hips. They were squatting on their heels on to
a
rock, with their

buttocks raised up while washing their
clothes in the stream. The men were in their worn-out
sarongs, some had even just a small piece of
cloth, they
were all bare-chested, showing their natural 'chocolatecoloured bodies, they plunged their heads into the
water,
then soaped their hair and hairy bodies
vigorously. Some
children were diving in the water like
carps, they were
splashing and laughing, in symphony with the joking
and lively chatter between the men and women. It
was
all very primitive, harmonious and happy.
Seeing me approach, they shouted
: 'Morning, Orang
Lari !'
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'Morning, everybody !'
We were very good friends now, as I had been living
together with them for so long a time. Sometimes, when
taking my bath, I liked to chat with them, telling them
Chinese stories; they were very interested and the

women were the most friendly. Since they knew Lana
was staying with me, they were interested in her too,
especially the women, for they had been under the rule
of the Dutch and they had had to bow and dared not
even raise their eyes when crossing in front of a white; if
they were in a bullock cart passing in front of a Dutchman's house, they used to have to get down from the
vehicle and walk on foot to show their respect. This long
observed tradition had now been upset because of Lana's
presence. Now they could stare closely at a Dutchwoman
and this very fact surprised them as well as making them
curious. They used to ask :
'How is that she has got so pointed a nose ?'
'Why are her eyes blue ?'
But since Lana's affair with Meisorah, the latter was
now calling her coarsely a sundal (prostitute), Lana who
had once been an idol in their minds had been smashed

into pieces. She had become an object of disdain and
contempt; moreover, since her presence in the village put
them in constant danger with the shadow of eventual
reprisals by the Japs, they had doubled their dislike of
her because of their fear.
I no longer talked of Lana with them.
Quickly finishing my bath, I changed in the bush and
returned to the stream to wash the wet sarong, and went
across to my plot of land to have a look of it. The hedge

had not been stamped over by any wild animal, and
there were no wild boar in the pits. Then, I went to the
jungle to see our 'nest' as Lana liked to call it, the
berth I had made at the top of a tree. I finished the WO
roof I had started making sometime before, and attached

it above the berth on the tree with rattan-made rods.
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The sun piercing down through the leaves told
me then it
was noon.
I wiped the sweat off my face, climbed
down from thc

tree and took a little rest, had a final look at the roof I
had made, and was happy that all sweat pays dividends.
The roof was almost nothing, but it
was the produce of my
labour, like a work of art, the more you have put into
its making, the happier you are with the achievement.
Had I put four plank walls around the berth, it would
have
been a real small hut at the top of the tree, and that would
have reminded me of our agile ancestors who
had really
lived in nests at the top of trees. After hundreds
of
thousands of years, the war had stripped
us of our
overcoat of culture, and we were back to the same level
of living as our primitive ancestors.
I picked up my sarong, which
was now quite dry, but
the sarong which I wore now was already
with
perspiration. I stepped out of the long grass,wet
and was
on my way out of the jungle.
Suddenly, when I reached a bend along the path towards
the village, I saw the old man's
grand-daughter running
to me.
'Uncle, uncle!'
She was shouting at me from rather
far off, and her
shrieking and fearful voice made my heart beat.
'What is the matter ?'
'Not good !' she said, breathlessly.
Japanese devils
have come down here, they have'The
taken Lana away.
Don't go back home, grandfather
wants me to tell you,
because they are looking for you now, the Japs!'
I was astonished, thunderstruck by the
blow.
'Oh, Lana, my Lana!' My heart
broken. I held
my head in my hands and sat at thewas
foot of a tree. Mv
thoughts were in a whirl, and I
unable to figure out
what to do. It was useless to gowas
back,
and there was no
hope of rescue. But what would
be left in the world for
me ? It was all a nightmare which
was now just starting.
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Magpies wcrc whirling above my head, crying ceaselessly. I was startled by the ugly noise. I raised my head and
saw that the sun was already setting over the trees. I rose

up feeling as though my heart had stopped beating for a
minute and that I had recovered, and come back to life.
I felt wild and light and rushed towards the village.
To my surprise, the village was as quiet as ever. The
old man's house was still there, safe and sound, with its

coconut trees all around. Hens were clucking in the

grass as usual, and some villagers had gathered in
front of their doors and were now chatting about
something.

. .

.

No, nothing had happened!
A last hope as dim as a firefly in a storm on a dark

night remained with ine in my disaster while I was
climbing the wooden stairs. I called out 'Lana, Lana!' but
there was no response from the room, it was as quiet as

dead.
There was absolute chaos in my room. All my brushes
and colours had been scattered in disorder on the floor,
my suitcase all opened, with the clothes thrown here and
there; the drawing board stand was empty, and that big
oil painting I had done for Lana had gone.
'Finished!' I thought, with the tears streaming down
my cheeks.

As I raised my head, I saw the old man's granddaughter standing timidly at the door; she was staring at
me with fear, her eyes red and swollen her grandfather
had been taken away by the Japs too. And the man who
had accompanied the Japs to the house was Meisorah.

The next day, the old man was back, bent with tired-

ness and exhaustion.

He said he had told the Japs, according to my

previous instructions, that Lana was a model I had hired
for my paintings, she was a 'German'. He himself could

not distinguish a German from a Dutch, because they

:31
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all have big noses and fair complexions.
My paintings
had served as a proof3 and therefore he
had been released.
But the Japs had released him on condition that he
would be responsible for taking me to them. He sighed
weakly and said :

'I am anyhow too old to live long, and
besides I have
no hatred for you. I won't sell you out. You
had better
go, don't stay here any longer, Meisorah is
after you!'
Then, with clenched teeth and a broken heart, I said
goodbye to the kind old man and left forever the
jungleside kampong, the bush, and the dreamlike
land which
had once been my paradise on earth.
I lived a wandering life after that, from Sumatra
to
Rio, and from Rio to Singapore
across the sea, until the
surrender of the Japs. And now, although seven
eight
years all together have silently slipped away,orI have
always been longing for Lana in my heart, not knowing
if she was still alive or dead.
Sometimes in the dreams, she was crying and laughing,
I hugged her tightly in my arms, or had her in
front of

my drawing board, all nude with her
and a little fly resting there for ever. snow-white breast
And now, that is Lana there
without doubt. I couldn't
believe my eyes in the beginning,
but I have heard her
voice :

'I don't know you, get away,
you loathsome Chinaman!'
That voice and tone is undoubtedly hers, I
can recognize
it anywhere.
But now, there she is with those
very important people,
conversing with them at ease and smiling
with charm, and
she had,-1\solutely forgotten me, the humble
'orang lari'
who was a'refugee during the Japanese
occupation.

My tongue clings dryly to my mouth, and
I am
sweating coldly all over my arms. What else
The past is like a river of no return, and the can I say ?
had carried away with it years and months,stream of it
emotions
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and sentiments, and now there is not the slightest trace
left over of anything. The past is past, and so let it
be!

Get moving but look! There comes the gigantic procession, with the military band out in front. The crowd
is moving towards it. We who have been here today
witnessing the celebration, will tell our children and
grandchildren that we celebrated with great joy the big
day of the coronation of the British Queen.
A grain of dust has blown into one of my eyes. I take
out my handkerchief and rub it in silence. Don't laugh
at me, there is dust in my eye. I am sobbing inside and
the tears fall suddenly, but certainly I am not sobbing
because of Lana!

. . .

Rose Giordano

Topic- Customs
Aim: How can different customs create misunderstandings between peoples?
Major idea: Cultural misunderstandings can cause tensions between peoples.
Questions and procedures:

1. Show students photograph on overhead of a New England family eating dinner.
1. What do you see?
2. Is this a format occasion? How do you know?
3. What would happen if one of the guest started eating with her hands?
4. What is wrong with eating with one's hands?
2. Students will read about table manners and compare eastern with western table manners.
3. Students will learn more about Malaysian customs from a second reading.
4. Students will list all the things foreigners should know if they want to live "blunder-free" in
Malaysia. Students will read their responses aloud and revise their list.

5. Students will create a second list for Malaysians on how to live "blunder-free" in the United
States. Students will read their responses aloud aid revise their list.
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2 TABLE MANNERS

Eating with Fingers
Malays and Indians traditionally use the fingers of their right

hand for eating. However, no one expects a foreigner invited to a local-style meal (no cutlery) to be an expert at
eating with fingers! Nevertheless, below are some useful
guidelines to follow when you find yourself in a situation
where using your fingers is the only way to eat:
1. Always remember to wash your hands first. If you are
invited to a Malay wedding (or any other celebration)
you will find a water vessel (kendi) either at your table or

being passed around for guests to wash their hands.

(Pleaso refer to the illustration that follows.)
2. Meals are always eaten with your right hand! Being lefthanded is no excuse.
3. Even though you are eating with your fingers, you will
find that serving spoons are provided for all the dishes
being laid out. Since the fingers of your right hand will be
soiled while eating, you are permitted to use your left
hand when using the serving spoons, although we always say "excuse me" (minta magf) first.
4. When-it comes to dessert, you may well find that you still
have to use your fingers. Since dessert eaten with the
fingers is usually dry, do wash your hands before starting
your dessert. If it is some sort of pudding with a sauce or
syrup, spoons will definitely be provided. You would
wash your hands at the end of a meal using the kendi
again.

Since the kendi has to be passed round from person to
person, the polite thing to do is to wash your hands using a
minimum amount of water! Personally, I do not find this very
)1
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satisfying! Therefore, I always go out armed with a large
supply of wet tissues (the ones packed for babies arc ideal)
which of course makes me the most popular person at the
table when I begin to pliss them around!
The other thing a foreigner should be made aware of is
that it is not considered impolite for a person to leave the
talb! once he has finished his meal. In many of the larger
households (the same can apply during meals at big functions), a person leaves the table as soon as he is done so that
he can give way to the other people waiting to eat.

A Kendi

A The pot which holds the water.
B The stand has holes in it for the water to filter through.
Washing Your Hands:
1. Lill the pot with your left hand and place your right hand

(the hand you muy use for eating) below it, above the
stand.
2.

Lightly rinse your hand with the water from the pot,
making sure the water filters through the holes in the
stand.

3.
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Replace the pot onto the stand.

.
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Eating nasi daun pisang

Traditionally, Southern Indians eat off banana leaves. A vari-

ety of food including curries, vegetables and sauces are
placed around a pile of' rice. Dessert is usually served onto
the ;an e banana leaf after the main meal. To indicate that
banana leaf in
yot a e finished your meal, you fold your
Occasion
hal $ me Indians say that if it is for a festive
(wt ,di ig) or if the food is very good, you fold the banana

leaf towards you. If it is for a sombre occasion (funeral) or if"

the food is less than satisfactory, you fold the banana leaf
away from you. This action may differ from clan to clan.
At the end of the meal, you have to get up to wash your
hands as there will be no kendi (as at Malay meals) passed
around.

Eating with your left hand cir with cutlery is discouraged.
The banana leaf is usually divided into three pieces. The
honoured guest gets the end piece (no. 3 in the diagram).
3

wider side
(right)

narrow side
(left)

A banana leaf
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Common Embarrassing Situations

People from the East (Asians as well as Arabs) have never
been very rigid about table manners. Although children are
taught basic discipline when they are facing their food, our
table manners are nowhere near those to which our Western
counterparts ai.e accustomed.
Some of t:ic must embarrassing situations that tend to
arise time and time again arc the conflicting gestures ( Western
gestures as opposed to Eastern ones) of how appreciation of
food is shown.
To a person from the East, burping at the end of a meal
shows that he had tmly enjoyed his food and was most
satisfied with it. And how else can one enjoy one's soup
unless it is enthusiastically slurped into the mouth?
Anyone who has been exposed to Western culture will
know that the two gestures described above arc considered
both ru. de and terribly unbecoming and should never ever
be clone in decent surroundings.
In the event that either one or the other (or both) should
happen, I don't know who would end up more embarrassed
the foreign host or the Malaysian guest. The foreign host
would obviously be appalled at what he would consider
barbaric behaviour, and the Malaysian guest would probably
be wondering why his two atteMpts at showing his apprecia-

tion of all the wonderful food had been received by the
wrong response.
Admittedly, what I've just described is an extreme case
where the host and guest have not had any exposure to the
other's culture at all. Still, it would be advisable for the
foreigner to note that this can happen, in case he does invite
a person who has had a very traditional Eastern upbringing.
While in Malaysia, a foreigner is bound to be invited
to
many Malaysian meals. Obviously, there will come a time
when you (the foreigner) will bite into something that
you
simply cannot swallow. What do you do with that piece of
"offending" food?
If you arc eating Chinese food with chopsticks,
.
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THE UNITED STATES, THE TEACHING OF MORAL
THE

RESPONSIBILITY

REASONING

BECOMES

OF THE INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS.

CAN BE GENERALIZED THAT,

IN THE UNITED STATES, THE

IT

SPECIFIC

TEACHING OF MORAL EDUCATION DOES NOT OCCUR IN ISOLATION,
BUT
IS INTEGRATED INTO THE TOTAL SCHOOL CURRICULUM.
IT

MUST BE STATED THAT THIS PAPER IN NO WAY INTENDS TO

MORAL EDUCATION

4

MAKE A VALUE JUDGEMENT AS TO THE NATURE OR DEGREE OF
MORALITY WITHIN EITHER SCHOOL SYSTEM.

THE WRITER CONCEEDS

THAT THOUGH COMPARISONS ARE INEVITABLE, THESE COMPARISONS
SHOULD BE MADE IN A POSITIVE LIGHT BY EMBRACING DESIRABLE
QUALITIES FROM BOTH EDUCATIONAL PERSPECTIVES.

MORAL EDUCATION

5

MORAL EDUCATION IN MALAYSIA

THE

EDUCATION

CONTROLLED.

SYSTEM

CURRICULUM

THE

APPROVED

EXISTS

ATTITUDES COMPONENT.

CENTRALLY

A

CURRICULUM.

ISLAMIC

THIS EDUCATIONAL COMPONENT IS PROVIDED

RELIGIOUS

THE

EDUCATION CLASSES.

FIRST

CHANNEL

BECAUSE ISLAM IS

THE OFFICIAL RELIGION OF MALAYSIA, THE MAJORITY OF
IN

THE

STUDENTS

PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM WILL RECEIVE THE SPIRITUALITY;

VALUES AND ATTITUDE INSTRUCTION THROUGH THE STUDY OF
MALAYSIAN

STUDENTS, NOT

OF

SPIRITUALITY, VALUES/ AND
FORMAL

THIS

IN

SPIRITUALITY, VALUES; AND

TO STUDENTS THROUGH TWO BASIC CHANNELS.
IS

IS

GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL OFFICIALS DIRECT ALL

SCHOOLS TO COMPLY WITH
APPROVED

MALAYSIA

IN

STUDY

THE

ATTITUDE

OF MORAL EDUCATION.

ISLAM.

ISLAMIC FAITH RECEIVE THE
COMPONENT

THROUGH

THE

STUDENTS WHO PARTICIPATE

IN MORAL EDUCATION CLASSES CAN BE GENERALLY GROUPED INTO THE
THREE

RELIGIOUS

FAITHS

OF

BUDDHISM, HINDUISM, AND

CHRISTIANITY.
IN

THE MALAYSIAN SCHOOL SYSTEM) MORAL EDUCATION BEGINS

AT THE FIRST LEVEL FOR STUDENTS OF
UNTIL

THE

THIRTEENTH

AGE

CONTINUES

LEVEL AT AGES SEVENTEEN TO NINETEEN.

AT THE PRIMARY LEVEL, THE INSTRUCTIONAL
EDUCATION

SIX) AND

SYLLABUS

IN

IDENTIFJES TWELVE VALUES TO BE ADDRESSED.

MORAL
AT THE

SECONDARY LEVEL, SIXTEEN VALUES ARE IDENTIFIED.
ACCORDING TO EDUCATION

SPECIALISTS) THE
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WHICH

MORAL EDUCATION
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III

ARE

TAUGHT

WITHIN

ARENA

THE

MORAL

OF

EDUCATION

ARE

UNIVERSALLY APPROVED, AND DO NOT CONFLICT WITH ANY RELIGIOUS
OR CULTURAL NORMS OR PRACTICES IN MALAYSIAN
VALUES
FOUR

SOCIETY.

THESE

WERE SUGGESTED AND AGREED UPON BY THE LEADERS OF THE
MAJOR

RELIGIOUS

MULTI-RELIGIOUS

GROUPS

PLANNING

GROUP

MALAYSIA.

IN

THIS

ASSIGNS MUCH IMPCRTANCE TO

THE STUDY OF MORAL EDUCATION AS IT DIRECTS THE

TOTAL

MORAL

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MALAYSIAN SOCIETY IN GENERAL.
STUDENTS

ENGAGED IN THE STUDY OF MORAL EDUCATION SPEND

ONE-HUNDRED EIGHTY (180) MINUTES PER WEEK, OR THIRTEEN

(13)

PERCENT OF THE TOTAL EDUCATIONAL TIME IN THE PURSUIT OF THIS
SUBJECT.

SERVICES

DELIVERED

ARE

EDUCATION INSTRUCTOR IN

BY

A

CERTIFIED

LECTURE-DISCUSSION

A

MORAL

FORMAT. EACH

TEACHING UNIT IS ACCOMPANIED BY EXAMINATION AND EVALUATED ON
A

PASS-FAIL

BASIS

TO DETERMINE IF SUCCESS IN THE STUDY OF

THIS SUBJECT HAS OCCURRED.

THE COMPONENTS OF THE MORAL
BELOW

DO

IMPORTANCE.

NOT

ADHERE

TO

ANY

EDUCATION

PROGRAM

LISTED

HIERARCHY

Ov

THESE VALUES MAY BE INTRODUCED OR DISCUSSED

AT

PARTICULIO

ANY POINT WHEN CEEMED PERTINENT TO A SUBJECT OF S1UDY BY THE
INSTRUCTOR.

01. COMPASSION
A. SYMPATHETIC
B. CONSIDERATE
C. GENEROUS

D. UNDERSTANDING
E. FORGIVING
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02. SELF-REL1ANCE
A. RESPONSIBLE

B. ABLE TO ACT INDEPENDENTLY
C. SELF-MOTIVATED
D. SELF-CONFIDENT

03. RESPECT

A. SHOW FILIAL PIETY

B. RESPECT FOR ELDERS) TEACHERS, FRIENDS, LEADERS
C. RESPECT THE KING AND COUNTRY
D. RESPECT THE BASIC RIGHTS OF OTHERS

E. RESPECT THE BELIEFS OF DIFFERENT COMMUNITIES
F. RESPECT FOR INDIVIDUALITY
G. ABIDE BY THE LAW
H. OBSERVE PUNCTUALITY
I. APPRECIATE THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF OTHERS
J.

SHOW APPRECIATION FOR LABOR

K. RESPECT FOR THE PRIDE OF OTHERS

05. LOVE

A. SANCTITY FOR LIFE

B. LOVE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
C. LOVE FOR THE COUNTRY
D. LOVE FOR PEACE AND HARMONY

06. JUSTICE

A. FAIRNESS
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B. EQUITY

07. FREEDOM

A. FREEDOM AS GRANTED BY LAW

B. FREEDOM IN THE DEMOCRATIC SYSTEM

08. COURAGE

A. ACT WISELY

B. DEFEND THE TRUTH
C. STAND ON ONE'S OWN CONVICTIONS
D. ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY

09. PHYSICAL AND MENTAL CLEANLINESS
A. CLEANLINESS OF THE SELF
B. CLEANLINESS OF THE ENVIRONMENT
C. COURTEOUS CONDUCT AND SPEECH

D. DEVELOPMENT OF A CONSTRUCTIVE MIND

10. HONESTY

A. TRUSTWORTHINESS
B. TRUTHFULNESS
C. SINCERITY

11. DILIGENCE

A. STEADFASTNESS
B. EFFORT

C. DEDICATION
D. DETERMINATION

1C8

E. PERSEVERANCE

9

MORAL EDUCATION

12. COOPERATION
A. BROTHERHOOD
B. SHARED RESPONSIBILITY
C. COOPERATION
D. TOLERANCE

E. COMMON BELIEFS
F. UNITY

13. MODERATION
A. MODERATION IN SELF IMPORTANCE
B. MODERATION IN SPEECH AND DEED

14. GRATITUDE
A. BEING THANKFUL
B. BEING THOUGHTFUL
C. BEING APPRECIATIVE

15. RATIONALITY
A. PRUDENCE

B. THE ABILITY TO REASON

C. HAVING OPEN AND LOGICAL MINDS

16.

UBLIC SPIRITEDNESS
A. COLLABORATION
B. NEIGHBORLINESS

C. SENSITIVITY TO SOCIAL ISSUES

(TAKEN FROM SECONDARY SCHOOL SYLLABUS ON MORAL EDUCATION,

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT CENTER, MINISTRY OF EDUCATION,
MALAYSIA)
___
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MORAL EDUCAfION

MORAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES

ATTEMPT

THE

IN

DEVELOP MORAL REASONING AND MORAL

TO

BEHAVIOR IN CHILDREN ENROLLED IN THE UNITED
EDUCATION

STATES'

SYSTEM; THREE BASIC METHODS ARE USED.

PUBLIC

THE FIRST,

AND MOST BASIC MANAGEMENT METHOD IS KNOWN AS INDOCTRINATION)
OR ALSO KNOW AS BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION.

THIS METHOD HAS BEEN

USED SUCCESSFULLY WITH STUDENTS IN NEED OF SEVERE CHANGES IN
BEHAVIOR.

INDOCTRINATION

REINFORCEMENT

PROCEDURES

RESEARCH HAS SHOWN THAT
LITTLE

OR

UTILIZES

NO

TO

POSITIVE

CONTROL

NEGATIVE

STUDENT

INDOCTRINATION

THE

AND

BEHAVIOR.

TECHNIQUE

HAS

EFFECT ON ETHICAL BEHAVIOR, AND NO EFFECT ON

MORAL REASONING. (MAKER 1975)
THE

REASONING

SECOND
USED

PROCESS

CRITICAL

THE

DEVELOPMENT

SCHOOL

VALUES CLARIFICATION

OF

PERSONAL CHOICES.
FOUND TO BE A

FOR

AMERICAN

IN

CLAIRIFICATION.
THE

AVENUE

EXAMINING

VALUES

SYSTEMS

ATTEMPTS
AND

THE

MANY

VALUES
DEVELOP

FORMATION

OF

VALUES CLARIFICATION TECHNIQUES HAVE BEEN

POSITIVE

INFLUENCE

THINKING SKILLS.

UNIVERSAL

EDUCATIONAL

IS

TO

ON

THE

DEVELOPMENT

OF

THOUGH VALUES CLARIFICATION DOES

EMPHASIZE THE PHILOSOPHY OF ETHICAL RELATIVISM,
RECOGNIZE

MORAL

ON

ETHICAL

IT DOES

NOT

PRINCIPLES) AND THEREFORE, TO

SPECIALISTS, FALLS

SHORT

OF

THE

TOTAL

DEVELOPMENT OF MORAL REASONING.

THE THIRD METHOD FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MORAL REASONING
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USED

THE UNITED.STATES SCHOOL SYSTEMS, AND THE FOCUS OF

IN

DISCUSSION IN THIS PAPER,
KOHLBERG.

IN

DEVELOPMENT
INTO THREE

STAGE

IDENTIFIED.

STAGES, AND

ASCENDING ORDER.

I

MODEL) SIX

KOHLBERG

THE
ARE

IS THE MODEL SET FORTH BY LAWRENCE

THESE

SIX

ARRANGED

ARE

LEVELS

OF

MORAL

AREAS ARE DIVIDED

IN

HIERARCHY

A

IN

THE CONSTRUCT OF THE MODEL FOLLOWS BELOW.

PRECONVENTIONAL

I. CENTERED ON PHYSICAL CONSEQUENCES
AVOIDANCE OF PUNISHMENT
2. PROCEEDS TOWARD REWARD AND RECIPROCITY
STAGE 11

CONVENTIONAL

3. CONFORMITY AND PLEASING OTHERS
4. RESPECT FOR THE SYSTEM, LAW AND ORDER
STAGE III POSTCONVENTIONAL
5. GENERAL RIGHTS OF MAN

REVISE AND EXAMINE OPTIONS
6.

SELF CHOSEN UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLES
JUSTICE) EQUALITY, AND RESPECT

IN

KOHLBERG'S

MODEL

OF

STUDENTS ARE PRESENTED WITH A
MAKE

MORAL REASONING DEVELOPMENT)
DILEMMA, AND

CERTAIN JUDGMENTS ON THE SITUATION.

THEN

ASKED

TO

PROBABLY THE MOST

POPULAR MORAL DILEMMA USED IN THE KOHLBERG MODEL)

IS THAT OF

A MAN NAMED HEINZ, WHO NEEDS A CERTAIN DRUG IN ORDER TO SAVE
THE LIFE OF HIS WIFE.

HEINZ IS POSED WITH

THE

DILEMMA

OF

HAVING TO DECIDE WHETHER OR NOT TO SAVE HIS WIFE BY STEALING
THE

DRUG, OR

OBEY

THE

LAW

AND TAKE THE RISK OF HIS WIFE

MORAL EDUCATION
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DYING.

STUDENTS ARE THEN ENGAGED

WHICH

ACTION

HEINZ

IN

DISpUSSION

A

TO

AS

SHOULD TAKE, AND VERBALIZE REASONS FOR

THEIR DECISIONS.

ACCORDING TO REST U972), WITH THE USE OF THE
TECHNIQUES, CERTAIN
REASONING
RESEARCH

CAN

QUALITIES

HAS FOUND THAT;

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MORAL

OF

IDENTIFIED.

BE

USING

KOHLBERG'S

DEVELOPMENT

GO

OCCURS

FORWARD; 3)
WHEN

STAGES ARE NEVER

PROGRESSION

STUDENTS

ARE

POSITIVE

A

CORRELATION

MORAL

OF

CONFRONTED

APPEALING VIEWS OF PEERS WHO FUNCTION IN A HIGHER
DEVELOPMENT; 4)

MODEL,

1) STAGES OF MORAL.REASONING OCCUR

ONE AT A TIME AND IN AN ORDERED FASHION; 2)
SKIPPED, AND ALWAYS

KOHLBERG

STAGE

BETWEEN

MORAL THINKING EXISTS, AND 5) MORAL REASONING;

WITH
OF

I.Q. AND

CAN INDEED BE

TAUGHT. (REST 1974)

DISCUSSION

IT IS AGREED BY THE MAJORITY OF

EDUCATION

SPECIALISTS

THAT THE INTEGRATION OF MORAL REASONING DEVELOPMENI INTO THE
PUBLIC

SCHOOL

CURRICULUM

DISCUSSION OCCURS
SPECIFIC

WHEN

IS

OF

EDUCATORS

GREAT
ARE

ASKED

MODEL AND METHOD OF INSTRUCTION.

EDUCATION SYSTEM, THE MODEL AND METHOD
BEEN

IMPORTANCE.

IDENTIFIED

AND

PUT

INTO

OF

PRACTICE.

MUCH

ADOPT

TO

IN THE MALAYSIAN
INSTRUCTION
IN

THE

ON

THE

DEGREE

OF

INTERVENTION

AND

THE

IMPORTANTLY, WHO'S SYSTEM OF MORAL REASONING TO USE.

HAS

UNITED

STATES; DISCUSSION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMING SEEMS TO
FOCUSED

A

BE

MOST

DUE IN

MORAL EDUCATION

3

PART

SEPARATION

THE

TO

CHURCH

OF

STATE

'AND

AMERICAN SOCIETY) THE ADOPTION OF A STRICT PROGRAM OF

IN

MORAL

DEVELOPMENT INSTRUCTION IS UNLIKELY TO OCCUR.
ACCORDING

CURRENT

TO

RESEARCH, THERE APPEARS TO BE A

PHILOSOPHICAL DIFFERENCE ON MORAL EDUCATION SERVICES IN
UNITED

STATES

MALAYSIA. IN

AND

MALAYSIAN

THE

SYSTEM, IMPORTANCE IS FOCUSED ON

SPECIFIC

EDUCATION
BEHAVIORS

MORAL

REGARDLESS OF MORAL REASONING SUPPORTING'THE ACTION.
COURSE

INSTRUCTION) THE

OF

THE

IN THE

STUDENT IS DIRECTED TO IMITATE

THE ACTION WHICH IS POPULARLY ACCEPTED AS MORALLY CORRECT.
IN THE UNITED STATES, THE PHILOSOPHICAL BASE
EDUCATION

SEEMS

MORAL

OF

TO FOCUS ON THE REASONING PROCESS INVOLVED

IN DECISION MAKING.

THE STUDENT INVOLVED IN MORAL REASONING

DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES WOULD BE ASKED

CONSIDER

TO

REASONS

FOR ACTInNS IN REGARD TO DECISIONS MADE ON MORAL BEHAVIORS.
IN

ADDITION, OTHER DIFFERENCE IN THE TWO SYSTEMS OCCUR

IN THE AREA OF THE EVALUATION OF MORAL REASONING LEVELS.
THE MALAYSIAN SYSTEMS STUDENTS ARE
BASIS.

STUDENTS

ADEQUATELY IN ANY OF
CONTINUE
IN

THIS

IN

THE

GRADED

SYSTEM

AREAS

WHO

A

DO

NOT

PERFORM
WILL

THE UNITED STATES) MORAL EDUCATION IS REGARDED AS

TOTAL

EDUCATIONAL

CURRICULUM.

FROM ONE STAGE OF MORAL DEVELOPMENT

REALM

A

OF

FURTHERMORE) PROGRESS
TO

ANOTHER

IS

DEPENDENT ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF EACH INDIVIDUAL CHILD.
AS

NOT

TO THE NEXT LEVEL UNTIL SUCCESS IS REALIZED.

DEVELOPMENTAL COMPONENT WHICH OPERATES WITHIN THE
THE

PASS-FAIL

ON

INSTRUCTION

OF

IN

SOLELY
JUST

IN OTHER AVENUES OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT) CHILDREN'S

112
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INDIVIDUAL

MOVE.

REASONING

ABILITIES SHOULD BE RECOGNIZED

AND ACCEPTED.

AUTHOR'S NOTES
WOULD

I

LIKE TO EXPRESS MY GRATITUDE TO THE TEACHERS,

STUDENTS, AND FAMILIES IN THE NATION OF
THIS

MALAYSIA, WHO

MADE

RESEARCH, AND THIS CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE

POSSIBLE.

HELPFUL

I

ESPECIALLY

GUIDANCE

7ROM

APPRECIATED

THE

COOPERATION

AND

THE STAFF AND ADMINISTRATORS OF THE

MALAYSIAN-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE.
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CURRICULUM UNIT
ON

AGRICULTURAL EXPORT PRODUCTION
IN MALAYSIA

Prepared by
Milton Hostetler
as part uf the
requirements for
Fulbright-Hays
Summer Seminar,
1993

MALAYSIA'S ACR1COLTURAL ECONOMY

This curriculum proJect is designed to be used over a two-class
period in a 10-class unit on SoutheaSt Asia, part of a larger

survey course Lu Non-Western Cultures. The goal of this study of
the agricultural economy is to:
-introduce students to the geographic region of
Malaysia.

-review the historical backgrounds as they relate to
economic issues.

-examine a nation's efforts to develop export products
best sutted to the conditions in the country;
-learn about several export products less familiar to
Western students; and

-use Malaysia as an example of other Southeast Asian
nations in developing agricultural resources.
The study will also make us of slides of a nUmber of on-site
111

visits in Malaysia, taken while traveling in the country.
Some will show the work at PORIM (Palm oil Researc) Institute
of Malaysia). A visit to the FELDA's (Federal Land Development
Authority) Serting Hilir Complex gave valuable insights into the

experiments at developing new croplands, and also the relocation
of villagers. The information on pepper production is gratefully
received from Mr. Edwin Liew Chung Huin, Assistant Director of
Agriculture in Kuching, Sarawak. Finally, special thanks are due
to Dr. Hyacinth Gaudart for her efforts in making it possible for
me to visit and speak with otheul who work in these industries.

I.The

play:J.Jan Environment

1.Size: 330,000 sq. km. (sizt! of Vietnam or Philippines)
-Peninsular Malaysia
-Sabah and Sarawak
2.Climato
-hot and humid
1.60% to 73°. humidity at 2 PM year 'round
ii.temperatures 77 to 95 degrees P.
-Mon,loon--nctobor to Apr.i1

3.Topography of Peninsula) Malaysia

-reniosnlat Malaysia dimensions
i.804 km N-S
11.330 km 13-'1/ at widest -point.

-Strait of Malacca to west
-Jahore Strait separates Erom Singapore

-Mountain core of Peninsular Malaysia
i.rangPs not.th and south in center
ii.48-61 km wide
iii.highest peak: 2,207 meters
iv.range divides the nation east and west
v.pastwest highway built 1982
Lill'
t2.-):3i
and west from mountains
Lynn full year 'round
ii.silted; useful for small craft only

-13/Vets

4.Sabah and Sarawak
-Sarawak largel

land mass than Peninsular Malaysia

-rugged unexplored border with Indonesia
-coa:7;tal

narrow helt of hills, rugged central
mountains
t.highest mountain: 2,425 meters
ii.few significant harbors in Satawak
iii.Saboh's coastline deeper

5.Reg1onal divisjons
t,.Lates on Peninsnkit

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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2 :';tater; on Bornoo

-all. states have accen.,, to lho

6.Population growth and Pii-ribution
-growth be immigration
1.from china and India
significant after Work] War 11
-about IR million
l.about RO% in Poninsnlar Malaysia
ii.abonl
in("rease por year (high by
:Aandards)
c50"

c10%
c10".

v.distribution fairly stahie
II.Historical
1.f.ligni(icance of matacco

expellod from :lingapolo, 1403
-Fled lo
i.leyond
mone door attacking a dril
ii.for some timo a smali fishing village

-Malacca gaim; prominonce by chineso tradorf5
i.comincj Ihrongh
onronte to Arabia
-Islam comes to the rogion
2.European Intrw:ian into the r(!nHirla
-Portuguese:

1511

i.17)10.11,.a

Iort, church, cw;toms hw;0

ii.PQrtnguee trade hamporod by Le,-..,Htance
!mach: le41
i.alroady w0.1. 0:..-Aahlishod in Java

li.very monopolitic in policies
iit.interests centerod on tin
c1R00
1.estahliFAed Liading rights in ronanq
ii.trado pocily much freer than Unitchn

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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il.concentrated (AI west ccast, but ;.1]. Over

peninsula
5.011 Palm

-Stimulated by weak tubber markets in 20's and 30's
-by 1930 peninsula :mpplied 11% of wotld's palm oil
TV.The Modern Paim Oil Industry
1.0ne of the world's M.Ijor 0113

-ono of the "big four" oE
i.soybean
il.rapeE;ood

11isunflower seed
iv.palm oil
-production increaLied at

9°,,,

per annum since 1980

2.Two types of oil

-palm oil: obtained f)om flesh oE fruit
-Kernal oil: from the seed
3.Production of palm troor;

-trees produce profitably after 2.5 to 3 years
-produce until height makes harvesting impractical
3

Lo 5 tons pet hecLiro per year of oil
1.cf.
t.M1
por hectare per year for most
oilseeds

-work being done to increase productivity
t.shorter trees being developed
ii.long productive life being developed
iii.machinery to collect "fresh fruit bunches"
called "Crabbet"
4.incteasing acreage of palm tree

-r,4,000 hectages in MO in palm tree
-2 million hectares in 1990
-Projected 2,

million hectares by 2000

-Production 92,000 tons 1960

120

-6.09 million tons 1990
5.0wnersh1p and management of holdlngs
-54.?A operated by .7.mallholders under government land

land development authorities

-46% managed through ptivate estate system
6.Fe0eral Land Development Authority (FELDA)
-to reduce Luta) poverty
-creatcs more eguitible income distribution and

land ownership

-total land area under FELDA supervision: 871.000
hectares
i.70% in palm oil production

-in 1990 26% o Malaysia's palm oil produced on FELDA
programs

-settler placement under FELDA
i..began in 198G and completed in 1989
ii.1202 familes have been emplaced
hecomr, ahle io own productive lands
7.Process1ng of p.Ilm oil

-mo:A oil sold in processed form
-world market

have re:.;ponded to high quality products

-now ..,uipplie:; more

than 2/3 of world's palm oil

8.Uses of palm oil
-edible uses
i.shortenings/frying oil
Cre.k111g.

iv.ice cream
v.cocoa butter sub:Itituto
on0 dctergents
11.grea:er..

iv.fdlAy

,cid oil

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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(In r:o5mclics

-by-products of the palm oil induF;try
I.varled olls
il.fuel to power auto diesel
111.ink
iv.additives for platics
v.flat.-board from husks

9.Future of the oil palm industry
-Malaysia banking on bright future
i.thousands of hectares being planted each year
I I .mj I
ons Uf
tars being Invested in the
industry
I

per acre yield much greater than most ()the: oilseeds
-populai.

hi nations oppol-.o,1

t;e, ,Ahimals

-few natural diseases or danqers from inse(.!..,
not

II.

I 111(1,1111, i

Ion r:11)(i

y

true of other oilseeds

V.The Modern Rubber Industry
1.Beginnings ot rubber industry

-introduced late 19th uentury by British

-imported thousands of Muth Indians to work
plantations
trees impor ted

f rom Br

i

in

1

-came at time of th,, 0,,vc!lopm,..!10 of tho automobile

2.Acreage of rubber tree:,

-1982 more than 2,000,000 hectares of
-maiarTIta

-',0% of world'f3 rnbner

-diminishing as palm oil prospers
3.I,ahor intensive industry

tapping

ttc2e..::,

(describe)

-co1lecting

(drwrihe)

4.Procesincj latex (...oncentrate
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5.Rubber markets

-fluctuates with the health of auto industry
I.steady increase in auto production. since 1981
-Malaysia today supplies 75% of world's rubber supplies
-fear of ATAV has increased demand for condoms and
examination gloves
VI.The Pepper Industry
1.0ne of major pepper producers
-most produced In Sarawak
i.produces about 95% of Malaysia's export

2.Pepper farming
-produced withont shade

-plants planted about I.8m x 2.4 m apart
-a 10-foot post provided for each plant
-first crops of berries at 26 months
-plant reaches

pr(Auctio6 in 6-7 years

-plant can pr.oduce profitable for 10-12 years

3.White and black pepper
-white pepper
i.uses ripe berries
ii.suaking: rof:; the outer skin
iii.washing: rinse away any unwanted material
iv.drying: in the sun
v.white peppoi preferred in Asia
-black pepper
i.from mature hut not ripe berries
ii.drying in the sun two to three days
iti.winnowed to remove trash

4.Pests and disease

'nomrrwn hugs
-"foot rot"; "pink disease"; blights

BEST an PVAILARIF
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5.11a9ging an0 selling

-Asians prefet white pepper

-Americans prefer black pepper

********1.k*************

Some conclusions on Malaysian Agricultural development
1.Government has worled clof-,ely with the private seetot in
development (cf. FELbA)

2.Crops suited

Lc)

local '`/o'|itioon havo been encouraged

3.Technology hieft; bQen developed enabling the nation Le

sell processed Or semi-processed yoods
4.(3overnment has 1),!ri .1ctivl!

in :3oc!king

111(1

devr,l(ipituj

new matkets

5.An over-balance of acrea9e and monny Ini:3
r.11 put: i n t-0
palm oil industry
-greai profits will bc realized it palm oil catche:s on
-great loss will

OCC:Ilt

if some better substitnte is

found

**1:.,******
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by Charlene Jassim
Mound-Westonka Schools
Grandview Middle School
1881 Commerce Boulevard
Mound. Minnesota 55364
612-472-4141
612-472-0390

accomplished under a
Fulbright-Hayes Seminar foc Teachers
History and Culture of Malaysia
sponsored by
the United States Department of Education
and

the Malaysian-American Commission on Educatlonal Exrnange
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MALAYSIA MARATHON. A RACE FOR THE STRAITS
A Small Group Activity for Middle School Students
utilizing ComPton's MultiMedia EncvcloPedia

GOAL:

UNDERSTANDINGS:

Children will participate in the
"Malaysian Marathon" in order to
research. in the Compton's MultiMedia
Encyclopedia. answers to questions
about the main resources of Malaysia.
"Malaysia occupies a strategic
position at one of the world's major
crossroads." (Maverick, p. 197)
"Malaysia is. for one thing, an
extraordinary olfactory experience."
(Fodor's SE Asia, p. 204)
"The Golden Chersonese. the early
travellers called it, this land of calm
sheltered from the storms all around
it." (Guidebook for Women, p. 1)
"The nation's plan Is to develop many
industries so that sudden price drops
for a single commodity will not
significantly damage the national
economy." (Malaysia In Pictures,
p. 62)
"The people often fascinate the
tourists, from the clothes they wear to
the many dialects they speak."
(Visitors' Guide, p. 76)
".... and below us stretched the land.
the great expanse of the forests,
sombre under the sunshine, rolling like
a sea, with glints of winding rivers,
the gray spots of villages, and here
and there a clearing, like an islet of
light amongst the dark waves of
continuous tree-tops."(Lord Jim,
p. 197)
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"...Malaysia has achieved a level of
prosperity and freedom that is unusual
among Southeast Asian countries."
(Malaysia in Pictures)
"Malaysia today is a split world.
There Is the world of the cities and
the world of the back country." (The
New MJalavsia, p. 125)

"There is the eye-catching red hairy
rambutan, the prickly durian, or the
mangosteen. The list (of fruits) is
endless." (Visitors' Guide, p. 104)
AGE:

TIME:

Middle School (Grades 5-8)

Five to ten 45-minute periods

3

DESCRIPTION:

This module can be used in self-contained

classrooms or in schools which have a school day scheduled
into separate periods.

The students will work in small

groups (4-5 students) each of which functions as a team.
They will undertake an imaginary race by ship to various
ports-of-call

In Malaysia (including a stop in the state of

Sarawak in the part of Malaysia on the island of Borneo).
At each port they must research information about various
resources and products of Malaysia.

All of the information

is found in the computerized version of ComPton/s
Encyclopedia (or in the book version).

At each port each

group is given a short explanation describing that city and
a sheet containina 10 randomly selected questions concernina
a resource of Malaysia.

This sheet is to be printed by the

teacher from the Apple IIE MECC program entitled "Study
Guide."

When students In a group correctly complete 10 (or

9 out of 10)questions concerning one resource of Malaysia
(such as tin), they proceed to the next city or area of
Malaysia.

If the team answers less than nine questions

correctly, they will receive another set of ten randomly
selected questions concerning the same resource. If they
fall to answer 9 out of 10 qt:estions in the second set, they

will receive help from the teacher to complete that sheet
and proceed to the next destination.

4

As the teams progress around the Malaysian peninsula
they move their team marker on a large wall map of Malaysia.
(Using an overhead projector, the teacher must enlarge the

small map of Malaysia).

An alternative to this would be

havina each group mark their own small map which could be

mounted on a bulletin board or wall.

_

5

LEARNER OUTCOMES:
1.
Students will be able to work cooperatively in a
small group.
2.

Students will research information concerning the
major resources of Malaysia.

3.

Students will use the computerized version of
Compton's Encyclopedia.

PERSONAL AND SOCIAL OUTCOMES: The activities are planned in
such a manner that.emerging personal and social needs of the
young adolescent will be fulfilled. These needs are:
1.

Success
Students will feel successful since they
will all complete the race.

2.

Socializing
Students will be able to work with
other students rather than alone at their desks.

3.

Competitiveness
Young adolescents increasingly
enjoy competition.
Here it will be within the
context of group work.

MATERIALS:

Large sheet of paper with enlarged map of
Malaysia
Magic markets to outline and color map
Outline maps of Malaysia for each group if
large wall map is not used
"Study Guide" computer program (See Bibliog.)

Computer-generated tests for each group
EQUIPMENT AND ARRANGEMENTS:

Overhead projector to enlarge map of Malaysia
Using overhead projector or opaque projector,
enlarge map of Malaysia, trace outline, mark in
Kuala Lumpur, Pinang, Kota Baru (Kelantan),
Sarawa and Milaka

6

PROCEDURES: 1.

Read background material about Malaysia from
a standard geoaraphy text or read Sheet A.

2.

Assign groups and go over Sheet B (student
directions).
Also. students may need to
to go over Sheet D for Encyclopedia
directions.

3.

Each group must decide where their starting
point will be.
They must always go by ship
to each new destination.
However, their
last destination is Kuala Lumpur which is
near, but not on, the ocean.

3.

Teacher should print out separate
10-question sheets (4 of them are included
for each resource. Each question sheet
will vary somewhat.
Along with the question
sheet each group receives the short
explanation concerning the city or state
at which they have arrived.

4.

As soon as each group has their ten
questions they proceed to use the Compton's
Encyclopedia to find the answers to their
10 questions. Directions for the use of the
computerized Compton's Encyclopedia are on
Sheets D.

5.

When each group has completed a question
sheet they have it corrected by the teacher.
The teacher then marks their completed
destination on the large map of Malaysia.

6.

Should a group not complete at least 9 out
of 10 questions correctly they will be given
another set of randomly selected questions
to answer.
If these are not answered
correctly, the teacher will help the group
and they will proceed to the next
destination.

7.

When students have completed all
ports-of-call they must proceed back to
Kuala Lumpur for their last test, then they
may proceed back home to the U.S. Glve team
members a tropical fruit treat when they
finish the last test.

7

Thr: Yinning aroup is the first aroup to come
back to Kuala Lumpur.

9

A. %Jo!,

Sheet A
MALAYSIA

GENERAL INFORMATION

Because of its position between the Indian Ocean and
the South China Sea, Malaysia has long been the meeting
place for traders and travellers from West and East.
Malaysia Is a tropical wonderland situated in the heart of
Southeast Asia just north of the equator.
It is made up of
two regions.
One of these regions is Peninsular Malaysia
which lies between Thailand and Singapore. East Malaysia is
located across the South China Sea on the island of Borneo.
Together, these two regions cover an area of about 330,434
square kilometers.
The climate is hot and humid throughout the year with
plenty of sunshine.
It is also very rainy.
Malaysia has a
population c: over 17 million with 14 million living In
Peninsular Malaysia and 3 million in Sabah and Sarawak on
the island of Borneo. Malays. Chinese. and Indians form the
majority on the peninsula. In Sabah and :Sarawak (in
Borneo) the Iban. Kadazan. and Bidayuh are the main
indigenous ethnic groups.
The official national language is
Bahasa Malaysia.
However Chinese dialects and Tamil
(Indian) are still widely used in some communities. and most
people speak English. Malaysian time is sixteen hours ahead
of U.S. Pacific Standard Time.

1 '3 '1

FULBRIGHT-HAYES SEMINAR
HISTORY AND CULTURE OF MALAYSIA
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MALAYSIAN MARATHON, THE RACE FOR THE STRAITS
A Learning Module for Middle School Students
STUDENT DIRECTIONS
ALL ABOARD!
In the next ten days your team will be
contestants in the great Malaysian Marathon. You will be
racing through the Straits of Malacca in order to research
!

some of the most interesting resources of the country of
Before you hoist anchor and set sail get your
group together and plan the following:

Malaysia.

1.

First decide where In Malaysia you wish to begin your

journey.
2.

Each time you choose a destination (called
ports-of-call) you must obtain from the teacher an
explanation sheet for that city or state plus a printout of
10 questions about a resource of Malaysia. When your team
is finished with all ten questions for that destination.
bring your paper to the teacher to be corrected.
If you
have at least 9 of the 10 questions correct, the teacher
will move your marker on the map of Malaysia to the new
destination.
If you have less than 9 correct you will
obtain a printout of a new set of questions. Some of the
new questions may be the same as the old set of questions.
3.

You must complete two sets of questions in order to
reach Malaysia and begin your journey around Malaysia.
Also
when you arrive in Sarawak on the island of Borneo you may
receive an Invitation to go upriver in a longboat to visit
an Iban village longhouse. You will kindly accept the
Invitation should you receive one.
3.

Your last destination must be Kuala Lumpur. Your team
will complete their last set of questions there.
4.

Answers which are spelled Incorrectly will be counted as
incorrect answers.

S.

All answers are to be found on ComPton's MultiMedia
Encyclopedia.

WELCOME TO PINANG

Sheet Cl

You have iust arrived at the "Pearl of the Orient!"
Go
around the beautiful Island by foot. bike. or trishaw
(three-wheeled bike cab) and have a ball!
At Batu Ferringhi
you will find a most beautiful beach. And if you want to
tour be sure to take the 3-1/2 hour tour around the island
and you will see Malay kampongs (villages), rubber estates,
nutmeg estates and the Snake Temple (real. live poisonous
snakes).
Have fun!
And while you're at it, find out why
spices like nutmeg has played such an important in history.

WELCOME TO KUALA LUMPUR
This is really a boomtown!
Gleamincr new skyscrapers next to
centuries-old shophouses and beautiful Islamic minarets.
Kuala Lumpur or KL. as It Is often called, was founded by
tin miners.
Its early settlers were a rough, hardy lot, but
now it is a very modern city.
Now investigate and research
why tin was and Is such an important resource. Malaysia has
lots of it.

WELCOME TO MELAYA

Melaka's history goes back more than 500 years.
It was one
of the fabulous places that the European explorers sailed to
to engage In the spice trade. First the Portuguese came
(1511).
Then the Dutch took over (1641). Then the British
threw the Dutch out in the 1890s.
Everyone wanted Melaka.
There's lots of European colonial history here. You can see
an old fortress, churches, ruins, and a wonderful sound and
light show each night.

One of the products Malaysia is famous for is
rubber.
look at how this highly useful product is produced.

Let's

wELCDKE TO SaAWU 0 THE ISLAND OF BORNEO

Sheet C2

You've always wanted to see what a real jungle is like?
Welcome to Sarawak. Land of the Hornbill. Well, here we go.
Sarawak has majestic tropical forests and abundant wildlife.
The ancient languages, arts and crafts, and social customs
remain in many places. Here you visit a orangatan
rehabilitation center.
In order to be'rehabilitated they
must be trained to fed for themselves before being released
into the wild.
Bullet, Sarawak's most famous 21 year old
,Orangutan lives at the center.
Some tribes still live in traditional longhouses where 10-40
families all live under one roof.You can trek through the
jungle, ride a longboat upriver, and stay overnight in a
tribal lonahouse. You'll hear insects humming, invisible
creatures grunting and croaking, and water gurgling and
sighing.
Lots of black pepper is produced in Sarawak.
Lots
of lumber.
Let's look at the petroleum industry which is
very active in the South China Sea off the coast of Sarawak
and the East Coast of Malaysia.

nizomEdo KELAUTAR
Kelantan is tucked away In the northeastern corner of
Peninsular Malaysia.
Its age-old customs and traditions
have earned it the title of the Cradle of Malay Culture.
In
Kelantan you will find rustic fishing villages, paddy fields
and palm-fringed beaches.
Fishing is an important economic
activity along the coast. Shadow puppets, colorful kites.
and giant drums. and giant tops are some of the traditions
still kept alive here.
Let's have a look at one of the major resources of Malaysia.
palm oil.
It is grown in this area as in other areas of
Malaysia.
Palm oil comes from a palm tree which has big
bunches of palm oil kernels growing on it.
Squeeze the palm
oil kernels and you have cooking oil.
In the U.S. we use
lots of soybean oil, corn oil, and cocoanut oil, but palm
oil would work just as well.
In fact, as long as we're
researching palm oil, let's take a look at all different
kinds of those wonderfully useful.trees called palm trees.
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WELCOME TO THE IBAN LONGHOUSE

You have just received an invitation to travel upriver by
longboat to visit overnight at an Iban village longhouse.
Will you accept the invitation?
Please wear light clothing, tennis shoes. Also bring water
slippers, sunhat, raincoat, and swim suit. And don't forget
the insect repellant. We will proceed upriver by express
boat for about 2-1/2 hours through beautiful scenery of
primary and secondary forest. paddy fields, pepper
plantations and loagina camps. We will then further proceed
upriver for another two hours by lOngboat to reach the
lonahouse.
We will encounter rapids and tricky river bends
along the way.
Be prepared to get out of the boat and push
if it aets stuck on a sandbar.

Dinner will be hosted and served at the house of the
headman.
After the meal. there will be cultural
performances of dance and song before retiring for the night
on the veranda of the longhouse. Please don't sleepwalk
because the longhouse is twenty feet off the ground on
stilts.
Have fun!

12

Sheet Di
RESEARCH AND COMPTON'S MULTIMEDIA ENCYCLOPEDIA

This social studies module has been designed to
incorporate the use of the research tool. Compton's
MultiMedia Encyclopedia, an electronic encyclopedia based on
Compton's EncYcloPediaPublished by Encyclopedia Britannlca.
Accessing information has been made easy through entry
paths. When a search is begun students will see this Menu.

gain Menu
.!. Illwespew
TImmilows

less floorch

Scleace

Fester. Articles,

asolocwwt

Compton's Multi Media Encyclopedia"'
Click the entry path of your choice or f flar help.
Thri:i

El

MC.

(moss

dSP

IDEA SEARCH
lets users enter key words or phrases. ask
questions, or describe a topic.

TITLE FINDER
gives users an air' ..1)et1cal list of all of
the articles in the encyclopedia. Students can choose the
title of an article or type a title they would like to find.
TOPIC TREE
divides all of the articles in the encyclopedia
Into lists of topics and subtopics.
Students can browse
through the lists to find the article that they miaht want
to see.

PICTURE EXPLORER
lets students view pictures that are in
the encyclopedia. They can look through a random assortment
of pictures, see a llst of captions that take them to the
pictures and then to related articles, or type a description
of a picture that they would like to see.

WORLD ATLAS
begins by drawing maps of the Earth.
D2
Students can manipulate the Atlas to find a place they are

13

WORLD ATLAS
begins by drawing maps of the Earth.
D2
Students can manipulate the Atlas to find a place they are
looking for. or they can use the Place Finder to either
choose the place from an alphabetical list or type In its
name.
Use the following commands.
COMPASS
Use the Compass clickspot to see a different part
of the Earth by clocking the direction in which you want to
move.
ZOOM IN
closely.
ZOOM OUT

Use Zoom In to view an area of the Earth more
Click Zoom Out to view the Earth from farther

away.

LAT/LONG ON
Use Lat/Long On to add these lines to a map.
Lines are marked in degrees.
Degrees of latitude appear on
the extreme left of the screen, and degrees of longitude
appear immediately above the Prompt Line.

LAT/LONG OFF - Use the Lat/Long Off clickspot to remove
lines of latitude and longitude from a map.
LABELS OFF
map

Use Labels Off to remove place labels from

a

LABELS ON
Click the Labels On clickspot to restore place
labels on a map.

LAST SCREEN CLICKSPOT
Used to take one step back along
the path through the encyclopedia and return to the last
screen viewed.
PLACE FINDER
Click Place Finder to see an alphabetical
list of all of the places that have labels in the World
:Atlas.
After the students make a selection using Place
Finder, the computer will draw a map that shows the place
that was selected.
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Rubber
i'age

Goodyear Tir= u7=o tc
runoer.
It 4as not =Ticv.. and ld not -let crittle in The cold.lt was
nsmea aiter tne F-.omsn gcc
added in vulcanized rubber-.

A.
B.
C.
D.

=do oi

'ire.

1.1-,at

is

lron
iire
suinnur
sodium
Answer:

Pbam ruboer is made o.

A. putting bubbl=s into rubber
9. pressing The rubber
C. cutting ...fp the ruober
D. ectioding tne 'iculo rubber
Answ=r:

A rubner tree can 0= tapn=1

Answ=r :

Rubber criginai'v comes irom
A.
E.
C.
D.

Mew
.Americas)
Old wor:t %Furope:
Australia
Asia
Answer:

Ali rubbery rate-1.pi
su.e chmoosed o+
lion o
ong.
tangled
Rubber might be compared to a tangled
mass di coot:ed spagnetTi.
.

A. chemicals
E. n7lons
tree;
D. nol'.mers

Answer:
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Fa9e

The -first practical use -for rubber was to

A.
B.
O.
D.

make tires
make hoses
waterproof cloth
make rubber aloves

rainroats
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Rubber

Rubber

Answer key 4or version 1.
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Rubber 6
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FAcmplete the auestions using Compton's Computer Encyclopecia. !-E.ee
iThe teacher when You have 1-inished the 10 Questions.
TOU MU st have at
least .? dorrect answers to pass.

-cst tires ueed to hevo
A. no r.ibber in .them

S. no tread
C. inner '-ubes

D petroleum in them
Answer:

All runnerv materials are ccmnnsed ci million p-C
`:tngieo
Rubber mqrt be comoArod to a tangleo
mas= oT cooVed spagnetti.
.
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A. f.reos

E. chemicals
C.

rJns

D. oc'vmers
Answer:
irriAm rubper Is maoe Dv

;-4. putting bubbles intn rubber

B. pressing tne rubber
C. eclobing the liouid rubber
D. Zuttlng LID the rubber
Answer:

'he i-iret PrAatical u=e -L:r rubber

WE,F

A. make hnses
E. 77,a[:e tiros

C. Ms1.:9 rubber gloves

D waternroo+ cloth +or raincoat::
Answer:
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Rubber 6

Date

Complete the ouestions using Compton's Computer EncyclobeOia.
5ee
the teacher when you *have finished the 10 ouestions.
-IOU must have at
least c' oorrect answers to pass.

1

tirPs iksPO -o

A.
B.
C.
D.

hc rgbber in them
no trLad
innPr
netroleum in them'
Answer:

ruhber, materials are comnnsed ci million of 7ong.
tangled
Rubber might be comp.RrPd to a tangiel
mas= of cooked spaghetti.
.

A. trePs
E. chemicals
71,-)ons

ho'vmers
AnswPr:
1-7oam rubber Is maoe cv

outting bubbles into rubber
B. pressing the rubber
C. as:ploding the )iould ruboer
D. _tufting up the rubber
Answer:

`he first practica) u=e for rubber was tr.

A.
b.
C.
D.

make hnses
mEwe tire=
make rubber gloves
waterproof cloth for raincoats
AnswPr:
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Rubber 7

5.

in briber to czilect the r..Anber';rnm thP tree
A. the barq.

is cr,ilerted

B. the tree 1:-....tclonneo oown

C. ciagonai cuts 7,re .nade
D. the lea'oes are z.1::eb

ifl tree

Answer:
6.

A rubber tree can

1-.,1"

tapped 4or

year:.

Answer:
.

Which oualitv is rubber i.nown
A.
P. eb-Fi-nees

C. riqiditi
D. hardnesF
Ancwer:

Pe'te

tires
DPiti;

E.

7-reei wire mes=n

F, bet Arouno
beit nnidihn tire 1-o

D. no heif's at

Answer:
=

"-Jhher

E. New Wor-lo
Worid

t,off,

Eroce

D. Austrila
Answer:
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Rubber 8

The 67)odvear Tire used to -7..c,.=rtise "vulcanized" rubber.

it was not stimky Rno cild not get brittle in the cold.it was
named a:ter the Roman god Vulcan, god oi 4'ire. What 1E
aodec in vulcanized rubber'
A.
B.
C.
D.

sodium
sulphur
4ire
iron
Answer:
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Rubber 9
Answer rev

c..r -ersion

-4_4rib_,
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Rubber 10

.srsicn

?

Name

patP

:las=

Comp:ete tne Questions using Compton's Computer .1-1r.yrlopedia.
the teacher when ...ou have -finished the 10 aue=tions.
You must ha,/e at
least 9 correct answers to Pass.

---,ubber

is made ;rom

A. bla=tir
B. oolvester
C. h,:lon
D. late::

Answ=r:

'here are three
st:Im rut:10er.

nds of runner: pale crene. smored sheet. anc
kin0 la
40r ;rico s7,1s7

A. =mored =r1Pp.r_
5. F.1.-1
rubber

pale crepe
Answer:
17cam runner 1E made
A. =..ploding the 11QuIel r,J0(or
T.:. cutting un the rubber

C. pressing the rubber
D. nutting bubbles into rubber
Answer:

The %;rst practical

use for rubber was to

A. make tires
P.

l'iFd=. hric.-es

C. wat=rnroof cloth -ar raIncoats
D. mat.e runner glove=
Answer:
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Rubbe r 11
Pane :

Several hundred ;ears sao a British chemist received a
bounc7 bail
f-.cim a l'rieno in America.
The ball rubbed awaY
dencil marls so he c:-ied this euostanre
A. sn eraser
B. rubber
C. a (pencil

D. a wine-out
:4nswert

All .-uhrv ,narerle:= BrP
tanoleo

miIlbn
174nt te ccmoared to s tanaled

masF crf coorec soaqhett_:.
A.

1-1-pps

D. cnemicas
C. ocli..mmrs
D. nvidn.=,

Answer:
7.

Subtler

c,,mo=

A. Old World tEur^ce)
B. ksia
C. Australia
D. How 'AGr1r1

Answer:
.

demand
rubber qrew ?rouna
huge rudder olantstitns in
A. Erazi;

the Pt-1+:1;h cultiated

Arcentina. ant icarac,
B. India, Mllasia. snd Ceylon
C.

.

riP!;i7s.

z-nd

0. NeYico, &laramAia. and Brazil
Answer:
7+.

ri cr oualit. is rubber ;:nc,-In 4or-

A. sr.ttne==

C. harnness
D. 1-1e1;ibiltv

Answer:

24

Rubber 12

tlrit bush Is also a =ourcs c4 natur& rubberA. ..quayille bush

E. guava bush
C. lat= "u=h
D. rubber bush
Answer:

51

25

Rubbe r 13
Analwer LE", ior version .1 .

I.

EI

C

An
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Spices 1
ersion
NaMe

DatP

:1 asE

Complete tne auestions using Comoton'l, Computer Encyclopedia. See
the teacher wlen You have finished the 1. auestions.
You must
least
:orrect answers to pass.

1.

TruP =oirPs are only grown
A.

in temperate rlimatPs
B. in the tropics.

C. anyplace
D. in cool climates
An=wer:

Two spices grown in both +hP Cast and West Indies are

A.
B.
C.
D.

=alt and Penper
nutmeg and mace
black heocer and dill
tarragon and parsley
Answer:

._eaves used in cnoking are :alled

A.
B.
C.
D.

True spices
Seasoning aalts
Herbs
Aromatic seeds
Answer:

4.

Which of the following are herbs'
A. anise
B. c.:ovp:-,

C. parsley
D. nutmeg
Answer:

111

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

153

at

2";

Spice 2
EAge

5.

What spice accouni-s 4or tO% co'

A.
B.
C.
D.

all spice trade:.

Sesame seeds
Black pepper
cinnamon
Red pepper
Answer:

6.

Malaysia produces large Quantities ni
A. caraway seed

E. napr:a
C. oregano
D. hiack nepper
Answer:
7.

The largeet users n-F P.pires are

A.
B.
C.
D.

canners
sausage and luncheon meat
pickles
bakeries
Answer:

B.

Pumpkin Pie always contains
A. ginger
B. PepPer
c. :1,7ves

D. cinnamon
Answer:

What inur common =picPs stimulate the appefitPA.

c.-1 oyes ,,:11

so ice ,Geocier ,c innamo

E. ginger. :loves.
Ganr it a
C. black peoper,ginger,mare,d111
D. pepper.mace.clo.:es.salt
Answer:
10.

In ancient times -4pire

IAPre carried c,:erland bv

A. horse
B. train
C. wagon
D. camel

Answer:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Spices 3
in.a.-vier

versic-.

155

29

Spices
Version 2
Name

Date

Class

Complete the questions using Compton's Combuter ':-.ncyclopedia.
nee
the teacher when you have nisned the 10 ouestions. You must have at
least ° correct answers to oass.

1

The baking Industrv uses large ouantities of
A. mustard and oregano
E. sage and oaF,11

C. cinnamnn and nutmeg
D. nenper and dill
Answer:
2.

Which o4 the following are heros
A.
B.
C.
D.

cloves
nuFmem
parsley
anise
Answer:

3.

Pack pepper. allspice. nutmeg ?re
A.
B.
C.
D.

called

Herbs
True spices
Seasoning salts
Aromatic seeds

E. Calf_

Answer:
4.

Turkey dressing always contains
A.
B.
C.
D.

cinnamon
cloves
nutmef
same
Answer:

BEST COPY P.VAIIME
1

4

30
flaaP 2

5.

Oalavsia produces large auantitieE
A. oregano
B. black pepper
C. carawa..i seeo

D. paprika
Answer:

b.

Who controlled the spice trade until the Middle AaesA.
B.
C.
D.

Arabs
Americans
Europeans
Chinese
Answer:

.

What spice accounts ;or 60% of all spice tradeT
A.
B.
C.
D.

Eesame seeds
Red pepper
Black pepper
cinnamon
Answer:

True Poices are onl'i qrown

A. anyplace
S. in ,-ne

C. in tPmperate climates
D. in coni climates
Answer:
g.

After =ea routes were wened to AEia. the zpice trade wa;
controlled by the
A.
B.
C.
D.

Spanish and French
Soanish and English
English and Dutch
French and Dutchckh
Answer:

10.

The largesf users of spices are

A.
B.
C.
D.

bakeries
pickles
sausage and luncheon meat
canners
Answer:

157

Spices 5

31

Answer

.

C

.

B

4. D

"

C

8.
C

10.

C

ev tr ersinn

Spices 6

32

Spices 7

.ersisn
`lame

Date

:las;

Complete the affestions using Compton's C:mouter Enc'y'clopedia.
See
the teacher when You have finishPd the 10 cuestions.
You must have at
least 7 cdrrerrt answers to oass.

Two spices grown in doth tne Ea;t and West Indies are

:lack deoper and dill
E. salt and Deaner
C. tarragon ana carslev
L... nutmeg and mace

Answer:

used in onohing are called
,-1mrt=

E. Sea;onins. Ee

C. True ED1C2B
ilrOMatIr ;eed;

AnswPr:
7

E.6ac

neoper. aliT-oice. nutmeg are all called
Aromati.- ;er.ds
P. l-Prhs
r.
-4alts

D. T.-uP. FDIrP=

S. Salt
1:inswer:

4.

that =nie acchunts idr 60% o-f

cli

colce !irade-

A. Blacl: depoPr
2. '1.g.sam. ;erlo;

C. cinnamon
D. hsed neoner

Answer:

32

Spices 7

`)ame

DarP

:lasF

Complete the ouestions using Comoton's
i-he teacher wnen You have i:lnished the
1Past 7 rorrert answers to pass.

Eee
iou must ha.'e

EflcyclODediEt.

10 tuestions.

Two spices grown :n noth tne EaPt and West incies ore

A. --,lack ,2RODRr and dill

E. salt and oepper
C. tarragon and carsle,.
D. nutmeg aria mace
Answer:

.tsPd :n cooking are :a1eo
tizrt=

E. Seasoning Ea'ts
C. True E.D1:27,

D. C;romatic Feeds
;Answer:

Elacr oeoper. allr,oine, nutneq are all called

A. Aromatic seeds
S. AQrb.=
C. =PaF.onina 74alts

D. True Foices
E.

Answer:
611

7:,DIZT trace-

A. Biad. oedoer
E.

..-,,F,same seed;

C. c.Innamon
D. !-:ec neoper
(Answer:

411

PEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Spices
PAQ=

=

In ancisnt tlmes smice= werP carriao c,:erano b.
A.

gon
B. camel
C. train
D. hor=e

Aw=wer:
Turk=v dre==in72

c-nntainF.

i

E.

n?tmet
Answer:
An e.amb!;=,

an aromatic =eel

A. cardamom

D'it

E.

nutmeq
D. :r:ace

:Answer;

:Atho contrblet1 ti
-4.

D1ZE traoP un+1. he Mlbdie Aqes-

:..Aror..?n;

E. i-AalericanE

':ninese

D. Araos
Answer;
7

1rue =oice:-; ;re :cll.. arr.lwn

A.
E.
C.

:n the trtnni:=
in

-.mot

climatcls

:. 1h temerate c.:1TateF.
AncAlwar:

Wht 4our ocr,mon 7birs =timulai-e thr:- ,Rrmetite-

A. oemmer,mace,cioves,salt
B. cloves.allsoice.memmer.cinnamo
.inger, cloves, dill
oaoril:a
D. black mepmer.ginger.mace.dill
,

Answer:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Spices
.4n

r

on 1
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35

Petroleum 1
.

411

1

kerne

Date

Class

Complete tne uestions using Comoton.s Computer Enc-;clopedia. Eee
the teacher when you have finished ...he If*.! Gue5ti.ons.
You must nave at
?Past

corrPoi- nswmrt: to pet-,:.

The woro petroleum meanF,
A. rock 01:1
B. kPros--PnAa

asoiine
D. uncergrouno oii
;inst,!er:

FcmPntl=,t

make ortil'Iols

crudP r-,11 (nei-rolc,um).

A. can
E. cannot

2.

FPtroleum ms vc,ed to niaL

A. tin
B. casolIn=
C. foori

D. Nater
Answ7=,r:

4.

There ms a

EU001: of cruoe

in the world.

A. limiteh
B. unlimited
An=wor;
cil

Is omposed. r.

A. carton and c;...aen
E. n',Orncen and

C. rwvn and carohn
D. carbon and hyarclgen

AnswPr:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

163

3E

Petroleum

Crude nil and

oftpn P-!ist near one snotner.

A. mercury

B. d.Arain
C. natural gas
D. tin
Answer:
-Ptroleum

a

resource.

A. nonrenewable
E. renewable
Answer:
Pi=trolPum 1E called

A.
E.
C.
D.

crude oil
rouqh oil
grease
rPiined oil

Eweet :rude oil would zontain little
A. sulphur
B. carbon
C. o::yaPn
.71ercurv

Answer:

,hat bolor is crude oil'

green. red
E. red, rust-colored. brown

U. drown. red. yellow

164

4-inswPr

1

.

E

]. E
4

A

.1=,.

A

E. A
3.
10. C

Pv

or

Petroleum

3

3IT

Petroleum
Wsion
':ame

7latP

Combiete the questions using Comoton.1 Comouter Encyclopedia.
3ee
tne -_eacner when vou have ;inished the 10 aue=tions.
'fou must have at
least '7 corrPct answers to oass.

What color is crude oii -

A. hrown, red, :elldw
B. rPd. rust-rolored. brown
C. black, reen, ...,71iow

D. blue. green. red
Answer:

There is a

suoply o-E crude oil

in the world.

A. limitPd
B. unlimited
Answer:
Crude oll

is composed

A. carbon and o;fgran

B. carhon and hydrogen
hyorogen ana o;:vnen
D. o:fven ana carbon
.

Answer:

Me word petroleum mean:
A. gasoline
P. rncl. oil
C. :-erosPne

D. underground oil
Answer:

cet cv.ude nil would confain little

A. ogygen
B. sulphur
-C. mercury

D. carbon
Answer;

REST

Cory AM P1RI F

4

Petroleum

Petroleum is USPO to met:e

A.
B.
Z.
D.

gasoline
tin
;oon
water
,I,T1swer:

7.

Pe-roleum is calleo
A.
E.
C.
D.

crude oil
rough oil
grease
refined oil
;-Inewer:

S.

Sciew:ist

make :.(r.:1-:::1:11

:rude cilidetroleumi.

A. cannot
E. can

9.

Crude cil ana
mercurv
E. paraffin
C. tin
D. natural 9-3::

lc:.

Petroleum is a
renewaple
E. nonrenewable

often eist near one another.

40

:ersion 2.

Petroleum

6

41

Petroleum 7
410 Version ]
N.Rme

Date

ClAss

Complete the ouestions using Comoton's i7cmouter Encyriobedia. See
the teacher when vou havP -;ini=ned the V., ouestions.
lou must nave at
least
rorrect answers tn cass.

1

Crude oil
A.
B.
C.
D.

is composed oi

nvdrogen and o;:vgen
carbon and h-.,orogen
o;:yen and caroon
carbcn arm ox-:9en
Answer:

7

Scientist

make artiiicial crude oil(petroleum!.

A. can
E. cannot
4-1swer:

3.

Swppi- :ruoe

woud rontain

A. wvgen
E. carncr
_

,,errurv

D. sulonur
illn=wprt

4,

Pptroleum

callec

A. rougn oil
E. greaEe
C. crilde :111

D. refinPa oil

Answer:
5.

What color is crude c117
A.
B.
C.
D.

brown, red. ,e)l'72w
blaci. green. .ellow
red, rust-colorea, brown
blue^ qreen. red
Answer:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Petroleum 8
71CIP

=etrcleum is s

re=ource.

A. ncnrenewapie
rf. renewable

Answer:
P=troieum is used to macle

A.
2.
C.
D.

watPr
tin
qasdline
food
Answer:

Tr:ere is a

sunnf

of crude oil

in the world.

A. uniix:lted

2. :imitee
Answer:
word petroleum mean?.
A.

.erosene

2. undpraround
C. rncl-.

D.

.s.e.oline

Answer:
:rude cil and

P1:1=1- nPar cne =nornmr.

E. mercury
C. nafi!ral qas
D. tin

Answer:

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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Petroleum 9
Answer

ev

vt-7-.1.cn

4 4

Geog. 1
:ersicn
';ane

:iAtR

:omelets fhe duestions using Comethn s ComoutPr .-Inc7c1eeecia.
Eee
thP teacher when you nave l'inished t'le 10 ouestions.
You must hails at
least c' correct answers to pass.

1.

Ahat tiny countr.-

is almost on the eduatorAnswer:

4ihat tinv country is wedged :n between the states o: Earawal.
and EaeanT
AntWerl
7
.

What cit. is at 100 degrees east 'ongitudeAn'swer:

4.

What :s the canital pi -!-Ialavsia--Nhrlo Atlas. Vlalavsia
Answer:
1.41A.1-

=rAts c-14 rslasia is socire.imatsl-.

legrePs east

:onnit;t0e7.

onat := Oalavsla s highest mhuntairAnswer:
.

What -:ameLts strait is between main;and Malaysia and Indonesia
'island of Ei'matra
Answer:

Whet is the most northwet

tate

n

What nics 1; d degrePs nortn and 10E degrees east-

what --icrcie cit%: is on an islano in the state of Pinang-

Answer:

AIL JIM..

(4nEwer

.

ev tor

or. :.

3,ingacore

Eruri
_ .

Georgetown

4. 1 ual a Lumour

5. Sarawak
D. Mt .

7. strait pi Mel acca
P. Pel antan
Uatuna Is] anc-s

?

10. Geo...-3,etown

III

:late

r.he questions using ,:omdfon's Computer Encolodedia. Eee
the teacher wnen you nave -finished the 10 Questions. 'IrJu must have at
least
correct answers to tass.

What -Tamous strait is oefween mainland Malaysia and Inoonesia
island of Eumatral
=Inswer:

the woric mac locate !Ialaisla.
:ountry to the nnrth of lalaysia?

7:Irri

What is the nearest

swer:
=.

What islano are the states of

arawaL and Eaban onAnswert

what is the T!07it flr.?rtnWe=t .-itatp

n oal

Answsr:
1E

niohesc

Answer:
:n a world MSC. find ME-6,=.1.3.

vinat island :runtry surround:

Answer.:

What olaoe le 4 degrees hortn And 10S dPqrPes PasfAnswcsr:

Onat cltv is at 100 degrees east ;ongitude7
Answer:
What Is the cadir_al

i

Ma:a/=.iA-

1.41dr1d Atlas. '1A.lavsia)

Answinr:
10.

What tin,: countr% is almost on the eauator-'

Answer:

BEST

con' AvilltARIE
l_frALAL

47
1:41ENer

tdr

Geog . 4

xr

1. 3tr?it
Thallanc

4. ielantan
5. Nt.
nabalu
Indonesla
,s Natuna :siands

B. 1,eormetuan
L.2mour

10. c-inganore

J.

75

4 8

Geog .

ate

REER

.7;pmolete '.he questions ue-ing Compton-s

,-Lmouter EncyciDoeclia.

the teadner wnen you ha7e llniSnPd thP

cieations.

Eee

fou must ha.,..e

least c corre,tt.answ,ers to

'-ial-Fc.Sia borders on a lar,ge sea wnich is rich
'Jihat sea 177 this7

1

of-:-=nore

-oetrnteum deposits.

Answer:
ohat tin% cpuntr'.

almost on -he enuatcrAnswer:

What tiny country

s on the tic oi the Mal;.vslan DeninceAnswer:

4.

Om tne world mao :ocate Malaysia.
courtr-: to the north ci MaiawsiaT

What is the nearest

.11nswer:

:7Jr.

a word ,7-ah -f.nd vaa;sia.

:e,nat island countrv surround=

,nswer:
I.

:24:ste

Mals,=la 1= aobrol:if7.acel'. 11: cleclres= eas.t

j.ns:Aert

znuntr

owns the laraer.t hArt

the 1=land r

rnec"

Answer:
Locate hal avtia cn a world map.
ocated In.
N, E,
E, or E)

Tel: what part of AFia it

IR

Answer:
.

-That tir

ccuntr'.

is wedged in c',etween the states

and Saban7

:arawal.

Answer:
11T2.

What large city is on an island in the state of PinangAnswer:

176

at

umc.:
6-

;

aJocvbuI=
aJOOEEIJI=
Pu'ELT?
vlsduurpu:
lemeJe=,

EIScW0pUl
'S 3S
6, taun_ia
umo4i...7,Joaq

z
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Geog. 7
410:ersion

1

lame

Date

.Thmolezs i-ne Questions using Compton's Comouter Encyclocedia. Eee
-the teacner wnen you nave .n:eneci the 10 questions. fou must have at
east
-orrect answers to oass.

How much t:n dia Malaysia produce in 19.9,7
Answer:
-Inat :a Malaysia's cnie-f- agricultural oroduct"

Answert
.

a small oicture of the flaq nf Malays:a to tne ri;nt of this
ouest:on. The flag looks much like the flag of wnat country?
Answer:

What :s the 1aiaviar word for -illage"

nswer:
' ,That 1B the oopulation of 1alaysia7

Answer:

hapoenec in

1'7'41

In Malz.Nsia"

Answer:

Does 'Ialaysla orocuce runnerAnswer:
E

-.any states ,:,oes -"elavsia nave"

:mswerl

city nas a hooulatlrin of

37.00Answer:

10.

-lhat

is the maJor religion of Malaysia'
Answer:

BEST COPY PVAILABLE

Geog .
Answer kev ior version

1

10,000 .ons
2. palm ci;
:. U.S.
Kamponq
1.

5. 11),(390.000

invaded by the Japanese
7.
e.
3.
:O.

Yes
12
Kuala Lumpur
Islam

17g

53
E

52

Geog. 9
eersion
;lame

Date

C:ass

Complete the Questions using Compton's Computer Encyclopedia. gee.
the teacher when You have -Finished the 10 Questions.
You must have t
least 9 correct answers to pass.

.. Do Malaysian -armers raisa corn:
Answer:
.

qjnat are tne tnree maJor languages pi' Malaysia? ;'ut a

comma ana space between each language.
Answer:
2.

what Q:tv nas a population o-F 927.9007
Answer:

4.

:pes

produce rupberAnswer:

Do malavslan -Farmers raise Pineapple?
Answer:
:E tne Heaa c-f Endvernment in Malavsia called a president:

Answer:

What is Malaysia's chiei agricultura' product:
Answer:

what is the money usEd in Ma1avs1a7

Epell

it zorrect.

Answer:

iar?e are Malavsiai netrnieum reserves:
Answer:
10.

15 the .oting cualiiication age 217Answer:

52

Geog. 10
An7;wer

:ersion 2

no
2. Malay. Ch:nese. Tamll
r.uaia Lumour
4. fes
5. .iPs

No

7. palm sil
rIn;91t
3 '3:I1ion oarrsle
10. Yme

L.-

53

Geog. 11

Date

::mciets the cuestions using Cpmaton's Computer Enc'ir.l.opedia.
the teacrer Nhen You nave iinisned the 10 auestIons.
ou must have .,
'east
ocrrect answers to pass.

rr..-+ a small Picture oi the ;lag oi Malavsia to the r:ght pi this
uestion. The ilag h:OkS mucn like the ilaq of what pountry7
Answer:
'- ,gnat :s tne

.anguage o; .Malavsia-

Answer:
Z.

'.4hat are the three ma.:cr 'anguages ni 1alaysia7 c'ut a
pomma :,,n0 space Petween .nacrl language.

Answer:
zit-: has a pope;at:on -i -7'27.7,007

Answer:

tre -oting

ace 217
Answer:

t.

large are Malaysia s petroleum reservesT
Answer:
mar': states ooes Malaysia haveT
Answer:
:ces Malaysia prhouce ruOner..
Answer:

Do malasian 1.armers raise PineappleAnswer:
.

'That nappenec in 1;41

in

Answer:

BEST COPY AMIABLE
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Geog. 12
Answer key .,or version 3.

1. U.S.
iahasa rlaiavsia
3. Malay, Chinese, Tamil

4.
5.
b.
7.
S.

Kuala Lumnur
Y95
2 billion barrels
13
.1.Ps

9. yes
10. invamea by the Japanese

55

Tin- 1
..'ersion

1

Mame

Date

Class

Complete tne ouestims using Comoton's Comouter-Encycli<opedia.
;.Lse tne teacner when Jou have finished the 10 auestions.
You must
have at leas!. 9 correct answers to pass.

.

in has a

A.
B.
C.
t.

low melting point
stretcnaoilitv
rigidity
ilexibilitv
Answer:

The use c4 tin nas propped.

True cr False:

True
B.. Pal se

AnswPr:
C.

Are t_lh cans real:v made 04 tin'
A. !Es. they are mostl...- tip.

B. No. tnev are chiv tin-cpatea.
Answer:
».

Anotner woro or rustcng 1;
A. apletIon
B. mciltInq

C. concentrates
D. ocrrnsion
Answer:

Tin is used in the prduction o+
A.
B.
C.
D.

solder
tires
liosticks
hand lotions
Answer:

PEST COPY AVAILABLE
A

56

Tin 2

;he world's largest u.s.er oi tln Is

A. England
E. .J.S.

C. Russla
D. Germany
Answer:
7.

A miO:ure oi diiierent metals Is callec an
A. alloy
analoq
C. oltide

D. electrode
Answer:
E.

What common :tem :n tne oatnrdom lE oiten mace .irom

A.
E.
C.
D.

snam000
sInKs
to-tndast tu.oe
soao
Answsrl

we nave a ;Ittle tIn
A. linnesota
3. Plmrloa
C. Alasioa
7L. New :or.

Ancwr:
10.

We can guess that -.In ls yerv
A. nard
B. oendaoie
C. rIgla

a

57

Tin 3

58

Tin 4
Version 2
Name

Date

Class

Complete the questions using Compton's Computer Encyclkopedia.
See the teacher when you have finished the 10 questions. You must
have at least 9 correct answers to pass.

1.

We can guess that tin is very
A. hard
S. rigid
C. bendable
Answer:

2.

What common item in the-bathroom is often made from tin?

A.
B.
C.
D.

toothpast tube
soap
shamono
sinks
Answer:

3.

Name a country which is a leader in tin orbouction7
A. Sracil

E. Mexico
C. Argentina
D. United States
Answer:
4.

The world's largest user of tin is
A.
S.
C.
D.

U.S.
England
Russia
Germany
Answer:

5.

The United States nas a

A.
E.
C.
D.

of tin.

huge stockpile
large deposit
small deposit
small quantity
Answer:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Tin 5
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6.

What is the number one use of tin?
A.
B.
C.
D.

to
to
to
to

coat
make
make
make

steel
pots and pans
engines and machinery
jewelry
Answer:

/.

What is the scientific symbol for tin'
A.
B.
C.
D.

Sn
AR
H
0
Answer:

S.

We nave a little tin in
A. Florida
B. New York
C. Alaska
D.Alinnesota
Answer:

Tin is used in the production oi

A.
B.
C.
D.

nand lotions
solder
lipsticks
tires
Answer:

.in is a
A.
B.
C.
D.

cnemical
metal

gem
gas
Answer:

60

Tin 6
Answer key 4or version 2.

I. C

2. A

0.

A

4. A
5. A

61

Tin 7
')ersion 3

Name

Date

Class

Complete the questions using Compton's Computer Encyclkopedia.
See the teacner when you have iinished the 10 questions. You must
nave at least 9 correct answers to pass.

1.

What is the number one use pi tin?
A.
B.
C.
D.

to
to
to
to

make
coat
make
make

engines and machinery
steel
jewelry
nots,and nans
Answer:

.

The world's largest uder oi tin is
A.
S.
C.
D.

U.S.
England
Germany
Russia

Answer:

7. M get tin. the Phoenicians q_ebanese) sailed -From their
'ledlterranean nomes as +ar as

A.
P.
C.
D.

4.

Germany
America
E,ritish Isles (Eng)and)
Russia

A mixture ci d.ifferent metals is called an
A. o;;:de
Et. analog

C. alloy
D. electrode
Answer:

BEST COPY
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Tin 8
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5.

What common item in tne bathroom is often made from tin?
A. sham000
B. soap
C. tcothpast tuoe
D. sinvo=

Answ6r:

Tin ls useC in the nrocuction
lipsticks
B. solder
C. tires
D. hand lotions
Answer.:
7.

We can fzuess that tin is ...erv

A. rigic
B. harc
C. bencable
Answer:

A. strett-aolit...
E. low melt:n=1 ocint
C.
E.

Answr:

B. !.,:ew Ton:
C. Alaska
D. ilinnsscta

Answer:
10.

The use of tin has dr000ec.

True cr Ta1se7

A. FaisP
B. TruP
Answer:
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Tin 9
Anewer key icr verelon 3.

1.

2. A
C

5.

122

Palm Oil 1
Version 1

I
Name

Date

Class

Comolete the ouestinns using Compton's Comouter Encyclopedia.
See
the teacher wnen you have finished the 10 cuestions. You must have at
least 9 correct answers to pass.

1.

Other palm trees provide
A. dates
B. pears
C. bananas

D. anies
Answer:
2.

In many palm trees the

is often very

A. thin
E. short
C. thict
D. tall

Answer:

One of the most useful palms in the world is the
A.
B.
C.
D.

Mexican cactus
oak
panana
African oil
Answer:

4.

Palm nil

is used

for

A. dates

B. srup
C. cooKing oil
D. nand lotion
Answer:
5.

Rattan -furniture is made from

A.
B.
C.
D.

oak trees
maples trees
a palm
dates
Answer:

193

Palm.

65

Palm Oil 2
Page

6.

The palm is among the most
A.
B.
C.
D.

of ail plants.

disliked
harmful
useful
useless
Answer:

7.

From the seed of the oil palm is made

oil.

A. kernel

B. sugar
C. soap
D. seed
Answer:
S.

Dne of tne most valuable palms in the world is the
Palm.

A. coconut
P. 4ruit
C. oak
D. 'banana

Answer:
;.

People sometimes cover tneir roofs with palm
A. trunks
S. :mavPR
Answer:

10,

traveler calm is not reallv a palm but is a relative o4 the
trPe.

A.
B.
C.
D.

oanana
apple
Pear
plum
Answer:

BEST COPY PARABLE
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Answer key ior version 1.
1.. A

2.

El

3. Li
4. C
5. C
6. C

7. A
E. A
B

10. A

195
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Palm Oil 4
Version 2
4Eime

Datgs

Class

Complete the Questions using Compton's Computer Encyclopeaia. Lee
tne teacner wnen you have finished the 10 Questions. You must have at
least C correct answers to pass.

1.

In many palm trees the
A.
B.
C.
D.

is often very

thick
tall
snort

thin
Answer:

People sometimes cover their roofs with palm
A. leaves
B. trunks
Answer:
Z.

From the seea of the oil palm is made
A. sugar
E. .;ernel

C. seed
D. soap
Answer:

A date nalm mav :leis aates for
A.
B.
C.
D.

years.

100
50
10
5
Answer:

5.

7alm oil

A.
B.
C.
D.

Is usea mainly for

hand lotion
cooking oil
dates
syrup
Answer:

rage 7

a.

One cf the most valuaole Palms in the world is tne

Palm.

A.
B.
C.
D.

banana
coconut
oak
fruit
Answer:

Rattan furniture is mace fromA.
B.
C.
D.

maples trees
oak trees
dates
a palm
Answer:

B.

The calm Is amcnq the most
A.
B.
C.
D.

of all plants.

useless
narmful
useful
disliked
Answer:

Cne of :he most useful oaims in tne worlc is the

palm.

A. oaK
oanana
African oil
Mexican cactus
Answer:
10.

A traveler calm is not realI

a palm but :s a relative of tne

tree.

A.
B.
C.
D.

plum
pear
apple
oanana
Answer:

BEST COPY AVAILMU
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Palm Oil'7
Version 3
Name

Date

ass

Complete the ouestions using Comoton's Computer Encyclopedia. See
the teacher when You have l'inished the 10 ouestions. You must have at
least 9 correct answers to pass.

1.

From the seed oi the oil palm is made
A.
B.
C.
D.

oil.

soap
kernel
sugar
seed
Answer:

2.

A traveler palm is nnt really a palm nut is a relative oi the
treP.

A.
B.
C.
D.

plum
apple
nPar
banana
Answer:

The palm is amohd the most

oi all plants.

A. useless
S. disliked
C. h,L,rmiul

D. useiul

Answer:
4.

One oi the most valuable palms in the world is the
palm.

A. coconut
B. l'ruit

C. oak
D. nanana
Answer:

Page 2

5.

One of the most useful palms in the world is the
A.
B.
C.
O.

palm.

African oil
Mexican cactus
banana
oak
Answer:

. A aate palm may yield dates for

years.

A. n
B. 100
C. 10
D. c;

Answer:
7.

Palm oil is used mainly for
A.
B.
C.
D.

cooking nil
dates
hana lotion
syrup
Answer:

S.

In many palm trees the

is often very

A. short
E. *Alin

C. tail
D. tnick

Answer:

Other calm trees proyiae

.

A. nears
E. apples
C. bananas
El. dates

Answer:
10.

People sometimes cover their roofs with palm
A. trunks
B. leaves
Answer:

:1
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Palm Oil7i
Answer key for version 3.

1, B

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
G,
9.
O.

D
D
A
A
B
A
C
D
B
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BIBLIOGRAPHY ON MALAYSIA
There is a dearth of books on the subject of Malaysia.
this is the case here in Minnesota.

At leas

Many of the books I checked

out from area and Minneapolis libraries had old copyright dates.
I suspect part of the reason for this is because Malaysia received
its independence at quite a recent date.

Another factor could be

Malaysia's colonial connections with the British.

Books on World

War II contain much information about battles and campaigns in which
the United States was heavily involved, but very little on the
Malay peninsula which was considered to be in the British sphere
of influence.

National Geographic and travel magazine:7 also had

little information. Following are the books I used for background
information.

CHILDREN'S BOOKS
1.
Barker, Albert. The Sk)ice Adventure. New York: Julian
Messner, no copyright date.
Very interesting history of early spice trade.
2.

Dreany, E. Joseph.

The Magic of Rubber.

New York:

Putnam,

1960.

History and uses of rubber.
3.

Dreany, Joseph.
The Magic of Spices. New York:
Putnam, 1961.
Interesting history of spices including a historical spice
voyage map.
.

4.

Dupuy, Travor Nevitt. The Air. War in the Pacific: New York:
Franklin Watts, 1964.
Brief mention of invasion of Malay peninsula by Japanese.

5.

Dupuy.

6.

Eberle, Irmengarde.
The New World of Rubber. New York: Dodd,
Mead, 1966.
Somewhat outdated. No colored pictures. Explains uses of
rubber, history.
Includes a chapter on Malaysia.

7.

Edmonds, I.G..
The New Malaysia. New York:
Bobbs-Merrill, 197:'
Gives %istory of Nalaysia and Singapore. Includes sections
on Brooke and Raffles.

The Naval War in the Pacific: Rising Sun of Nippon.
Franklin Watts, 1963.
Short section of Japanese invasion of NE Malaya and Sarawak

74
8.

Elder, Bruce. Take a Trip to Malaysia.
New York: Franklin
Watts, 1985.
Easy reader but gives all the basic information in larger p
Colored pictures on every page.

9.

Fawcett, Raymond. Where Does It Come From? TIN,
Boston; Robert
Bentley, 1953.
Interesting book about history and uses of tin and its
various alloys.

10. Hunan, Heidi.

Iban Stoties.

Petaling Jaya:

Penerbit Fajar, 19

11. Munan, Heidi. Sarawak Stories. Petaling Jaya:
Penerbit Fajar,
Bakti, 1991.
A nice selection of stories for upper grade children

ADULT BOOKS
1.

Bush, Willard C. Pahang. New York: MacMillan, 1935.
A novel.
Very outdated and racist.

2.

Ahmad, Shahnon. No Harvest but a Thorn. Penerbit Fajar Sakti
Sdn. Bhd: Selangor, 1991.
The story of a rice farmer and his family and the
tragedies
that befall them. Perhaps for teens.

3.

Conrad, Joseph.

4.

Conrad, Joseph. Heart of Darkness and the Secret Sharer.
York:
Longmaiii,ZTTE171-57/7.

Lord Jim.

New York:

Buccaneer Books, 1987.
New'

5. "Culturgram for the 4905
Malaysia." David M. Kennedy Ctr.
for International Studies, 1991.
Brief information to aid the understanding of, feeling
for,
and communication with other people. Useful cultural info.
:

6.

Geography Department.
1989.

Malaysia in Pictures.

Minneapolis:

Lerne

Upper grade book on economy, history, culture of Malaysia.
Many pictures, both colored and black and white.
7

Gaudart, Hyacinth. Visiting Malaysia: A Guidebook for Women:
Kuala Lumpur: AMK Interaksi, 1990.
Good travel information and background for both women and me

8

Fodor's Southeast Asia. Editors, Barbour and'Magalaner, Fodor's
Travel Publications, New York, 1991.
Good descriptions of excursions and hotels in different
price ranges.

9.

Hedges, E.S.
Tin in Social and Economic History.
St. Martin's, 1964.

New York:

75

10. Lawrence, James Cooper. The World's Struggle with Rubber:1905-1
New York: Harper, 1931.

11."Malaysia, Background Notes." U.S. Department of State, Bureau
of Public Affairs: Washington, D.C., November 1991.
Facts and figures for those on business.
12. Malaysia: Fascinating Adventures.
Ministry of Culture, Arts,
and Tourism: Kuala Lumpur, 1991.
Good, colorful information.

13. Maverick Guide to Malaysia and Singapore. by Len Rutledge,
Pelican Publishing, Gretna, Louisiana, 1992.
Lots of down-to-earth advice for traveler.
14. National Geographic, "Rain Forests." Jan 1983, Vol. 163, No. 1,
p. 2-83
15. National Geographic, "Saving the World's Largest Flower," Washinc
D.C., Vol. 168, no. 1, July 1985.
Article about the Rafflesia flower of Borneo.
16. Putnam, George. Salem Vessels and Their Voyages. Salem: Essex
Institute, 1922.
History of how Salem merchants got in on the European
cominated trade in black pepper.
17. National Parks. Ministry of Culture,A&T.
Good, colorful information for visitor.

18. Spices: Dictionary of Spices.
Gives an interesting spice history timeline.
19. Tan, Raelene.
Indian and Malay Etiquette: A Matter of Course.
Singapore.
Landmark, 1992.
Explains how to get around among the Indian and Malay peopèe

20. VanderVat, Daniel. The Pacific Campaign. New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1991.
Describes the Japanese landing at Kota Baru and its advance
southward thrqugh the Malay Peninsula. Covers entire
Pacific also.

21. Visitors' Guide to Malaysia. Buku Panduan Pelawat Ke-Malaysia, 1
Useful guide for any visitor.
Comprehensive information.
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REPORT OF THE FULBRIGHT-HAYS SEMINARS ABROAD PROGRAM TO MALAYSIA
JUNE 26 -

Y

1993

PARTICIPANTS

Fourteen teachers participated in the program.
They were teaching in different areas of the United States, as well as
in Europe.
They comPrised one elementary school principal, one librarian,
eight secondary teachers, one middle school and three
elementary school teachers.
Some had been on a previous Fulbright-Hayes Seminars Abroad program while it was the first time
for others.

AIMS AND OBJECTI-VES OF THE PROGRAM
The

program in Malaysia was designed to offer Particiaants
overview of Malaysian life since it is impossible to experience and learn everYthina there is to know abeut nalaysia in the
space of five weeks.
What the Program hoped to do was to introduce participants to different facets of Malaysia to enable them
to continue
learning more about Malaysia or about Partieular
areas of Malaysia which interest them.
an

It
was felt that in learning about Malaysia,
partieiaants
would improve the cuality of their own instruction and .Fxpand the
treatment of Southeast Asia in world civilization, humanities and
social science courses at both the elementary and
Feeondary
levels.
To faeilitiate the achievement of this main purpose, the
program provided the fourteen teachers with the field experience
necessary both to develop appropriate courses and eurrieulum
units and to serve as resource persons in future Southeast Asian
studies workshops.

The following objectives of the program were
designed to achieve the program's main purpose:
To
study key educational institutions and
to
firsthand the Practical aspects of school
elimates
schools in Malaysia:

sneeifically
experienee
in

public.

To be
acouainted with the history,
economic..
geegranteculture and scientific endeavours (esneeially those to do with
agriculture)
of Malaysia:
To

gain insights into the contributions of the neoole of
Malaysia in the areas of art, musie, dance, seienee and teehnoloe.
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pmrt
of the Program as an adventure, two otty,rs felt that
there
had been inadecluate safety precautions taken for the rip 1:0
the
rainforest.

If we were to do the program again, I would sugges
that
a)
participants be warned, before they
te:
Malaysia, that
portions of
the $arawak trip would be physically
6,Hoending.
The
Physically demanding Part of the program could then r'i hans be
Aade optional;
b)
all involved in the Program ;:hould be warned
not
to
minimise
the demands of that portion of
the
pt.ogrem;
(While in Kuala Lumpur we warned them that Portions of the 5arawak program would not give them the creature comfrts they
were
used to, in !-%arawak the demands were minimised,
Uht
did not realise was that what is aeouate for thifm miciht not L.
adeeluate for
those unused to life there.
T)ey had also been
warned in Kuala Lumpur that it would be PhyEiBliy demanding
to
undertake the trip into the jungle and had been advised to wait
at the hut for the others if they could not manage the full tre.
Unfortunately, some of them did not heed the_advice and, once
in
the
jungle, were unable to do anything ex.c...pt proceed
with the
rest of the group.)
c) one of the coordinators from Kual:,
Lumpur would have to oo with the group to 7.arawak.
The
the

problem in `f-;arawak was also compounded be,_ause

one

of

particiPants took her three-year-old child with her without
informing us about it.
The child was left behind with a babysitter in Kuala Lumpur on the grouP"s tour of Feninsula Malaysin.
I
believe that the participant informed the progrem officer t
MACEE that the child would be left with friends in Ku,:hing.
UPon
their arrival
in Kuching, howeier' it was disc.overed
tha
the
participant had not made any adequate arrange.mcnts and the
went with the group on some of their visits.
It
is very difficult to do anything once the
already on one's doorstep.
I believe the (.:hild ,Jlould
not
ha..e
been allowed to come in the first
Ferhaps guidelins to
Participants should emphasise this for fUture

Discussions were held with all
regarding their Projects.

particirant.s

individually

However,
I felt at a disadvantage because I was not: re:i11,,
clear myself on uhat the Fuibright-Hayes Program would
considered adequate.
Those who Intended doing "mod,.."
wee-T
easy enough to deal. with.
But there were those who uant,:d to do
other types of Projects and it was diffi,rult seing

Materials which they r.ollected
they

are

in.

would be

If they pl-:inned a resour..e kit,

d in the .-ehools
for

,?.-Aample,

It

would be difficult to submit all the handouts for the kit Jr
the
time they have.
Do they then send in an
of a handout7
A
one-page .11.-.)P.sis of the r.esource kit? rictures of the
resource

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

They
wanted to know how mam, nagts would L
c.onsdv4d
adequate.
I
ould not glve them 9 satisfa,:tor
answc. it would
heln
if
the
academic coordinator L.ould talk oer:,onall
wth
someone in Washington who knows the re,luirements..
kit'?

Participants ar,T. c.ompieting their Project
in
States and are suPnos.z-d to submit them IS,' $e!:,t,..,mber

the

Unit,rd

OVERALL CONCERW, AND CON,IDE:F.ATION

This wa:s our first attempt al organisiny such a Pro,gram
we learnt a lot organising it.
Ther
are a few thing'4, we would do differntly if
asked to run the program again.

The main problem was con3'craints of time.
to do but very little time to do it all.

9n0

we

Ther...- was

mu,Th

With a future: five-week nrogram,

1) we should first of all cut out the se.,hool. -isifs.
Ins.ted we
should
aeek
the
.7-operation of the Hinis.try
Eduition
to
assign the teae:hers to diffInt schools: c6r
da.
then teach the nuPis .z!bout the United '7.tates Dnd
the
time
interact more fully with teacher,- and studnts.
Howe-Pr,
the
narticinants will only eAnerien,:,.- urban
children in rural schOols, would have
under,,ivndin
lti
ii

2)

would also ned to ,:ut out some of
towns
would involve very diffiuIt
KuGhing
to
hav.s been a difieren
en.nrience and thJt should

Thi

retained.
We
would then havx. to choo.,.e .:Jmong
the
states
and the west coa,ft s.tates
Peninsula M:.51a-sj.
want
them to do both, we would hnve
.organi.,e
differently.
(

anIpther alternativ.s would be to narrow down

rie

is pos=--.ible, for e::.amnIe, "Religion and how it cAoverro: the
of
Malaysians" or "Life in Urban Malaysia" or
"!....i.f.
in
Malaysia"
or
"The Arts in Malay:sin" or ::,omething
along
lines.

whot

Fural

4)

we .::ould also oranise the talks ;.1,7 nart of the
trins.
For examPle, the talk on the histor:, elf Wilaysia could t..tn
Melaka,
(.:ontinue
in Fenany and Kuching and
+An
in
Kuala Lumpur.

5) we might also try for at least a night's home-s,::ny willies who have similar itit nei'. t: a particinants.
we could also reduce thrsfr budget.
We did not anticinat,,
institutions would lay on tee for the particinans, ror
We could have saved oureive
.Pent Uhere.
We li..e
f:,)

7

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

2.15

famith

also

taken

nol.e of idthr ways in whic-h we .:ould hove donc:. Ulinqs
t.)7
wifr.t.
to run th,r

and should b,z- ablA2 to do so if

10,..ss

aQain.

It should finall= be Pointed out th9l7 the riinal Plan o

two-w,.:#:k. stay in Malays,ia and

;71

A

tay in Indonl, Liud

not havq. permitted ti u .T. teJoThers to have had
Malaysia.

,31.)

In-d.ypth

Ciaudal.!:

CooLdinaor

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TITLE

LoAnne Larson
Pantuns Malay Poetry

ABSTRACT

The curriculum in Elementary, Middle and High Schools spend a large
amount of time studying countries of the world. One of the most

difficult parts of the instruction is to design experiences that
enable students to gain a real insight into the "culture" of the
countries being studied. One way to gain that understanding is to
know how people express themselves in their own language. It is not
reasonable to do much foreign language instruction as a part of the
world studies curriculum. It is however, possible to do a contrast

and comparison of literature of the culture with the literature from
other countries.
The Malayan language has a literary form call
pantun
Pantuns are rhyming (usually four line) statements which

usually end in a proverb. Pantuns are heard in variety of situations
and thus are a good way to understand the culture and people of
Malaysia.
Historically Malays would use pantuns for delicate
communications.

A suitor might recite the first two lines of a

pantun expecting that the women in whom he was intere.sted would
know the following two that contained the "real" message. They are
currently included in the national language proficiency examinations
and have been used by politicians to build support for a particular
political view.point. They can be recited from memory or created
originally but always they remain anonymous. One finds pantuns'in
all levels of life be they nursery rhyme for children, love poem
between individuals or statements on life in common usage. As
literary form they are unknown in the United States.
The following
is a review of the literary form and some examples of pantuns to use
in literature lessons.
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PANTUNS MALAY POETRY

Malaysian schools both public and private often display in a
prominent place a four line verse ...When asked about these verses I
was told they were examples of student pantuns.
When, I was young
I admired CLEVER people
Now, that I am older
I admire KIND people

is only with the Heart
That one sees rightly
What is important
Is invisible to the Eye
It

Pantuns are short four lines rhymes (quatrain) (abab rhyme system).
The first two lines establish the rhyme and paint a poetic picture.
The meaning of which is often unclear. The last two lines rhyme
with the first two and provide the meaning.. According to FrancoisRene' Dai Ilie in his book Alam Pantun Melayu the pantun is a "rhymed
couplet ...more like a proverb ... pantun's use the language of everyday
life and anyone can be a 'pemantun' (pantun maker)".(p.4)
Historically Malays would use pantuns for. delicate communications.
Da Ilie goes on in his description of pantuns to say they are, "Oral,
anonymous, both simple and subtle, concrete and mysterious at the
same time, terse and perfectly balanced in the organization of
sounds as in images and meanings: something to be equalled only by

very few poetic genres in the literature of the world, a fine mixture
of original conception and artistic achievement." (p10)
This literary genre comes out of the Malay language and its people.
The Malay region is geographically a .much larger area than the
present day country of Malaysia.
HistoricallY the Malaya region
included the peninsular Malaysia, most of Sumatra and the
Riau/Lingga Archipelago.
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POET1C FORM

Pantuns are four line couplets in which the first two lines establish
the rhyme and usually refer to the physical life, environment and
material circumstances of the Malays. The second couplet
establishes the meaning or intention of the pantun.

There are Pantuns from all levels of Malay society. The following
examples from Francois-Rene' Dail lie in his book Alam Pantun
Melayu will show the breath and variety that exist.

1.)Pantun traditionally sung by mothers to their children
Step by step and one year more,
He can walk and talk he can:
Step by step and one month more,
A courageous little man. (p163)
2.)

Pantuns of relationships

Choose well the place for a swim,
First the bay and then the strand
Choose well your bride, not for a whim,
First beautiful, then deft of hand (p.101)
3.)

Pantuns about life:

Muddy river after the rain:
Fish or snake dimly flash below?
Wishes mixed in your eyes remain,
Poison or cure, ah, who could know? (p.10)
Rice on a rack, no longer fresh,
Cooked aboard and left to lie.
Paleness of passion, aching flesh,
Loth to life, averse to die. (p.8)

Henri Fauconnier in his The Soul of Malaya describes the above
pantuns as follows, "Stale rice left in a boat. We think of a voyage
or of an adventure, of him who was in the boat, and cooked the rice
and was hungry at that time - and yet the food is left untouched, and
we scent a drama. Or perhaps this white rice that no one wants is in
itself symbolic. The last two line reveal the soul-state of the

picture: it is the expression of so deep a disillusion that no desire
survives, not even the desire of death ...these poem needs to be read
slowly - as a still life picture- ,-;ould be looked at for a long while.
Indeed it is a still life..."(p80)
Many pantun contain either a proverb, a proverbial phrase.
Young and tender rice don't touch,
For if you do, you'll see it breaks

Youthful heart don't follow to much,
For it you do, there come mistakes. (p.78)
Six stars remain where seven shone,
On Majapahit one fell to earth.
The metal's seen when the gilt is gone,
A sign your gold had little worth. (p.79)

The relationship between the first two line and last two lines of a
pantun is debated by Malay scholars. Some maintaining that it
creates an atmosphere for the main idea that follows while other
contend that the first lines only provide the rhyming scheme for the
main idea. It is Dail lie's view that the relationship between the two
couplets is critical to fully appreciating the pantun.. He says, "the
meaning, then or the intention of a pantun depends essentially on the
last two lines, in which various ideas can be expressed, chiefly
anything belong to Malay life...the interaction between the first two
lines and the last two line is critical to the imagery of the the
pantun....it assumes the aspect of a riddle, a mystery, an enigma."
(p.144)

9 ail

Much like the bloom of the erythrine tree,
So fair in shape but with no scents to smell,
Thus, when a village burns, smoke you can see,
But if a heart's on fire, who can tell
(p.93)

With dates of gold we sail away,
A ripe one on a chest we save.
Our debts of gold we can repay,
A debt of the heart we take to the grave. (p.43)
The swallows swoop and skim the main,
Sea-holly slash, the bran discard,
'Love' we can get with not much pain,
But unison to find is hard. (p.37)
TRANSLATIONS

The translation of literature and especially of poetry is difficult and
often the meaning is lost or changed. It is interesting to compare
these two translation of the same pantun.
Permata jatuh di dalam rumput,
Jatuh di rumput bergilang-gilang.
Kasih umpama embun di rumput,
Datang matahari nescaya hilang. (Dail lie p.42)
Gems may fall amid the grass,
Yet keep glittering in the sun.
Love's like dew on morning grass,
Bound to vanish with the sun
Or
I

I

lose a pearl, amid the grass,
It keeps its hue, though low it lies:

love a girl, but love will pass,
A pearl of dew that slowly dies.

_02.111_

The first pair of lines, however may seem meaningless because in
Malay the first two lines carry the rhyme which is sometimes lost
in translation.
Sour mangosteen and gourd
Sour mango makes a third.

The soul is crying in the tomb,
So eager to come back to earth. (p.43)
The last two lines of a pantun can often stand alone and sound more
like a proverb.

What use is batik in life
If it be not neat and clean.?
What use is a pretty wife
If her heart is hard and mean? (p.90)

Be careful when you sail by night,
Reefs are sharp and currents strong.

There, for the lack of a pilot's light,
Many a good ship has gone wroig. (p.101)
HISTORY

Pantun's are as old as the Malay language and as such are unique in

their form and insight into the culture of the Malay people. However,
there are similar literary form in other cultures. The following are
examples:
Chinese

There is a "...tradition in Chinese thought, which quotes proverbs and
well-known customs in order to make people understand through
allusion what one does not wish to express directly." (Dail lie p47)

2

Buddhist
A collection of Buddhist verses "Way of Truth" contains many
quatrains in which II it, first couplet contains a picture , the meaning

of which is applied in the second. (Daillie p.54)
As into a house which is badly thatched

The rain will enter,
Thus into an untrained mind.

The craving will enter.
Or

As a beautiful flower,
Brilliant of hue but yielding no fragrance,
Thus is the well-spoken word
Fruitless to him who does not act (accordingly)
Indian

The Ramayana also has quatrains similar to the Pantun. (Daillie p.55)

Raindrops fall upon the lotus,
But unmingling hang apart:
False relations round us gather,
But they blend not heart with heart
Japanese

The Tanka or Haiku poetry
The plum blossoms have opened,
But what is still in bud,
Is my hidden longing.
Does it wait for snow?
anonymous

The following are randomly selected pantuns from Alam Pantun
Melayu by Francois-Rene' Daillie that best speak for themselves:
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A knife lost in the wooded vale,
a king's son in Jeddah wore it
A ship that's sinking you can bale,
A heart's wreck, there's no end to it

(p.94)

Toss him up high,
Up to the eaves,
Not teething yet,
Books he can read! (p.70)

Above the hill the swallows sweep,
Tall mangroves from the other shore.
My love's no little thing to keep
Poison and cure, you're both and more!

(p.105)

Young monkey for a bathe descends
To the swamp from a shady tree.

Plain, ugly in the eyes of friends,
Beauty and sweetness she's to me.

(p.157)

A solitary jasmine flower,
Lets wrap it up in paper fast.
Inside the shell unto this hour,
I see you're fully hatched at last!

(p.165)

Along, the pathway, now and then,
O'er the fence he pops his head,
pretending to look for a hen,
But peeping at girls instead. (p.56)

A whittling knife or two or three
Inside the boat, left on a chest.
We can sound the depth of the sea,
But that of the heart who can test?
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(P.77)

Two cants, three cats, run away,
With the striped one which can vie?
Two girls, three girls woo I may,
Which of them with you can vie? (p.82)

Fan the fire and roast the fish,
The prince is back from netting strands.
I have not much to say or wish,
My life and death are in your hands. (p.89)
One and two and three and four
Five, six, seven, half of eight.
However high the squirrel may soar,
To earth he falls, or soon or late.

(p.103)

Pantuns are a unique expression of the Malay culture and at the same
time expressions of universal truths. As with all literature they
enrich our personal lives and provide a degree of understand of the
Malay cultural life not available any other way.
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FULBRIGHT-HAYS SEMINAR PROJECT
PAULA RANCE

PROJECT: Incorporation of topics about the art and history of Malaysia
into a one year interdisciplinary course on the Art and History
of the Pacific Rim.
REPORT:

Attached is a description of the course being proposed at my
high school for next year along with an outline of the potential
content to be used in the course. Over the next year and during
the summer I will be developing specific lesson plans and will
send the ones pertaining to Malaysia. For this report, I have
highlighted some of the potential lesson plans to be used.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSE: History and Art of the Pacific Rim,
I. What are the ma'or aims of this course?
The major aim of this course is to provide students with a unique
experience of combining history and art as a basis for understanding
a culture. By exposing students to these two disciplines, students will
be able to integrate their cognitive and aesthetic experience into concrete
projects which will illustrate their understanding and appreciation of
how art reflects cultural values and history. This allows the students to
make meaningful connections across two disciplines. This course will
focus on the culture and history of the following countries: China,Japan,
Korea,Vietnam, and Malaysia. (Australia and New Zealand) will be added
in 1996)
The following are a list of specific aims :
1. For students to be able to compare and contrast cultures and of the
countries listed above and how they have influenced one another.
2. For students to understand how Europe and America have had an
influence on the cultural values, art, economy and religion of the
countries of the Pacific Rim and visa versa.
3. For students to understand the impact that the Pacific Rim has on
present day art, economy and culture of the United States. We will
examine Asian American culture in the United States and at ETHS.
4. For students to understand the use and development of different
mediums in the art of these countries.
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IL How do the aims of the new course relate to the school philosophy?
1. Team teaching
2. Inter-departmental cooperation
3. Global education- Understanding of different cultures and impact on
the U.S.

III. How will the aims of the course be evaluated?
1. Portfolio Presentations
2. Journal "Sketch Book" of experiences-Interdisciplinary
journal in which students will respond in words an images
to a variety of experiences in the classroom.
3. Research project
4. Test/Quizzes
5. Classroom participation

IV. Special features
Inter-departmental cooperation
Field trips
Speakers coming to class-calligraphy,
Pen pal relationship with High School in Malaysia and Vietnam

V. Why students would be interested:
This course makes it possible for students to express their understanding
and appreciation of another culture through the creation of concrete
images, objects and presentations. Thus students will be able to make
an immediate connection between knowledge and application.
This course also offers a student two history and two art credits.
This course provides the students with an overview of the Pacific Rim
which is becoming an important economic partner to the U.S. and a
source of increasing immigration to the United States.
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1. How does art reflect
history and culture.
2. Overview of different
mediums used in Asia

ART

general overview.

4. Dynasties and Empires of China
Korea,Japan,Vietnam,Malaysia-

1. Geography of the Pacific Rim
(political and physical)
2. Geography of particular country
will study
3. Relationship between geography
and history.

1. Introduction to basic 1.Creation of physical
and political maps
concepts of art and
2. Time Line of
art appreciation.
Dynasties.
2. Visual Identification 3. Visual Collage
of Empires and
3. Basic materials
Dynasties.
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MALAYSIAN ASPECT: 1. Students will learn geography and about early Malaysian history

Geography and
Overview of
Dynasties and
Empires
2
weeks

23n

1. Appreciation and analysis of
Bronze, stone, ceramicsearly art forms

CO-CURRICULAR PROJECT

MALAYSIAN ASPECT: 1. Examine the stereotypes/images that students have of Malaysia.
2. Examine early art forms of Malaysia

1 week)

1. What is culture?
2. Stereotype
3. Ethnocentric
4. Relationship of
history and art

Study of Cultures, art
and history.

(

HISTORY

UNIT

DESCRIPTION OF UNITS FIRST SEMESTER:

1.Role of family in society
2. Peasant vs Gentry life
3. Rice economy
4. Silk economy
5. Traditional Government
(role of Emperor,Sultan,
Village leaders, Shogun

Traditional
Culture- from

1. Re-create Funeral as
celebrated in China, Vietnam
Korea, Japan-create the
materials.
2. Presentation-women
in folk art(as created
on paper)
3. Create water puppet
show/shadow puppets
4. Marriage ceremony
5. Creation paintings
on silk.

CO-CURRICULAR PROJECT

paper-making- art
of rice paper.
2. Wood block
cutting and printing
on paper.
3. Use of puppetspeasant entertainment

1. Use of paper-

ART

4J1

Samurai culture)
6. Marriage ceremonies
4. weaving
7. Role of women and
5. Use of silk
children
8. Funerals
MALAYSIAN ASPECT: 1. Shadow puppet stories and images and use of folk art both in Sarawak and
peninsular Malaysia.
2. Re creation of the traditional Malaysian marriage ceremony.
3. The development of Songet weaving technique.

(4 weeks)

the economy.

Life cycles,

perspective
of family unit-

HISTORY

UNIT

of Asia.

art

4. Understand the use
or non-use of color.
5. Understand the
meaning of different
motifs-Islamic

calligraphy, brush,
strokes, use of chops,
scroll landscape
painting, importance
of bamboo and its
representation in
art and poetry.

a written
explanation of
meaning and use.
4. Create ancestral altarBuddhist spirit houses.
5. Drawings or paintings created
by a group of students-re creating
symbols in Islamic art.

(dragon,monkey,dog,
Chinese gods) -with

2. Students write Haiku
poetry after looking at
scroll paintings.
3. Students re-create
religious symbois

Tao Te Ching.

1. Students write their own
Tao Te Ching and create
a painting to illustrate
their idea as done in the

CO-CURRICULAR PROJECT

MALAYSIAN ASPECT: 1.To look how the Islamic religion influenced art
2.Role of Buddhism in Malaysia-very similar to Taiwan.

(3 weeks)

from the
perspective
of Religion
3. Work will involve:

1. Understand the
subjectivity in
creation of art.
2. Understand the Zen
Buddhist influence on
art.

1. Study the major ideas, concepts
and practices of the following
religions: Confucianism,Taoism,
Buddhism and Islam.
2. Gain an understanding of
where religions originated
and how they spread through
out Asia.
3. Gain an understanding of
how through the spread of
religion,China,Japan and
India influenced the cultures

Traditional
Culture
200 B.C.-

1500's

ART

HISTORY

UMT

4
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(2 weeks)

30's)

(1920's and

Colonialism
and expansion

Japanese

UNIT

(2 weeks)

(1500-1800's)

Introduction
of Western
Colonialism

3. Examine the destruction
of the arts in all of the above
countries.

"New World Order in Asia".

1. Study the events and
effects of the Japanese
occupation of the following
countries: China, Korea,
Vietnam, Malaysia,
Manchuria.
2. Study the philosophical
justification of the Japanese

HISTORY

1. Trade with China in
1800's and Opium War
2. Meiji Japan-Japan's
incorporation of western
culture into Japanese
culture.
3. French eIndo-China
4. British Malaysia
5. Introduction of Christianity

destruction of cultural
heritage.

1. Study role of
censorship.
2. Examine repression
of individual creativity
3. Examine the

ART

1.Simulation of role of Japan
in Asia.
2. Simulation of what it would
be like to loose your cultural
heritage.

CO-CURRICULAR PROJECTS

1. French influence of
1. Examine and evaluate the
silk paintings in Vietnam cultural exchange-visual
2. Influence of West on
aids and debate(pro's
Japanese art and Japan's and con's)
influence on the west.
2. Debate of Opium War3..Architecture of all
with visual materials.
countries-see western
influence.
3. Role Play of French
4. Introduction of
in Vietnam-visuals
Christian symbolism
into Asian art.

5. Korean War- Creation of
North and South Korea

Federation.

independence against the
French and AmericansHo Chi Minh
3. U.S. occupation of JapanNew Japan.
4. Creation of Malaysian

Mao Tse Tung.
2. Vietnam's struggle for

1. Communist Revolution in
China-Chiang Kai Shek v

HISTORY

CO-CURRICULAR PROJECT

1. Role of propaganda in
1. Making propaganda posters
development of Nationalism 2. Debates:
Freedom of Expression
posters.
2. Influence of 1:ommunism
Role of Government/art
on art-Socialist Realist
Loss of individual
art.
creativity and expression
and its effect on a culture
3. Comparison of
Vietnamese artist
documentation of war
and American artist.
4. Attitudes concerning
the changing role of
artist.
5. Change in symbolic
representation

ART

27

MALAYSIAN ASPECT: 1.Effects of the creation of the Malaysian Federation on art and propaganda.

3 weeks

(1945-1970's)

Nationalism
and
Independence

UNIT

Second Semester- Modernization/Industrialization
Art after Independence-1970's-present.
Themes: Choose 5 major themes
1.Resurgence of Traditional Crafts/ Influence of capitalism on trade and
crafts
a.Batik
b.Theater-use of masks-Chinese Opera, Korean Opera, Japanese
c, Calligraphy

2. Festivals / Games/Humor
a. Kite Festivals
b.Water Festivals
c. Tet Holiday
d.Top Spinning
e. Comic books
f. Chinese New Year

3. Gift-Giving/ Mealtime traditions
4. Role of Women in Society and art-women artist
5. Pop culture among the teenager music movies
6. Influence of Pacific Rim on the West-economics/art
7. Art/ life of Asian Americans (Korean, Vietnamese, Japanese and
Chinese)

MALAYSIAN ASPECT: 1. We plan to do a lot on batik and have the

students learn how to do batik.
2. Role of kites and recreation of kites
3. Top spinning tradition
4. Use the comic book by
5. Meal time tradition/Malaysian Food and role
of food and culture.
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"WHERE IN THE WORLD IS MALAYSIA"?

A RESEARCH PROJECT FOR WORLD HISTORY
CLASSES

DESIGNED BY: DR. LINDA T. ROGERS
FULBRIGHT-HAYS SUMMER SEMINARS ABROAD
MALAYSIA
1993
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RATIONALE

The project I chose to do.to fulfill my responsibilities as
a participant in the Fulbright-Hays Summer Seminar Abroad
(Malaysia) is divided into two parts.
The first part is a video tape of the trip. This tape
covers all aspects of my Malaysian experience. When the
three tapes I took are coordinated into one standard VHS
tape the un-edited version will be approximately 3 1/2 hours
in length.
The un-edited tape will be disseminated to all
Seminar participants.
Upon receiving the tape each
participant may edit the tape to suite their individual
needs.

The second part of my project is a unit of study I plan to
incorporate into my Honors World History classes when we
study Asia.
I have entitled it "Where in the world is
Malaysia?" This unit will be a "hands-on", high student
involvement, in-depth study of the country of Malaysia.
I will be using Malaysia as a "prototype" of the Asian
countries that are bringing the "Pacific rim" into
the forefront as innovative and economically progressive
nations.
The format for my lesson plan is that of a role-play
situation in which Malaysia has been asked to report to the
United Nations about their history, economic and social
development and their "Vision 2020".

The title of my project, "Where in the world is Malaysia?"
was derived from my own personal experience. When I told
people I had been awarded a Fulbright Scholarship to spend
the summer in Malaysia, I was always asked "Where in the
world is that?!!"
Not only do most Americans not know where
Malaysia is, but they also have no idea how modern and
progressive a country it is. I hope that by the time my
students have finished their research and made their
presentations that they will have a solid sense of not only
where Malaysia is but that they will also know about
Malaysian history, culture, religions, economics, and
geogra'phy.
Hopefully, from this knowledge, they will be
made aware of the role that Asian countries like Malaysia
will play in the future of the whole world.
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"WHERE IN THE WORLD IS MALAYSIA?"
OBJECTIVES:

Upon completion of this unit students will be able to:
1.

Locate MalaYsia and surrounding countries on a blank
map.

2.

3.

4.

.

6.
7.

Define, in terms of location and economic significance,
"Pacific Rim".
Discuss the various cultural groups of Malaysia and the
contributions each has made to the country.
Understand the historic:al development of the country and
how the history and geography have shaped current
Malaysian education, foreign and economic policy.
Present to the class in a creative way the information
they have gathered on their specific topic.
Discern how Malaysia influences now (and in the future)
Asia as well as the United States.
Predict problems that may prevent Malaysia from meeting
the goals they have set for themselves in "Vision 2020"

LESSON PLAN:
1.

Give a map test on Asia. Before checking it in class
pass around Malaysian coins and stamps so that students
will be able to examine them. Pass around peppercorns
and Iban beadwork.
Ask student if they can show you on
a map where the country is located that produced such
items.

2.

Ask what students can "tell" about this country from
these items.

3.

Check maps and see how many students correctly
identified Malaysia. Use these exercises as "springboards" to capture student interest in learning more
about Malaysia.

4.

Ask for a volunteer to serve as the Malaysian Prime
Then divide the class into 5 groups.

Minister.
5.

Randomly pass out assignments for each "Ministry".
Explain that each group will have a "Minister" and that
the group's job is to make a formal presentation to the
United Nations relating to their specific "Ministry".

6.

Each group should choose their "Minister" who will serve
as liaison between their group, the Prime Minister and
the teacher.
Each group's "Minister" will .be the
speaker at the United Nations.Assembly.

7.

Teacher should put into writing the format for written
and oral presentations and the time frame in which all
the projects are due.

8.

On the day of the United Nations Assembly meeting, 6
chairs should be placed in the front of the room.
Each
"Minister" should have a name card that designates their
specific ministry.
There should be a podium for the
Prime Minister.

9.

Alert class members to take notes. Tell them they will
be required to write an essay based upon the facts
presented *(see objectives 6 & 7).

10. After presentations, have the floor open for questions.
Teacher should lead off with questions that might
stimulate questions from students
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CULTURAL MINISTER

YOUR JOB IS TO EXPLAIN THE HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL
CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE FOLLOWING ETHNIC GROUPS:
1.

MALAYS

2.

CHINESE

3.

INDIANS

4.

BRITISH

5.

TRIBAL GROUPS OF SABAH & SARAWAK

RESOURCES
1.

VIDEO TAPE

2.

MALAY KRIES (DAGGER)

3.

IBAN KNIFE

4.

WOVEN PRODUCTS FROM PENINSULA MALAYSIA & SARAWAK

5.

SLIDES OF MALAYSIAN WEDDING CEREMONY; SARAWAK CULTURAL
VILLAGE; CHINESE & INDIAN TEMPLES; MOSLEM MOSQUE:
CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

6.

IBAN & ORANGE ULU BEADWORK

7.

BATIKS

8.

SARONG

9.

BIDAYUH HEAD DRESS & "GOOD-LUCK" NECKLACE

10. SEE BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR RELATED BOOKS
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MINISTER OF TOURISM
YOUR JOB IS TO CONVINCE THE REST OF THE WORLD THAT A TRIP TO
MALAYSIA WOULD BE INTERESTING, FUN AND ECONOMICAL.

DEVELOP

A TRAVEL DOCUMENTARY, A BRIEF TRAVEL COMMERCIAL AND A TRAVEL
BROCHURE.

BE-SURE TO INCLUDE SABAH AND SARAWAK.

RESOURCES:
1.

VIDEO TAPE

2.

PHOTOGRAPHS

3.

TRAVEL POSTERS

4.

POST CARDS

5.

MALAYSIA: TRAVEL PLANNER

6.

VISITOR'S GUIDE TO MALAYSIA, 1993.

7.

WRITE TO THE MALAYSIAN EMBASSY IN WASHINGTON, DC.

8.

WRITE TO THE MALAYSIAN DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM, KUALA LUMPUR.

A Lb_

EDUCATION MINISTER
YOUR JOB IS TO EXPLAIN THE FOLLOWING ASPECTS OF THE
MALAYSIAN EDUCATION SYSTEM:
1.

VISION 2020

2.

GOAL OF PRIMARY EDUCATION

3.

GOAL OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
A).
FORM I TO III
B).
FORM IV TO V

4.

VOCATIONAL & TECHNICAL EDUCATION

5.

POST SECONDARY EDUCATION

WHEN RESEARCHING EACH LEVEL OF EDUCATION PAY SPECIAL
ATTENTION TO:
1.

CURRICULUM

2.

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

3.

TEACHER EDUCATION AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT

OUTLINE (BRIEFLY) THE ORGANIZATION & ADMINISTRATION OF THE

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
RESOURCES:
1.

SEE BIBLIOGRAPHY

2.

VIDEO TAPE

3.

PHOTOGRAPHS

4.

MAKE A POSTER STATING THE NATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

OF EDUCATION
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ECONOMICa MINISTER
USING INFORMATION FROM PROFESSOR JOMO K. SUNDARAM'S SPEECH
(JUNE 1993, TO FULBRIGHT-HAYS SCHOLARS, KUALA LUMPUR,

MALAYSIA), GIVE A BRIEF OVER VIEW OF THE 5 PHASES OF
MALAYSIAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

FOCUS ON:

1.

MALAYSIA'S INDUSTRIALIZATION

2.

MALAYSIA'S AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS & POLICIES

3.

U.S.-MALAYSIAN ECONOMIC RELATIONS

4.

JAPANESE & OTHER ASIAN-MALAYSIAN ECONOMIC RELATIONS

5.

PORIM

6.

FELDA SCHEME

7.

IMPORTS/EXPORTS

8.

EXCHANGE RATES: (RINGETTES TO THE DOLLAR)

RESOURCES:
1.

SEE RESOURCES LISTED IN BIBLIOGRAPHY

2.

USE COPIES OF NEW STRAITS TIMES & THE BORNEO POST

3.

USE MALAYSIAN COINS & PAPER NOTES
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MINISTER OF ARCHIVES & HISTORY
PREPARE A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
MALAYSIA BEGINNING WITH THE SETTLEMENT OF MELACCA IN THE
1500'S. FOCUS ON THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:
1.

IMPACT OF GEOGRAPHY

2.

IMPACT OF PORTUGUESE

3.

INFLUENCE OF THE RAJA

4.

THE PdLITICAL DIVISIONS (STATES) OF MALAYSIA

5.

INFLUENCE OF THAILAND & JAPAN'S OCCUPATION

6.

CHINESE & TAMIL (INDIAN) IMMIGRATION

7.

MALAYSIA SINCE INDEPENDENCE

RESOURCES:
1.

NOTES ON SPEECH DELIVERED BY PROFESSOR DATO DR.
KHOO KAY KIM (JUNE 1993, TO FULBRIGHT-HAYS SCHOLARS,
KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA).

2.

SEE BIBLIOGRAPHY

3.

1993 ALMANAC

4.

PHOTOGRAPHS & POSTCARDS OF HISTORICAL SITES

5.

VIDEOTAPE OF HISTORICAL SIGHTS
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PRIME MINISTER
YOUR JOB IS TO COORDINATE THE WORK OF YOUR CABINET.

BE SURE

THAT THEY ARE "ON TARGET" AND THAT THEIR WORK IS BEING DONE
ACCORDING TO THE TIME FRAME ALLOTTED.

YOU SHOULD ALSO SET

THE AGENDA FOR THE CABINET MINISTER'S PRESENTATIONS BEFORE
THE UNITED NATIONS.
**

YOU MUST PRODUCE A BRIEF "OVER-VIEW" OF MALAYSIA IN YOUR
OPENING REMARKS TO THE UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY.

THEN YOU

WILL INTRODUCE EACH CABINET MINISTER WHO IN TURN WILL
PRESENT THEIR REPORT.
**

SINCE EACH MINISTER HAS SIX MINUTES IN WHICH TO DELIVER
THEIR REPORT, YOU SHOULD ALSO EXPEDITE THE PROCEEDINGS.

**

AT THE END OF ALL THE PRESENTATIONS, YOU MUST SUMMARIZE THE
INFORMATION THAT WAS GIVEN AND REITERATE WHAT "VISION 2020"
IS ALL ABOUT.
RESOURCES:
1.

VIDEO TAPE

2.

PHOTOGRAPHS

3.

ALL RESOURCES IN BIBLIOGRAPHY

4.

ALL ARTS & CRAFTS RESOURCES

5.

REPORTS FROM EACH "MINISTRY"
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EVALUATION:

Each teacher should determine the method of evaluation that
will best pertain to their class.
Some evaluation
suggestions are listed below:
1.

Evaluation based on written reports from each group.

2.

Evaluation based upon essays that relate to Objectives
6 & 7.

3.

Have student pretend that they are journalists attending
the United Nations Assembly.
They must write a report
for their newspaper covering the information presented.
They could also write an editorial stating their opinion
about what they learned from the Assembly.

4.

Map and objective test.

RESOURCES:

1. VIDEO TAPES--there are a number of travel videos
available in local video stores. Libraries may have
a copy of the PBS series "Mini-Dragons".
2. Travel agencies

3. Library resources

4. Information for the Malaysian Ministry of Tourism and/or
the Malaysian Embassy Washington, DC.

***NOTE:

Since most teachers will not have many of the
resources that are mentioned in the Bibliography, nor will
they have any of the artifacts, they should request
information and resources from the Malaysian embassy in
Washinaton D.C. or from the Malaysian Tourism Promotion
Board at: 818 West 7th Street, Los Angeles, CA 90017, (213)
689-9702; FAX 213-689-1530. (1992)
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Batu Lintang Teacher's College Information Brochure, 1993.
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Piyadesa, Redza, "Malaysian Art As A Reflection of Culture",
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Sundaram, Dr. Jomo K, "An Overview of Malaysian Economy",
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"The Integrated Curriculum for Secondary Schools", Ministry
of Education.
Malaysia 1991.
"Education in Malaysia", Ministry of Education, 1989.
"The New Primary School", Ministry of Education, 1990.
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ARTS IN MALAYSIA

Terese M. Sarno
aIR. 402-Box 913
APO AE 09180

5 September 1993

nr- p
1)

The process of westernization began in Asia in the 16th century
when Europeans had to stop, usually for six months because of
weather conditions, in Malacca before going to China This exposed
the Malaysians to a new way of thinking and perceiving the world.
The original Malaysian culture was based on crafts used for
utilitarian purposes. Symbolic motifs were very much in evidence.
There was no painting or sculpture. The style of architecture was
a house on stilts for very basic reasons: to protect the
.inhabitants fram heavy rains, floods, and wild animals. There
were also spaces between the slats on the floor to allow air to
circulate, as well to afford the inhabitants a means of disposing
of waste.
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Islam arrived in the 14th century before Hinduism. For this
reason there is a very small, if any, figurative tradition.
In
the 15th century, the Chinese brought their culture and until the
1950's were very linked to their own traditions. The art of
painting itself arrived with the Chinese who used a pictorial
representation of painting.
In the 1860's, the Indians came and
the Europeans brought Christianiam along with the European style
of architecture typified by columns with Corinthian capitals.
At
the turn of the century, house styles changed adding the new
features of a Chinese style exterior staircase and a European
roof, as well as the importation of English Tudor with a Malay
arch reflecting somewhat the Palladian style of architecture with
an emphasis on symmetry. Architecture moved forward by 1850;
painting and sculpture by 1930.

Redza Piyadesa, a well-established malaysian artist, in his
lecture at the National Gallery, on Malaysian Art as a Reflection
of Culture, gave an excellent overview of the development of the
arts in Malaysia. According to Piyadesa,the British didn't
encourage the Malaysians in artistic matters. School was for nine
years, until age fifteen. They wanted to produce lower level
management workers. The first university was only established in
1949.
In 1967 the first Art College was established.
Western
fine arts finally arrived with the Jesuits who brought the
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influence of Piero della Francesca. During the Meiji period in
1870's, the Japanese sent people to Japan to study art. This
heralded the arrival of naturalism and a new way to define
reality. Western art started in the 1850's with the arrival of
the "war artists° who were sent to document the war, prior to the
use of cameras, by making panoramic views. School teachers were
the first artists to start the movement to render the unvironment
in their 1930's watercolors. Most involved were the Chinese who
were urban dwellers (The Malays were rural people.) and went to
England to study. The tradition of watercolor prospered with the
Middle Class.
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*The first unofficial art college was started after the war by the
Chinese immigrants in Singapore. Many had studied in Paris in the
20's and 30's and returned with the Impressionist feeling and the
beginning of modern art. The combination of Chinese and
Impressionistic styles led to the beginning of an eclectic style.
The format was still scroll-like with no centralization of theme.
In the mid 50's art groups formed to look at reproductions of
western art. The 50's and 60's saw the beginnings of easel
painting and sculpture. Groups now began to look to the past for
inspiration. Artists used shadow puppets in exhibition.
Batik
immerged in the 50's as a direct influence of the batik in
Indonesia. Textiles have a very long tradition in both Malaysia
and Indonesia having been used for many centuries in certain
rituals as well as the wedding ceremony. Located at the crossroads
to Southeast Asia and the Far East, this has always been a very
important trade zone.
In the beginning, textiles
made
especially in India, were used as a form of currency and inspired
the local people to develop their own textile trade.
While Java
developed the batik into an art form, the name itself comes from
the Malay word titik (dot). Javanese batik motifs were influenced
by many factors--among these, foreign explorers, missionaries,
traders and the various religions of Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam,
as well as Chinese and western art. There have also been many
technical changes in the batik process over the years. The first
major one was the canting (a metal reservoir with a wooden or
bamboo handle that enables the artists to make more intricate
designs than could be done with only the bamboo nibs). The more
refined types of cloth available also allowed finer designs to be
,

made.
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During the industrial revolution, the demand for batik
increased as a direct result of the population growth. A metal
staMp was developed to stamp the wax design on the cloth which
allowed the cloth to be sold more cheaply. More attempts have
been made at reducing the cost of printing batiks--silk screening
and machine printing--so the fineness of a design and its
durability are key factors in determining its price.
In 1920,
several Malays started experimenting with batik. The early pieces
were were not very fine, but by the 1950's, they had perfected the
art of using the canting. Although they still imitated javanese
motifs, after independence in 1957, they began to develop their
.own style.
Since they have no ancient tradition in this area,
they had no restrictions or models to follow.
They were freer in
their use of colors than the Javanese, but they still continued to
prefer floral motifs, although some experimented with Wayang Kulit
figures and abstracts. In the 1960's the government started to
assist in the development of batik and a hand-drawn style
developed. Hand-drawn silk batik is now accepted as formal
attire.
Batik is in evidence at the national airline in the crew
uniforms as well as the plane interiors. Even some hotel
bathrooms have batik patterned tiles. It is now considered a
national symbol. Artists have returned to their "textile" roots.
Many artists are using folkloric themes and there is an Islamic
geometric design revival, including computer generated calligraphic designs.
Painters are making social commentaries with
popular icons about urban life. Artists are starting to search
for their roots.
Dr. Ghulam-Sarwar points out that Malaysians today have a very
difficult time in gaining exposure to their own traditions. The
malaysians look to Japan for certain values, but forget completely
that the contemporary Japanese citizen, although very modern, "is
almost completely immersed in the cultural values and practices
held sacred by his forefathers." The same is true in almost all
the other Southeast Asian countries. "Despite modernization,
almost every Indonesian has some grounding in the traditional
arts, and an innate love for 'the arts that we can only envy." It
is rather common to find high-placed officials can discuss Wayang
Kulit and even perform it.
Thais, Burmese, and even Filipinos
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During the industrial revolution, the demand for batik
increased as a direct result of the population growth. A. metal
staffip was developed to stamp the wax design on the cloth which
allowed the cloth to be sold more cheaply. More attempts have
been made at reducing the cost of printing batiks--silk screening
and machine printing--so the fineness of a design and its
durability are key factors in determining its price.
In 1920,
several Malays started experimenting with batik. The early pieces
were were not very fine, but by the 1950's, they had perfected the
art of using the canting. Although they still imitated javanese
motifs, after independence in 1957, they began to develop their
.own style.
Since they have no ancient tradition in this area,
they had no restrictions or models to follow.
They were freer in
their use of colors than the Javanese, but they still continued to
prefer floral motifs, although some experimented with Wayang Kulit
figures and abstracts.
In the 1960's the government started to
assist in the development of batik and a hand-drawn style
developed. Hand-drawn silk batik is now accepted as formal
attire.
Batik is in evidence at the national airline in the ci.ew
uniforms as well as the plane interiors. Even some hotel
bathrooms have batik patterned tiles. It is now considered a
national symbol. Artists have returned to their "textile" roots.
Many artists are using folkloric themes and there is an Islamic
geometric design revival, including computer generated calligraphic designs.
Painters are making social cammentaries with
popular icons about urban life. Artists are starting to search
for their roots.
Dr. Ghulam-Sarwar points out that Malaysians today have a very
difficult time in gaining exposure to their own traditions. The
Malaysians look to Japan for certain values, but forget completely
that the contemporary Japanese citizen, although very modern, "is
almost completely Immersed in the cultural values and practices
held sacred by his forefathers." The same is true in almost all
the other Southeast Asian countries.
"Despite modernization,
almost every Indonesian has some grounding in the traditional
arts, and an innate love for the arts that we can only envy." It
is rather common to find high-placed officials can discuss Wayang
Kulit and even perform it. Thais, Bu rmese, and even Filipinos

also have great pride in their cultural heritage. "In Malaysia,
it is not only considered unimportant, but often positively stupid
to'involve oneself in any kind of art form (except Western)...Such
a negative attitude, inculcated consciously or unconsciously in
school, persists throughout life, so that it is well-nigh
impossible to get an 'educated' Malaysian to witness Bangsawan
(Malay operatic theatre), Wayang Kulit (Shadow Play) or Mak Yong
(ancient Malay dance theatre).
He is in no position to even
remotely 'appreciate' such things, and even believes that it is.
not 'his kind of thing'. Invite him to any Western type of
performance however, and he will gladly come along, even if it
costs him more, or is of dubious quality. Alternatively, give the
less educated one a Chinese Opera from Hong Kong or Taiwan (if
he's Chinese) or Manohar from Madras (if he's South Indian), and
he will travel all the way from Sabak Bernam or Sungei Siput to
Penang to catch a performance."
Independence in 1957 gave birth to the idea of
National Art
Gallery.
(Colonialism did very little for Malay culture.)
The
first National Art Gallery was a two-storey bungalow with four
paintings. In 1958, the first exhibit featured fourteen paintings
and today the Gallery is housed in a 5-storey building with a
collection of 3700 paintings and sculptures. Talented artists
went to England to study and work and then returned to teach.

The crafts are a viable economic factor--they usell", therefore,
they are encouraged. The government has even made art a mandatory
subject in school. However, since, there are very few, if any,
art majors who graduate from the university, the level and content
of these mandatory classes may be less than desirable.
In any
case, it is an encouraging step in the right direction.
On the
other hand, the performing arts seem to be neglected by the
officials in power, which is most assuredly contributing to their
decline, since they do not "sell". During my stay in Malaysia, I
was only able to find one publicized shadow puppet performance.
(This was in Kelantan, the "art" capital of Malaysia). This took
place outdoors at the tourist cultural center every Wednesday
night. Unfortunately, there was a very heavy rainstorm that
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evening, and although the show went on (the stage was covered),
the audience had to stand in the downpour
While there are two
master puppeteers in Kelantan, they were not involved in this
performance and seem never to be involved in official functions.
Dalang Hamzah, for example,is more sought after abroad than in his
native state. During May, he was in Singapore teaching Wayang
Kulit to a modern theatre company and this was so successful that
he was asked to return in August for performances.
(N.B.
It
should be noted that Kelantan has recently elected the Islamic
party to govern and very stiff restrictions have-been placed on
all areas of life which the officials feel are not "Islamic".
In
one school, for instance, there were some Wayang Kulit figures
painted on the outside walls of the buildings, which had to be
white-washed because they were considered "un-Islamic".)
!

While the visual arts are experiencing what could be called a
minor "renaissance", the traditional performing arts in Malaysia
are facing a very bleak period, which does not give much hope for
the future.
Dr. Ghulam-Sarwar Yousof has outlined the problems
faced by the traditional theatre today into six areas which are
Social and Economic Problems; Religious Factors; Problems
connected with Administration; Educational Factors; Content; and
Problems associated with Transmission. After discussions with
Ghulam-Sarwar on factors affecting the performing arts in
Malaysia, I read his book PANGGUNG SEMAR which treats this topic
in detail. As py notes were very similar to his written text, I
have decided. to quote the pertinent pages (pp.210-217) directly.
"Social and Economic Problems

The traditional performing arts do not provide a
livelihood for those performers associated with them.
There are not many performers who earn enough from their
careers to allow them the luxury of only practicing
their chosen art form. There are two to three performers who have managed to earn enough to live by their
art alone. These are Dalang Hamzah Awang Amat in
Kelantan; Dalang Dollah Baju Merah in Kelantan, Dalang
Pak Noh in Kedah. Only Dalang Hamzah derives a living
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based exclusively upon his art: performing Wayang
Kulit, making.puppets and instruments for sale and doing
some part-time teaching at the Universiti Sains Malaysia
in Penang. He has no other source of income, and
indicates that if not for the support he has received
from Universiti Sains Malaysia, he would have given up
Wayang Kulit several years ago. And he, we should keep
in mind, is Malaysia's most outstanding dalang, the only
one in Wayang KUlit Siam who performs in the classical
manner of old, keeping all modern influences and
intrusions at bay.
At the other extreme, as far as conformity to authencity
goes,stand Dalang Dollah Baju Merah and Dalang Pak Noh.
Both have allowed a lot of modern influences into their
performances. These include Hindustani movie music,
modern puppets, popular stories derived from here and
there. All this has been considered necessary to keep
their audiences coming, and to enable them to earn
something through their:: art. Dalang Pak Noh has often
been booked for specific periods by a political party to
disseminate its message during elections. Both Dalang
Dollah Baju Merah and Dalang Pak Noh are very popular
with their audiences.
Yet Wayang KUlit barely makes
sufficient income for them. Pak Noh has a vegetable
patch on which he works for additional income, and
Doolah does other things to survive.

Most performers, be they in Wayang Kulit, Mak YOng,or
other types of theatre genres, cannot and do not depend
for sustenance upon their art...No matter how good these
artists may be (some would have been considered
'National living treasures' in Japan had they been
there), they have to depend on other part-time or fulltime activities such as farming,fishing,working as
bomoh (medicine men)...to derive additional income.
With the decline suffered by the traditional performing
arts themselves...the income derived from these arts has
dropped considerably in the past few years. Many have

been forced to give up altogether. Others perform only
rarely.
Dalang Hassan Omar of Kelantan, once a highly
successful puppeteer, now commutes between his native
province and Johore selling batik and other Kelantanese
ware in the south and bringing back gongs and other
Johore products to sell in Kelantan. Many excellent
performers...are amongst the thousands of Kelantanese
who have drifted south to Singapore to eke out a living
in the construction industry as petty laborers.
On the
whole, therefore, the performers themselves have become
disillusioned with their art.
In these cicumstances,
therefore, it should come as no surprise that they
actively discourage their children fram becoming artists
like themselves. They would rather see the youngsters
become factory workers, or with some education, obtain
more stable jobs providing steady income. Idealism is
fine, they say, national traditions of the arts and
culture must be preserved they agree, but one has to
think first and foremost of the stomach, and other
comforts to survive.
Of course there have been a few
fortunate enough to land jobs which recognize such
talent as they have, working as performers at hotels,
motels, or at institutions such as the Universiti Sains
Malaysia. In general, such abilities as theirs, not
supported by impressive looking diplomas and
certificates, lead them nowhere...in this country.

Religious Factors

Religion has played a fairly important role in the
recent decline of traditional Malay theatre,
particularly since the revivalist movement.started.This
has been manifested in two ways: firstly, as a rising
sense of confusion and uncertainty with regard to the
performing arts and their locus standi from the Islamic
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point of view; and secondly, as a deliberate attempt to
suppress some of these arts,even to wipe them out
altogether.
In general the following situations have
developed:
a. All performing arts are regarded by purists and
the orthodox as 'haram'--a blanket judgement that,
taken to its extreme, would ban all theatre, music
and dance,'even T.V.
Animiam and other pre-Islamic belief pystems
that have found a place in traditional performing
arts are considered negative and worthy of
eradication. Thus, for instance, the invocations,
(mentera)contained in buka panggung (ritual done to
open a theatre) and tutup panggung (final theatre
closing ceremony)rituals, derived from pre-Islamic
systems of belief such as Buddhism, Hinduism, and
primitive animism, are considered anti-Islamic.
Despite the fact that Islam requires from its
adherents a belief in these invisible beings
(makhluk-makh/uk halus) both believing and
unbelieving (interpreted in Malaysia as Jan Islam
and Jan Kafir),pious critcs of the theatre fail to
come to any kind of accomodation with them. Many
of the performers themselves, including the
undubitably pious among them do not find a conflict
in their acceptance of these invisible beings.
Their invocations, they say, are not prayers to
these beings; they are protective charms, appeals
to the supernatural beings to avoid causing trouble
or mischief,sometimes strengthened with the
offering of food.
b.

The use of non-Islamic stories in traditional
theatre has been found to be objectionable.
Indian
epics such as the Ramayana and the Mahabharata in
particular and same of the Buddhist Jatakas such as
the Suvarna Sangkha Jataka as well as other nonIslamic tales are considered unsuitable. This is
c.
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rather strange, for in other circumstances these
very same stories have been accepted into the
the
mainstream of the Malay literary heritage:
Rikayat Seri Rama and other derivatives of the
Mahabharata such as Sang Boma are cases in point.
A host of medieval Javanese romances based upon
Hindu originals have also found their place in
Malay classical literature.

d. The making of Wayang Kulit figures and their use
in,performances raise similar objections from
purists who do not wish to see any kind of human
representation even if it is highly stylized and
becomes
non-naturalistic. The objection obviously
even more severe when images of foreign gods and
heroes are recreated on the stage by humans or
puppets.

Some of the mystical and symbolic
interpretations that the Wayang KU/it in particular
has been subjected to are considered to be contrary
to Islamic teaching, despite the fact that it was
an eminent Muslim philosopher who first saw the
wayang Kulit as a microcosm of the greater Godcreated universe.
e.

Administrative Problems

One of the major problems faced by both traditional and
modern performing arts in this country is that of
censorship expressed in terms of a requirement to
obtain licences for performances. A permit must be
obtained prior to the staging of any performance, and a
permit is to be requested, using,appropriate application
forms, at least two weeks beforei5erformance date.
Traditional performing arts groups are sUbjected to
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this ruling as much as are modern ones. Traditional
It is not
artists have found this an inconvenience.
always possible for them to apply for a licence two
wleks ahead of performances,as requests often come for a
performance at the last moment. Again,often the
decision to issue or reject an application for licence
is made by an official who is allowed to exercise his
own discretion on the matter. The decision made is
dependent not upon any established rule but upon the
Immediate whims and fancies of the individual. There
have been cases of outright denial of permits for no
known reason apart from the individual officer's dislike
Some officials have been known to
or disapproval.
describe such performances as haram or karut, so that
licences are not issued. Such rejections, of course,
invariably mean a loss of. potential income for the
performers whose livelihood in some instances depends
upon such performances.

Educational Factors

Traditional theatre, music, or dance has neVer found a
place in the curriculum of sähools, colleges, or
universities in this country. The sole exception is the
Univarsiti Sains Malaysia (USM), which since its
inception, has been offering courses in the performing
arts, with emphasis upon theatre. Students are allowed
to specialize in this subject, and even to obtain higher
Even the USM program has on and off
degrees in it.
faced various sorts of problems, the principal one being
lack of students. The problem is due to two main
factors--first the fear amongst students of remaining
jobless upon graduation, as there are no direct openings
for performing arts graduates; and second, active
discouragement by dakwah groups and dakwah-oriented
individuals, including, ironically, responsible meMbers
of the university staff.
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All of this has had the following negative effects:
a.
There is almost a complete lack of understanding
of even the very basic concepts, ideas,and
philosphy of traditional theatre in this country.
b. There is a near-total absence of interest, in
particular among the younger and to a degree
among the older Malaysians, in traditional
culture. This derives from a lack of
appreciation of the role of the traditional folk
and classical arts of the country. The emphasis
upon "science and technology" and the more recent
"get rich quick" syndrome have only served to
aggravate the situation.
c. The recent shift to Islamic values, whichin the
popular mind are equivalent to Arabian values
and to external manifestations of Middle Eastern
culture such as clothing, has led to the trend of
imitating the manners and mores of the Middle
East, and a consequent rejection of indigenous
traditions by many.
d.
Western values, considered more suitable to
"modern" living, have for a long time been
blindly imitated and even actively promoted
by the movie industry and by the mass media,
including television; the result has been a
corresponding decline in an appreciation of
.Eastern values as reflected in both life and
the arts.

The Problem of Content

The repertoire of traditional theatre has remained
static. While the Ramayana or the Panji stories
may be appreciated in Kelantan, while the
Mahabharata may be familiar to the Javanese
community in Johore, these tales are totally
unknown to Malaysians outside those regions except
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perha:s in the vaguest of terms.
Nor is the modern
audience altogether sympathetic to tales of real or
legendary Malay kingdoms like Bentan or Bangka
featured in the bulk of the Bangsawan repertoire.
This is an inbuilt constraint in traditional
theatre, and thus only tentative attempts have been
made, as for instance USM's Wayang Kulit, to
introduce new stories familiar to West coast
audiences.
The key problem is how much do we
change (if at all we change) these traditional
theatre forms to make them acceptable to new
audiences? Perhaps there is somewhere in the
history.and evolution of the Filipino Zarzuela a
lesson for us.

Problems of Transmission
The training of performers, be they dalang, actors
and actresses, dancers, musicians, puppet makers or
makers of instruments, has been at best, erratic.
Based upon a closed system of individual attachment
or 'discipleship', the skills have traditionally
been handed down to small numbers in vertical lines
of descent. Where an artist has no son or
disciple, the knowledge he has dies a natural death
with his passing, without even being properly
documented for posterity. To some extent, recent
efforts at documentation have prevented a complete
loss of such important data, be they performances,
rituals connected with performances or the making
of instruments. On the whole,however, until very
recent times, the olo4,,er generation of artists have

been reluctant to share their knowledge with
outsiders. MUch therefore has been lost, and many
of the traditional performing arts may never be
seen again in their authentic style. Many others
are on the verge of dying out and will be available
to future generations only on film or videotapes
stored carefully in the archives'of the few
interested institutions in this country."
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The only place in Malaysia where we saw a professional
presentation of native dancers was in Sarawak at the
Cultural Village, which also has excellent displays and
In other places, it
demonstrations of native crafts.
was only possible to see native dancers in the dinner
shows'in restaurants or specific tourist displays. It
seems that Malaysia is very enthusiastic About
.presenting native dancers for special touri:
festivals, but does not, at present, see an- ,ieed to
develop an interest in this, or other art forms, for its
own citizens.
Young people do not ordinarily develop an
interest in classical music, theatre, dance or art,
unless-they are exposed to these art forms.
(They have
no desire to seek them out themselves,in any country.)
If no one is there to introduce them to these art forms
when they are young, they wil] not do it themselves when
they are older. It would seem that if there are no
regularly scheduled performances (I failed to discaver
any during my stay, although I actively searched for
them.), it would be very difficult for parents or
teachers to introduce them to these art forms.
It is
especially difficult to understand why Wayang Kulit has
not been kept alive for children. While the themes are
mainly adult themes and the productions exceedingly long
in nature, they could very well be shortened in order to
introduce a new audience to this art form and to develop
interest amongst a new generation. The puppet show is
still very much alive in France, England, and the United
States. As with all art forms, children may not
demonstrate an immediate liking for them, but at least
the seeds would have been planted and the hope that years
later a serious interest will develop.

A Ilk
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SHADOW PUPPET SCREEN

A simple frame covered with a translucent material is used as a
screen.
A light-(a simple light bulb or flashlight will do) is
.necessary behind the screen, so that the outlines of the puppets
will show.
If the puppet is held close to the screen, it will
appear sharp; if held farther away, it will appear out of focus.
The light should shine over the puppeteer's shoulder, so that only
the puppets are illuminated.

MALAYSIAN SHADOW PUPPETS
Malaysian shadow puppet stories are based on the tales of Rama,
the reincarnation of the god Vishnu, in the Hindu epic the
Ramayana. The Ramayana has fascinated Indians for more than 2000
years. Although Islam is the offical religion of Malaysia,the
Ramayana still has a strong influence on Malay culture. There
are several common types of shadow puppets. They are the princes,
demi-gods, women, ogres, apes, wise men, and clowns. The princes
are easily recognizable by their small, well-shaped mouths and
noses with a high-set eye which is the ideal of Malay beauty.,
The women are similar to the princes, with the addition of a
traditional headdress. The ogres have bob-noses and round eyes
(which indicate a taste for violence) and pinnacled crowns. The
apes have pointed hats, while the wise men have long beards and
bent backs.
Several characters have set colors. The hero Seri
Rama is green; his brother Laksamana is red; his wife Siti Dewi is
yellow; his son Hanuman is white.
Shadow puppets are usually made
of leather.

SHADOW PUPPETS

MATERIALS
Scissors

Oak Tag (Tag Board)--must be sturdy, so that it doesn't fold over.
.Split-ended paper clips/brads
Thin sticks
Paints, Brushes
Pencil, Ruler, Glue, Masking Tape
X-acto Knife
Styrofoam

Decide on character to be made.
Draw outline on oak' tag.
3.
Paint the entire character.
4.
Decide which parts will move.
5.
Cut out the parts that will move.
6.
Attach separate parts by using split-ended paper clips/brads.
remembering to overlap on main part of character, as well as on
multiply-jointed parts (such as arms--shoulder, wrist, elbow).
7.
Attach stick to the back to hold puppet and additional sticks
to the moving parts.
1.
2.
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More intricate puppet designs can be made by cutting small shapes
in the body of the character to allow the light to pass through.
Styrofoam is used to hold puppets when not in use during a
performance.
EXTENSIONS:

Students can write a play which will be performed in
class using the shadow puppets.

rj
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SITI D
MALAYSIAN SHADOW PUPPET
MADE BY

DALANG HAMZAH
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MALAYSIA: A GUIDE FOR PREPARING
A READERS' THEATER PRODUCTION

September 1993

This project was completed under a United States
Department of Education Fulbright-Hays Summer Seminar
Abroad Grant, 1993, Dr. Linda Byrd-Johnson, Project
Director.

Gail Scott
Asotin High School
Asotin, Washington

For Use with Middle
and Social Studies

1,

1402

Students, Grades 6-8, in English
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GOALS:

"Malaysia: A Guide for Preparing a Readers' Theater Production"
is intended to be used as a cross-curricular project after middle
school students have studied Southeast Asia with a focus on Malaysia.
The project has the potential of involving the following classes:
English, social studies, drama, art, music, and home economics.
It
can also serve as a model for a production featuring other countries.
The text which follows can be adapted to different audiences, and
the setting can be simple or elaborate, depending upon available
resources. This script is meant only as a model which can be used as it
is, altered, or changed completely.

OBJECTIVES:
1.

To expose students to different aspects of Malaysian life,
history, customs, art, and music.

2.

To provide an opportunity for students and teachers to work
cooperatively on a dramatic productidn.

3.

To allow students to help with the decision-making concerning
the assigning of parts and selection of costumes, music, slides,
and properties.

LESSON PLANS/PROCEDURES:
1.

After finishing a unit on Southeast Asia, students will be
given a copy of the following text to read as a group.

2.

Students will target an audience for a performance.

3.

Parts can be assigned and altered depending on how many students
are involved.

4.

Other classes can be involved, including Home Economics, costuming;
Art, programs, posters, special art requests; Drama, directing
and stage management; Music, sound effects, microphones, and
lighting; and Journalism, publicity.

5.

In addition to giving a live performance, students should
make an audio tape and a video of the presentation.

6.

Another option would be to use slides and music with the
script.

LENGTH OF TIME:

Three Weeks
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TEXT FOR MALAYSIA:

Selamat Datang.

GUIDE FOR PREPARING A READERS' THEATER PRODUCTION

Welcome to my country, Malaysia. .For centuries

the Malay Peninsula in Southeast Asia has been a crossroads for different
ethnic groups and religions.

From the Middle East came waves of Arab

traders who brought the Islamic faith with them; from Europe, the
Portuguese, Dutch, and British; from India, the people of Southern
India se-:re Tamil is spoken and the religion is Hinduism; and the

Chinese, whose culture and businesses are very evident today in Malaysia.

Today Malaysia is a constitutional monarchy with thirteen
states and a federal territory.

West Malaysia on the Malay Peninsula

has eleven states and the federal territory.

East Malaysia is on

the island of Borneo and has the two states of Sabah and Sarawak.

It

is about a 400-mile trip across the South China Sea to East Malaysia.
Malaysia's capital is the beautiful city of Kuala Lumpur, inappropriately
named "Muddy Estuary" in 1857 by a group of tin miners.

My name is Rustam, and for most of my adult life I have studied
about Malaysia and her people.

Since I have always lived in Kuala

Lumpur--or K.L.--I may be showing partiality when I tell you that
this city is one of the prettiest capitals in the world.
abound.

Gardens

A popular spot for strolling is the Lake Gardens with spacious

lawns, colorful flowers, and two lakes.

No visitor should miss visits

to the Orchid Garden and to the ASEAN Garden.

Here one finds the

National Monument, "a symbol of the eternal gratitude of the people
of Malaya for the devotion and patriotism of all those brave men and women
who died in the twelve long years of the Emergency."

2,1

The Emergency was a
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terrible struggle against communist terrorism which ended in 1960.

Rustam, if I may interrupt you for a minute.

meaning of the term ASEAN?

What is the

You mentioned it when you talked with our

group of American teachers yesterday.

Please forgive me, Daniel.
East Asian Nations.

The term means Association of South

Made up of Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand,

Brunei Darussalem, and the Philippines, ASEAN works for increased
political and economic freedom for its participants.

ASEAN Garden,

Daniel, has peace sculptures by well known artists from each member nation.

Thank you, Rustam.

Our guide has taken us to many

of the parks on a walking tour of K.L.

We've all been impressed, too,

Terima Kasih.

with the beautiful buildings.

Probably the one we've seen most in

pictures has been the Railway Station-with its Islamic architecture of
graceful arches and minarets.

At night it is spectacular!

Close by is

the National Mosque which.is located on thirteen acres of beautifully
groomed lawns, pools, and fountains.

The dome of this imposing structure

is in the shape of an eighteen-pointed star, representing the thirteen
states and the five Pillars of Islam.

Your group really has learned a lot in the few days you've been
in Malaysia.

I'm Kin, and it has been my responsibility to show the

group our city.

We have visited the National Museum with its traditional

Malivi architecture, the National Art Gallery housed in the former Hotel

91,20
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Majestic, the Central Market which many say reminds them of Covent
Garden in London, Chinatown, and even the Hard Rock Cafe of, Kuala
Lumpur.

Have I missed anything?

Don't forget all of those fantastic restaurants!
take great pride in their varied cuisines.
satay, the national dish of Malaysia.

Malaysians

One night we sampled

Beef, chicken, or mutton are

marinated in spices, pierced with miniature shishkebab sticks, and
broiled over an open fire and basted with coconut milk.

The meat

is accompanied by ketupat (boiled rice in woven palm cases), raw onions
and cucumbers, and a unique peanut sauce.

Another restaurant we visited featured Chinese food.

Shark fin

soup was a first for many of us as was the fish cooked in bamboo.
Indian cuisine was served the next night with various curry dishes
served with two types of breads:

chappati which resembles a pancake

and roti chanai which is kneaded with ghee.

We sampled the Indian food after visiting the Batu Caves to the
north of the capital.

These caves were discovered by the outside world

in 1879 when an American naturalist was drawn to the caves by the
pungent smell of bat guano.

Natives used the caves as a source of

bat meat, and the guano has been a source of fertilizer.

On our way to the top, Kin told us about the Hindu festival
called Thaipusam which occurs in either January or February.

According to
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Hindu mythology, it was on this day that Lord Murugan defeated twin
evil forces.

Today there is rejoicing and a day for followers to do

penance in the form of self-mortification.

The devotees Garry "kavadis,"

bulky structures held to the body with needles, spears, and skewers.
Some of the skewers pierce the back and the ckeeks, but the devoted
do not seem to feel the pain as they ascend the steps to the top where a
Hindu priest removes their burden and cleanses them of their sins.

Malaysia really is a melting pot of ethnic groups and religious
beliefs.

The majority of the people are Muslims who follow the sayings

that God gave to Mohammed and are written in Arabic in the Koran.
Buddhism is the second most practiced religion in Malaysia.

Begun

about 2500 years ago in India, Buddha taught that suffering is caused by
selfishness and that living a good life will lead to peace.

Indians

in Malaysia, however, are Hindus, believing that every living thing has a
soul.

It is through reincarnation that a Hindu can improve his station

in life.

Aren't there any Christians in Malaysia?

Of course, there are.

In fact, one of the schools we visited was the

Methodist Primary School outside of Kuala Lumpur.

Listen to what their

principal told us.

I am the guru or headmaster of this primary school where the medium
of instruction is Bahasa Malaysia.

Some primary schools are national

ACIL
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type Tamil or Chinese schools, but all Malaysian students will learn
Bahasa Malaysia and English.

Students stay at my primary school for six

years before entering lower secondary for another three years.
is Forms 4 or 5 or two years, and pre-university is one year.
Department of Education sets the curriculum.

Secondary

Our national

Regardless of the level of

instruction, all Malaysian children are required each yearsto take Islamic
education if they're Muslim or moral education if they're.non-Muslim.

Malaysia has developed a national philosophy of education.

It reads:

Education in Malaysia is a continuing process
towards the development, in a holistic and integrated
manner of individuals who are well-balanced
intellectually, spiritually, emotionally and
physically, based on a firm belief of God.
These efforts endeavor to create knowledgeable,
competent and responsible citizens who are of
noble character and are capable of attaining
self-fulfilment, as well as contributing to
harmony and prosperity in society and the nation.

As a teacher in primary school of Form 6 students, I was happy
to have the opportunity to meet with a group of fourteen educators from
the United States.

They seemed surprised that we could meet with them while

our classes remained orderly.

When we visited a classroom and the

children stood and greeted the visitors, one woman remarked that this
practice, unfortunate.ly, was not widespread in her country.

All of

these American teachers expressed concern about having a national
curriculum.

As I told them, I encourage students to buy supplemental

workbooks as the national texts and workbooks are often too difficult.

Visiting this rural primary school was a real treat.

26E

The headmaster
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has implemented some programs which are conducive to establishing a
sound educational system.
recess!

The students even take books with them during

After lining up in a central courtyard after recess and snack

time, the students then file to their rooms, grab their toothbrushes and
paste, and head to a nearby water faucet to brush their teeth.

The-

children seemed surprised that we would want to take their pictures.
I particularly liked the sign posted in most of the classrooms
which read:

Allah is watching you.

the teachers' room.

Another idea we all liked was in

When there is an important announcement, a red light

flashes on the bulletin board.

Good-bye, friends!

most of my staff have.
Trengganu.

These Americans are seeing more of Malaysia than
They have traveled to Malacca, Kuantan, and

From Kota Bharu, they will visit Penang and Ipoh before

flying to Sarawak to experience the Iban tribal culture.

The group

has also visited a rubber plantation and a palm oil research center.

As a guide, I particularly enjoy showing the group the state
of Kelantan as this is the home of my father.

Many call this

northeastern state the cultural center of our country.

Chinese

records chronicle the existence of Kelantan to between 8000 to 3000 B.C.
Before becoming a part of the Malay Federation in 1957, Kelantan was
governed by the Thais and the British.

Since 1963, it has been a

part of Malaysia.

As a woman, I am the one in the family who runs a business
in the New Central Market in Kota Bharu.

Our section is on the ground

2 SR
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floor, and my two daughters sell dried chiles, dried fish, and
seasonal produce.

Today we are also selling rolls of fish paste which

can be sliced and fried into chips.

Kelantan really is a cultural paradise.

Kite making and flying

them after the harvest season are both popular.
and there are three popular types:

Wau means "kite,"

wau kuching, the cat kite; wau

merak, the peacock kite; and wau bulan, the moon kite.

Kelantan

silversmiths are also in demand, and tourists usually buy a piece of
the exquisite filigree jewelry.

Another activity that foreigners want to see is the tapping of
rubber trees.

My name is Dreepa, and my family lives on a plantation.

My father works very hard for us.

Each day he and other men go out

before dawn and cut new grooves in the bark of the rubber trees.

A coconut

shell then collects the latex which is gathered at the end of each day.
For twenty-four pounds, my dad will be paid about $3.25-cents in your
money.

I am very proud of my daughter Dreepa.

She works very hard around

our home, and each school day she walks a mile to catch a bus to school.
The lessons are difficult for her because they are given in Malay and
we speak Tamil.

Even though we get our house rent-free and pay only

a small amount for medical help, we still are poor.

My Dreepa is

a bright girl, but she will be forced to leave her studies to help
at home.

In a couple of years she will marry and start her own family.

How I wish her life would be easier than that of her parents!

O_CI*41
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"Dreepa, we are going to have visitors tomorrow.

We're going

to be visited by some American teachers."

But, Mama, why do they want to meet us?

Why did they choose

our kampung, our village?

I guess they haven't gotten to visit many actual homes.

They're

not used to houses on.stilts, and I don't think they're used to seeing
both men and women in sarongs.
the house.

Dreepa, you'll need to help me with

We're going to serve them coconut milk outside after

they have visited with us inside, so we'll also have to set up tables
in the front.

The Malays have put us to shame with their hospitality.

Not

only did the entire kampung come to greet us at the plantation worker's
home, but we had already been invited for tea at two other stops on
the plantation.

Before we began our journey to the western coast of

peninsula Malaysia, the head of the government project also served us
a delicious lunch..

You can bet that the next time I buy a pair of thongs or a set of
tires that I am going to see if they were made in Malaysia!

I'm sure

our visit to the western coast of Malaysia will be just as enjoyable.

Welcome to Penang Island!
for the next few days.

I'm Hans, and I'll be your guide

My ancestors can be traced to China and to

2SS
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Portugal.

Many Waysians living here are products of foreign trade--

one reason why many say that Penang is the meeting of the East and West.
In fact, Penang was the first British trading post established in the
Far East.

That was in 1786.

Hans is a college student in the United States, but in the summer
he comes home and often helps in showing U.S. and British travelers the
island.

He's been a great guide for our three days in Penang.

A real

highlight was going to the dragon festival and parade last night.

It

reminded me of the Fourth of July back home with families gathered to
watch the fireworks display.

We've seen so much here.

The butterfly farm and the botanical

gardens were truly spectacular--such an array of colors and lush
greenery.

I had my doubts about the Buddhist Snake Temple, but

the pit vipers really were in a stupor from the burning incense.

It

would be interesting to watch them feed at night on the offerings left
at the altar.

At another Buddhist temple, we saw the third largest reclining

Buddha in the world--over one hundred feet long!

Yesterday was Sunday, and I took my group of American school
teachers to several church services at the Anglican, Baptist, Catholic,
and Morman churches.

On the way back to the hotel, we stopped at Ft.

Cornwallis where Captain Francis Light first landed on the island.

At

the Penang Museum, the group was somber as it read about the Japanese
invasion and occupation during World War II.

Both of our countries suffered

StO
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greatly during this bleak time.

Hans tried to get us to eat the king of all fruits,-the durian.

He

kept saying that it tasted like vanilla custard, but most of us were
overwhelmed by the pungent odor.
banned from hotels!

It's no wonder why this fruit is

He.had better luck when he offered us some

mangosteens, the queen of Malaysian fruit.

At the same fruit market,

many of us bought whole nutmeg, nutmeg oil, and tiger balm.
Tomorrow is our last day in Penang, but there will be time for one
more leisurely walk along the beach.

Thanks, Hans.

Yoeve become a

good friend to each one of us.

Our bus ride back to Kuala Lumpur took almost an entire day, so Kin
gave us a natural history lesson to help prepare us for our stay in
Sarawak.

The heart of Malaysia is really in the jungle.

hag jungles that date back millions of years.

My country

There are eleven national parks

that are preserving the country's natural splendor--forests,

rivers,

big game, tropical birds, limestone caves, beaches, orang utans,
butterflies, and giant turtles.

Travelers can climb Mt. Kinabalu, Southeast Asia's highest
mountain; trek along a jungle trail; discover vibrant coral beds; explore the
vast limestone Niah Caves; watch the giant turtles come ashore at
Turtle Islands Park to lay their eggs; or witness thousands of

fla
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free-tailed bats leave from Deer Cave, the largest cave passage known
to man.

And while you're at Bako National Park in Sarawak, look

for the bearded pigs, proboscis monkeys, and monitor lizards.

It's

a rain forest, so be prepared to sweat a lot!

Just a couple of hours ago we landed in Kuching, Sarawak.
was right.

We're surrounded by jungle!

Kin

When we went through customs,

we were presented with an Iban tribal beaded necklace and welcomed
by Iban dancers.

With such grace they moved, especially the young

man who looked as if he were a bird in slow motion preparing to
take off.

Our stay on the island of Borneo 'is surely to be a highlight

of our trip.

Last night we stayed in a beautiful new hotel in Kuching.
Tonight we are staying in an Iban longhouse somewhere along the
Skrang River.

We are staying in Murat Village with about 300 people

in the longhouse.

To get here, we took a 40-minute boat ride after

tralieling several hours on a bus.

The river is so shallow in places that

we frequently had to get out and push the boat over the rocks.

Our guide Malcolm told us that we probably wouldn't care for
the Iban diet, so we'd have a barbecue on the shore.

What he didn't

tell us was that we'd be the center of attraction for the Iban men.
While we were eating and later as we were siUging, the men sat around us--just
watching.

After dinner, we went back to the longhouse for the display and
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sale of folk craft items.

At the end of the bartering, the person

making the sale will stand and shake the hand of the buyer signifying
that both sides are happy with the transaction.

I bought two beautiful

handwoven baskets and a placemat with an Iban motif.

Someone else

purchased a drum and a piece of handwoven cloth.

We next were welcomed by the chief and given a drink of tusk, a
very powerful and fiery rice alcohol.

Then the dancing began.

At first

the elders performed the warrior dance with such grace and control.
Women played traditional gongs while a procession of dancers came
After each performed, there was a.small gift of usually sweets

forward.

which was given to each person.

Girls laden with their silver jewelry danced, followed by the
Next it was our turn, and the.Ibans--much, much

older womeri.

shorter than we--were excellent instructors.

At about midnight, small mattresses were put on the veranda, and
we'paired up.

Mosquito nets were fastened, and we sank into a dream-like

sleep until the roosters began to crow much too early in the morning.
At about four a.m., one of the elders came close to our bed and lit
a lamp.

Then he sat and began to repair a fishing basket, an activity

which lasted until we got up a few hours later.

One of the men brought in a python which had been killea during
the night.

Malcolm said it had been found several miles upstream,

but we all wondered if he was telling us the truth.
tree branches took on the aura of the python.

After that, even
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During our short stay with this tribe, we observed that
the longhouse is really an extended family.

All people seem to have

something useful to do to contribute to the 'good of all.

The older

women often take care of the younger children, and many of the elders
were building another boat out of a solid log.

These exheadhunters are fascinating to see. Hopefully, their
rich culture will be preserved, but as they become educated, many leave
their tribal lives behind.

All of Malaysia seems to be changing.

It is truly a melting pot

of cultures, from the Malay Bumiputras or natives to the Western
beliefs and customs.

This relatively young country is striving to

prepare its people to enter the next century as a modern, progressive
nation, a nation proud of its ability to unite so many diverse elements
working toward a common goal.

Malaysia has a national ideology called the Rukunegara.

It

includes the belief in God, loyalty to king and country, the
upholding of the Constitution, rule of law, and good behavi ...,..
of all citizens.

and morality

Malaysians are striving to achieve a society which

is united, democratic, and just with equal opportunity for all.

The country

wants to respect diverse cultural practices and to use science and
technology to create a better tomorrow.
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Malaysia, a fascinating and friendly country.

Malaysia

and her peopl o. will always touch the lives of the fourteen teachers

who were fortunate to have been able to spend four weeks in this
unique land.

ALL:

Selamat Jalan.

Good-bye, everyone.

Besides using numerous brochures and pamphlets from
the Tourist Development Corporation of Malaysia and various
resources from the Ministry of Education, I found the
following references to be of help in completing this project.

Amir, Datin Noor Aini Syed. Malaysian Customs & Etiquette: A
Practical Handbook. Singapore: Times Books International,
1991.

Buma, Michael. Iban Customs and Traditions.
Publications, 1992.

Kuching:

Borneo

Culturegram Communication Aid: MALAYSIA. Provo, Utah: Brigham
Young University David M. Kennedy Center for International
Studies, Publications Services, 1984.
Gaudart, Hyacinth.
Kuala Lumpur:
Major, John S.
New York:

Visiting Malaysia: A Guidebook for Women.
AMK Interaksi Sdn. Bhd., 1990.

The Land and People of Malaysia & Brunei.
HarperCollins Publishers, 1991.

Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board. Malaysia Travel Planner.
Kuala Lumpur: Ultimate Print, 1992.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Malaysia in Brief 1991.
Kuala Lumpur: Inventra Print, 1991.
Nach, James. Malaysia in Pictures.
Publishing, 1964.

New York:

Vijesurier, R. Travel in Malay.
Printers, 1992.

Kuala Lumpur:

a.
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Diane E. Smith

PROJECT ON MAURYSIR-1993

Pro "ect: I haue assembled a trunk of artifacts and a slide presenta-

tion which I will use to giue an overview of Malaysia to school
children and adults in our community. The trunk includes audio and
video tapes, a bibliography and an eight page listing of materials,
photographs, postcards, charts, pictures, maps, and numerous artifacts. In addition, I haue written notes of visitations Zo schools,
industry and museums to be used as narrative in presentations and as
resource material for teachers. The materials include information on
the following areas:
Customs
Food, Dining and Table Manners
Dance

Rrts and Crafts
7 Literature
Religion
Education

Objectives: To create an underAanding of the likenesses and
differences between the USA and Malaysia and the emergence of
Malaysia and her people as a progressive, independent nation trying
to preserve uarious cultures while nurturing the larger picture of
"oneness" in Malaysian culture.

Strategies: Use items in the trunk to stimulate group processes
through cooperatiue learning groups to deuelop a student pro ject on
MalaysL.... For eHample, introducing shadow puppets through
eHamples brought from Malaysia and uiewing the uideo on shadow
puppetry. The students may consult the materials list for reference
materials relating to the topic and use that information in making
their own shadow puppets and writing plays depicting aspects of
either or both Malay and American cultures.
Possible Actiulties: Teachers and students will generate many
activities beyond these suggestions. I will also serue as a resource
arid work with the art and music teachers in prouiding help on
pro jects.
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1) Create and illustrate a timeline showing political :afluence/control
of Malaysia to present.
2) Write a synopsis of what shadow puppetry is and its role in
Malaysian culture.
3) Create a shadow puppet play and your own shadow puppets for
use in your play.
4) Research traditional Malaysian dance and learn one of them to
teach to the class. Perhaps the Joget or the Hornbill dance will
interest you. There is an eHample on one of the video tapes in the
trunk.

5) Spinning tops is a traditional Malaysian passtime in parts of the
country. There's a wooden top in the trunk. You might research this
and learn the technique for spinning. (Mrs. Smith might be able to
help you.)
6) Read about the batik process of imprinting fabric. How about
designing a pattern and painting it on fabric?
7) Plan a real batik pro ject using the IDaH and paint process.
8) Choose a jungle animal from the endangered species list and write
and illustrate a report on it.

9) The rainforest. Research what is currently being done to preuent
the devastation of rainforests everywhere in the world and in
Malaysia.
10) How does current logging practice compare to practice in the USA?

11) What reforestation pro jects are similar in both countries?
12) What are some difficulties the indigenous tribes of Malaysia are
having that might be similar to our own American Indians problems?
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13) Kites Malaysia is known for their beautiful, HUGE kites. There's
a very small eHample in the Trunk. Perhaps you'd like to find
information on Malaysian kites and make your own. How 'bout a
contest?
14) There are several books in the trunk written by Heidi Munan. Mrs.
Smith met and visited with Heidi. She is a very interesting person and
there is a uideo in the trunk of her speaking to our group. Could you
make a play from information in her books?
15) Many of the customs in Malaysia are similar to our own. Many of
them are different. Can you learn some of the Malaysian greetings?
Can you find out why they remove their shoes at the door?
16) The country is rich in customs pertaining to food and dining. Wird
can you find out about acceptable table manners in Malaysia. What
do they sue for eating utensils? Maybe we could plan a Malaysian
lunch. (Mrs. Smith could help.)
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17) Religion is a big part of life for Malaysian people. Can you find
out about the ma jor religions practiced in Malaysia? How have their
views addeL to the way people live in Malaysia?
18) Schools. What can you find out about what children wear at
school, how Fruch time they spend there and what they learn?

Materials: All materials nr information on obtaining necessary
materials are abailable in the Artifacts Trunk.
Background Notes: See attached "Uisitation Notes"

Evaluation: Demonstration through questions and pro jects of an
understanding of concepts and the likenesses and differences
between the USA and Malaysia.
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UISITRTION NOTES

School Uisit

July 8, 1993
Sekolah Kebangsaan Lati (National Latin School)
Headmaster (principal): Tuan H j. libdullah Ismaili
Facult

:

14 women, 11 men

Principal's title:
Indicates he has been to Mecca (Hadi or Ha ji?)
Student Population: Boys and girls
Transportation:
Bus:
46%
walk:
23%
motor cycle: 14%
private car:
5.7%
(Only 6% have cars)
Longest distance home to school is 5 Or 6 km.
(I know it doesn't add up to 100% - perhaps the
remainder board at the school or bike)
Student Actiuit:es: RH are held alter school hours or on the 6th day.
Activities include: field hockey, Scouts, volleyball, handball, soccer
for boys, netbaH for girls and cliorus.

Pre-school: There are 25 children for all-day pre-school. I f the family
income is under $175 a month, they are fed all meals.
School Building: Series of buildings with open windows in classrooms
and workrooms providing natural air circulation. Some fans are in
euidence. The lunchroom is a couered, open patio with an enclosed
serving kitchen at one end. Utensils are unnecessary as local custom
dictates eating with fingers from banana leaf as a "plate."
OBSEFIUATIONS:

Hygiene and Grooming:

Mirror outside every classroom
Nail clippers outside every classroom
Brush teeth on arrival, after lunch and before going home
(There is a ground leuel water trough running the perimeter of
the classrooms with a water spigot about every four feet. The
children each have their own cup and toothbrush and find space

near their classroom-for hygiene. This "saves time"to haue the
water lines near the doors of the classrooms.
- Children are rewarded at assemblies for cleanliness at school and
at home ( as observed by the principal through home visits)
Routines and Movement of Students

- Always straight lines
Regimented
Recess of 30 minutes this includes lunch. Following lunch, the
children sit against the wall or near trees and read,.
Some children have to be "fetched" to school by the principal
Children are fingerprinted in the master ledger to teach them

what it's like if they steal.
Master ledger lists all home uisits.
Ilbsent three times=home
Sign at School Gate:

SORRY, YOU RRE LRTE.

STRY OUTSIDE FOR 15 MINUTES.
The gate opens after 15 minutes and children make up the time
after school.
Teachers:

Five year probationary period
I f teacher-trainee raised in urban community, then sent to rural
community to teach and vice versa for teacher-trainees from
rural backgrounds.
Moving towards higher entry standards for teachers at the
primary level
Lounge/work area
all 25 teachers' desks in one room due to
space problems
Red light in lounge above bulletin board. If it is flashing, it .
indicates a very important announcement.

Sign in Classroom:

NO WRITING ON DESKS.

HUM IS WRITHING.
CHFILK IS ONLY FOR TEACHERS.
Testing:

Children are tested at various levels to determine eligibility for
going on to neut academic level. We were visiting the week before
testing was about to begin for level 6. fill children in this level whose
parents are illiterate were boarding the entire week at school to
study. The teachers were staying with them at night. According to
the principal, "The teachers dread it, but the parents are very
thankful."
We read in the newspapers that a "move is on" in the rural areas
to include on-site quarters for teachers and their families as new,
more modern boarding school facilities are being built. ()rye reason for
this is so teachers will be available in the evenings to help children.
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U I SITRTION NOTES

Malaysian History
Dr. Khoo Kay Kim
Faculty of firts and Social Sciences
Department of History
Uniuersiti Malaya

Accurate history is difficult because people can be so easily offended.
"Geography" of Malaysia
Single nation after W11111

Malaya April 1, 1946
9 kingdoms 9 monarchs
5 states are not monarchies Penang, Ma laa.:ca, Kuala Lumpur,
Sarawak and Sabah
There are nine rulers and an evecutiue a clash lasting one year
that ended jlist a few months ago
Peninsula
became trading center
meeting place between east and west
descendents of traders profits
Malaysians interested in goods & $$$
1400-late 10th century trade emphasis, no agricultural products
for trade, only tin and gold
traded " jungle produce" ("God's work")
"Heating" foods and "Cooling" foods
ft balance between yin and yan
Rubber - British tried to stop Malays from too much inuoluement in
rubber
False impressions by British regarding motivation of Malay people
1509 Europeans arriued (Portuguese)
Tried to impose monopoly

Ports
Penang
Terengganu

major port with reserues of gas and oli the only
state with 12 riuers flowing parallel to each other to the sea
All kingdoms were named after major riuers
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Malacca
ruler was descendant of IlleHander the .Great

- In Malay, ruler must (had to) come from royalty or designated
royalty NOT like China where you could overthrow a dynasty and
take power.
The Malays were sea people and came to Malaysia
The aborigines were land people and were from Malaysia.
Rule:

Sovereignty was OK until 1957 and independence. Introduced
elections. Prior to that time nothing was law unless the Sovereign
Rulers (Kings) continued to enercise power even though it was not
in the constitution. The emecmtive eHerted pressure until rulers
understood they had to follow the constitution. The eHecutive
"gave in" to many of the demands that were traditionally
accepted, but were not law.
The King is designated by the 9 monarchs for 5 years of rule. He
moues to the palace in Kuala Lumpur. There is no succession . He
is elected.
The Prime Minister The leader of the successful party in the
general election becomes the prime minister.
Each state has own eHecutive who is called Chief Minister. In
states where there is a ruler, the enecutive is called Minister
Besar.
Indonesia and Malaysian Relations:
Malay is much advanced.
lndo more aggressive and hostile and their value for life is lesser
They have much more crime and burglary.
Dr. Khoo's observation of Japanese emulation of USA and lifestyle is
that it will lead to trouble for Japan, where tradition has played such
a strong role.
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ISITATION NOTES

Jomo Sundaram. Economist
Department of Analytical Economics
Faculty of Economics and Administration
Uniuersiti Malaya
(Educated at Yale and Harvard)

Specializes in Growth and Industrialization
Affirmative Action
US/Malaysia Economic Relations

Industrializing Malaysia. by Jomo Sundaram
.Five Phases

1) Colonial Phase

Three types of manufacturing industry
Processing for eHport (tin and rubber)
Transportation of beuerages by bulk
Food preparation Chinese
2) Post-Colonial in mid 1950's
Import English
3) Euport oriented industry in 70's
MUIR Malaysian Industrial Development Association
Women in industries
Electronics 130-140,000
Garments no firm figures perhaps 200,000 +
4) Early 1980's
Recession poor economic situation

austerity big cuts in public pending
Japan eHtended cheap credit to Miiaqsia between 1900 and
1982 to promote heavy industry. This ended in 1984.
5) Sustained boom from mid-80's until present
1982

Strong increase in east Asian investments
Ethnic Relations
Male immigration to Malaysia predominated until women were
allowed to immigrate. The government played uarious labor groups
off one another. For eHample the Indians vs. the Malays.This created

many problems that were reflected in the structure of the "schools."
A wide disparity in "education" eHisted according to ethnicity.
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LI I S ITATION NOTES

Encik Hustam B. Sani

Enecutive Director, Publications
Institute of Strategic and International Studies (ISIS)
Malaysia and her People
Flt least 70 ethnic groups
60% Malay Ge small tribes
1) Malays
Natiues? Anyone from Malaya Archipelago
40-50,000 Aborigines from the interior (original people)
Malay-related on Sabah and Sarawak (were head-hunters)
Non-natives Immigrants
2) Chinese

3) Indian
The emphasis is now on the development of a national identity. The
gouernment and its agencies are encouraging the blending of ethnic
groups and a national language. It is difficult to define ethnic
specificity. Currently, more neighborhoods are coming together and
assimilating beyond public and business necessity. Neighborhoods are
reportedly mining although social mining is thought to still be rare.

There is an effort to glue special assistance to rural Malay to raise
their standard from that of tillers of the soil and trade.
New immigrees ---The government neither encourages or outlaws
immigration. They are selectiue about who comes in and all Hlegals
are registered. If you marry a citizen, in one year you will become a
citizen. The gouernment is particularyly cautious about Indonesians,
but they are the ones who are currently making up a big percentage
of the labor force, particularly in the construction industry. (On
observation: The construction crews lived in makeshift quarters right
on or near the construction site. This is not a criticism, but a parallel
to our own country some years ago and currently in some parts of the
country.
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11 IS ITIITI ON NOTES

Headmaster Nadara jah (Guru Basar Nadara jah- Guru Basar means "big
teacher."
Methodist Primary School

Jalan 5/37
46000Petaling Jaya
Kuala Lumkpur
Assistants: Ms. Veow
Ms. Roselma

Mr. Mehinger
Mr. Mehallia
The school was founded by the church, but today, the property
belongs to the church and the school belongs to the state. The school
is controlled by the Ministry of Education.

Registration for enrollment is open and is done three years prior to
entry. RpproHimately 6 or 7 months before the intended term begins,
parents reconfirm enrollment and reserue a place in the school. Ther
are limits on the number of children allowed. Those who do not
register must find another school.
The school was established in 1960 with 76 children and 2 teachers.
Today, there are 942 students and 42 teachers. The classes auerage
22 students and are in two shifts during the day. fl problem for the
principal is superuision of students due to the necessary bus schedule.
The bus brings the afternoon students about two hours before their
session begins. There are 6 standards (leuels) in the primary school.
At standard 5, summatiue tests are given.
The curriculum is called KBSK or Kurikulum Baru Sekolah Rendah. This
is a new curriculum for primary schools with emphasis on the 3 R's.
The children are learning a little at a time and mastering one skill at a

time. It is reportedly inquiry and activity oriented.
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The sub jects !:overed for these students:
Bahasa Malaysia
English

Math
Moral Training for non-Muslims
Religious Training for Muslims ("Ugama" means religion)
Arts 0 Crafts
Physical Education
Music

Ko-kurikulum class
Olam and Manusia (Human Beings 0, Environment)
PSS
library Pusat Sumber Resource
Living Skills
EMIRS

NO history. geography or science in Primary School

Ko-kurikulum Organization
Standards (levels) 4, 5, 6.6
Attend classes from 7:45-1:05 p.m. (5 hours 20 minutes)
Eat lunch

Go home

Come back for ko-kurikulum between 4-6 p.m.
Class Activities are held between 8 and 11:00 a.m. on Saturdays
Standards (levels) 1, 2, 03
Play
Eat lunch

Attend classes from 1:10-6:15 p.m.
Go home

The children in 4, 5, 06 have these choices for 1 club 0' 1 game:
Football
Hantiball
Badminton
Swimming
Gymnastics
Netball
Tae Kwan do

Karate
Chess

They haue 1 choice from among these required Saturday activities:
Bahasa Malaysia
English

Math
Computer
Islam

Art/Crafts/Culture
Road safety
Girl Guides
Scouts

Girls may participate in all sports, but they don't.
Fr Way Schedule:

12:30 dismissal for a 12:30 2:30 prayer time for Muslims
2:30 p.m. session at school

In the national primary schools, parents must choose either one based
in Tamil, Bahasa Malay or Chinese, but Bahasa Malay language is
required in Tamil and Chinese-speaking schools.
The government funds minor repairs. New buildings and big pro jects
are often funded by the parent associations unless the school is a
government "aided" school. The Methodist School is an "aided" school
as opposed to a "fully-aided" school.

fill salaries and trauel are funded by the government. FL grant of
money.comes to about $RM 3,000 to buy paper and books. Teacher
salaries are an average of $RM700 a month for 12 months.
Graduate teachers are in secondary schools. Non-graduate teachers
are in primary schools. The highest saiary paid to a primary teacher
with 3 years of college is:
$RM725 per month Salary anf SRM115 allowance for housing
to a Inallimt1111 of $RM 1007-2,000

Contracts are for 5 years

"Once a teacher
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die a teacher."

Student evaluation:
They haue targets and goals as a school and as individual teachers.
Assessment tests at end of level 6. The children will haue an essay in
Bahasa Malay and tests in English and mathematics.
Children are giuen due process flr infractions and they are allowed to
"cane" a child. This is done only in most dire circumsances. Children
are not eupelled unless inuolued with a police matter. Sometimes a
child is suspended for a week or two. They report no racial/ethnic
problems or vandalism.

Children buy their own books unless they are poor, then they're given
them. Eighty-five per cent (85%) get free books. There is a SEMI 5
fee assessed each child for activities. There is free lunch for qualified
and a 1 /2 price milk subsidy.
Space is a problem.

The Ministry of Education has sole responsibility for direction and
change. Principals and their staffs are allowed some lattitude in
deliuery of instruction, but there is reportedly so much pressure from

the tests, creatiuity is limited.

LECTURE NOTES

Dr.. Fred Denny

Uniuersity of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado

Suggested reading: Ahmad, Leila,
Women and Gender in Islam

Islam
Koran
Muslim

Submission and a way of life. The eirHence of all religion.
Recitation
One who is truly submissiue to God and can fearlessly do
things. One who has surrendered.
Tawheed or Tawhid
making/thinking oneness. A striving to make
all of God's seruants one. No room in the liturgy for

differences. (Is this where the concern for political
upheauels in Malaysia comes from?)

away or association/idolatry
Most Christians belieue in angels and Jews, too because of
Babylonian eirile. They bring to earth God's reuelation and
finally a last reuelation to the prophet, Mohammed.
Recording angels one on each shoulder. Balance between
free will and predistination.
Fiue Pillars of Islam:
1) The Shahadah(?) Bearing witness. Allah is the only God and
Mohammed is the messenger of Allah. There is a chant that Dr.
Denny shared with us, which is in the Koran.
2) Salat Prayer or liturgy repeated flue times a day. 11 total removal
of self from the day. Ablution is practiced following bodily
function. Ordering one's life through spiritual uplifting or renewal.
Shirk
Angels

Muslim men and women are equal before God.
3) Zakat (sp?) alms-giuing not charity. Formal taH or levy.
Means of purification. Certain % of cash, cattle or crops from
minimum and aboue. Each year a percentage of entire wealth is
assessed.
4) Saum or Sayarn Fasting 1 of 12 months of lunar calendar. 354 u/y
days repeats a complete cycle euery 33 years. HAMADAN is a

very holy month.
5) Ha j j Pilgrimage to Mecca if circumstances permit. Once during
a lifetime if possible, you "make a haj j." This pilgrimage leaues
people with a greater responsibility. Ha jja is a title for those who
have made the trek. Sometimes, just the letter "H." is used.
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Reference Materials

All included in Learning Center "Trunk"

The Malaysia Trunk may be checked out for local use directly from:
Diane Smith, Principal
Spring Creek Elementary School
(307) 721-4410

Anyone outside of Laramie, Wyoming interested in receiuing print
copies of plans and materials may contact Diane at:
Spring Creek Elementary School
1203 Russell Street
Laramie, Wyoming 82070

Print Materials

Books and Pamphlets and Periodicals:

Basri, Ghazli, Rn Integrated Education System in a Maiti-

faith and Multi-Cultural Country, fingkatan Belia Islam Malaysia, 1991

Cultural Village Guide, Passport to Sarawak caltural Magi; Sarawak,
Malaysia, Borneo (Good oueruiew of tribes indigenous to Malaysia)
Davison, G.W.H., t Kiew, R., Rarung-flurwry Malaysia(Birds), Malayan
Nature Society, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (Malay language only)

Erickson, Joan (editor), Sunset Southeast Rsia Travel 6Vide
tPbRippines. Thailand. Malaysia, Singapore., Indonesia4 Lane Publishing
Co., Menlo Park, California, 1989
Fraser-Lu, S y lvi a,

Indonesian Batik Processes, Patterns and Places,

Ovford University Press, 1991

Gaudart, Hyacinth, R Typology of Bilingual Education in Ma/sysit;
Journal of Multilingual and Multicultural Development, Uol, 8, No. 6,
1987

Gaudart, Hyacinth, Play English; 1, Federal Publications, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, 1982
Gaudart, Hyacinth, llisitirg, Malaysia: B 6Videbook for Itramer-4 RMK
lnteraksi Sdn. Bhd. Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 1990
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Information booklet, Bah, lintang Teachers' College
Kiew, Bong Heang, Melaysiel7 Frogs and Tood4 Malayan Nature
Society, Kuala LUmput, Malaysia (2 copies one in Malay and one in
English)

Kiew, B.H. 0 Ruth Kiew, Malaysian Manma/A Malayan Nature Society,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (2 copies - one in Malay and one in English)
Kini, !lulu Dan, Rekacorak Tekstil Malaysia {Malaysian Tentlle Design,
Old and Neiv4 Dalai Seni Lukis Negara

Kirton, Laurence and Tan Man MTh, Malaysian lnsects; Malayan Nature
Society, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Krannich, Ronald L., and Caryl Rae Krannich, Shopping
Singapore and Malaysi4 Impact Publications, Manassas, DA,1989

Leong, Gregory, festivals of Malaysi4 Pelanduk Publications (MI Sdn
Bhd, 1992

Malaysian Government Publication, THA917 SERTM6 HUM cawing The
role of the Federal Land Development Authority
Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board, Festinating Malaysia Calendar al
Events:. 1994 (Includes narratives of fourteen Malaysian festivals and
ma jor holidays.)
Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board, Malaysia Bance4 Ministry of
Culture, Arts and Tourism
Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board, Malaysia FastinatiVg Ildventure4
Ministry of Culture, Arts and Tourism
Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board, Malaysia
Culture, Arts and Tourism

Resort4 Ministry of

Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board, Malaysia Islands and Beaches
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Malaysia Tourism Peomotion Board, Malaysia National Parks, Ministry
of Culture, Arts and Tourism

Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board, Malaysia Travel Planner, Ministry
of Culture, Arts and Tourism
Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board, Malaysia Iliaterfail4 Ministry of
Culture, Arts and Tourism
Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board, .11isitors' &tide to Malaysia l9314
4th edition
Malaysian Tourism Promotion Board, Your

Passport to Malaysia

Mansor, Sitizohra and George Chong, Bek-bek Kambing (Childrens'
music) FEP International Sdn. Bhd. Selangor, Malaysia, 1982

Ministry of Education Malaysia, Curriculum Development Centre,

National Flillosopity of Education, 1988
Ministry of Education Malaysia, Teacher Education in Malaysig 1991
Ministry of Education Malaysia, The New Priinaly Selma/ Curriculum
1990

Ministry of Education Malaysia, National Plillosoplty a/ Education and

lirgam'zational Structure of lite Ministiy of Education Malaysia
Ministry of Education Malaysia, Education in Malaysia, 1.9119,
Educational Planning and Research Division
Moore, Wendy, Malaysia-I and Illbere the lli/nds Meet, Passport
Books, 1989
Munan, Heidi, Satmvak Storie.c. Bidayuli and Melanao Iale4 Penerbit
Fa jar Bakti Sdn. Bhd., 1991 (autographed copy)
Munan, Heidi, /ban Stories; Penerbit Fa jar Bakti Sdn. Bhd., 1990

(autographed copy)
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Munan, Heidi, Sarawak Crafts: Methods; Materials and MotifA
University Press, 1989 (Autographed copy)

National Wildlife Federation, Rain forests: lielp Save Meir
1114 National Wildlife Federation, 1993

Mord

layers of

Palm Oil Research Institute of Malaysia, POR/M information Serie4
(Packet 01 articles on the palm oil industry), Ministry of Primary
Industries, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Penerbitan Kerabat (M) Sdn. Bhd, Illelcome to Malaysia January '93;
Uol. 1, 1993

Periodical: Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board, "Popular Malaysian
Recipes,"Ministry of Culture, Arts and Tourism

Periodical: Safeway Nutrition Awareness Program, Food Unlimited, p. 7.
recipes for 'Indonesian Reef Safety and "Sates, Sauce"
Periodical: Emion Corporation, The Lamp, Spring 1993, Vol. 75, "ft

Century of Progress in Malaysia"

Periodical: lme j Wanita Mutakhir, WON/4" July, 1993

Periodical: "Berl/land/ionic Scene ," (The magazine for contemporary
Malaysian Living), Berita Publishing, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, uol. I I,
1993

Periodical: Malaysia Airlines, "filings of 6O/4" (the inflight magazine
of Malaysia Airlines,) July, 1993

Petaling day4 Selangor, Malaysia, 1983 ( information on shadow

puppetry)

Price, Sean, ISI/IM IN AMR/CR, Junior Scholastic, Uol. 96, No. 2,
September 17, 1993, ISSN 0022-6689, Includes NBC News Video
Cassette Tape

Ramadan, Said, Mande iLflax its Scope and fouitm Muslim Youth
Movement of Malaysia, 1992

Rupe #9 diva Itorm and Scull The Continuity of Tradition in
Contemporary Malaysian Brt4 Balai Seni Lukis Negara, Kuala Lumpur,

Malaysia, 1993

Rubeli, Ken, Tropical Bain Forest M South-East Asia: /I Pictorial
dournem Tropical Press Sdn. Bhd., Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 1986

School Yearbook, Sekolah Menengah Kerajaan Baur .1h.tang, 1932
(Malay, English and Chinese languages)
Sheehan, Sean, The Insider's bUide to Malaysia 19 Singapore. Novo

Editions, 1993

Sheppard, Mubin, Taman Saujelle (Nance. Drama., Music and Magic in

Malaya- long and Not-so-long Agog International Book Service

Singapore Tourist Promotion Board, Raffles City Tower #36-04, The
Tropical Island of Singapore in the South China Seas (I've included this
because of Singapore's location relative to peninsular Malaysia)
Taylor, Eric,
Press, 1991

Musical Instruments of South-fast Nsia. 0Hford University

Tan Sri Datuk Wira Abdul Rahman Arshad, Director General of Education
Malaysia, The Integrated Curriculum for Secondary Schools

Walt Disney Company, Micke,g,g (Mickey Mouse-An Activity Book in
Malay language)

Wheeler, Tony, et al, Malaysiq. Singapore and lIrane4 lonely Planet
Travel Sureitial Kit, Lonely Planet Publications, 1991

Audio and Video Cassette Taves:

audio Cassette Tape, Uisit Malaysia Year Secretariat, Ministry of
Culture, Arts & Tourism, Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board, MIIIIIPSIN
-Promise of Me East (Audio Uignettes of each of the 14 Malysian
states)
Uideo Cassette Tape, Center for Educational Technology and Media, The
Arts Center, Vniuersiti Sains Malaysia, Slioefou, Pkw/tPuppetig , Bseon
Tourist Forum end aniversiti Sahis Moiows,..f

Video Cassette Tape, Fa/bright '93 Neioysia Diperienci; II Linda Rogers
Film, edited by Diane Smith
Uideo Cassette Tape, "Paradise lost?" Narrated by Diane Sawyer, Les
Eaton, Enecutlue Producer, ( Content concerns the Penan Tribe, an
indigenous people of the rain forest on Sarawak dating back 40,000
years. **Boy child naked and urinating towards end of tape you

might want to eHplain to your students that in their lifestyle, this is
acceptable.))

Uideo Cassette Tape, Scholastic 0 NBC News, /SLAV: Peopie. Culture,
Conflict, Use in conjunction with Print Material: Junior Scholastic,
ISIRM in BMERICRs Vol. 96, No. 2, September 17, 1993, ISSN 0022-6608
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lnuentory of other materials in "Trunk:"
Postcards: 63 laminated cards representing all Malaysian states and
depicting uarious cultural actiuities
Music: Sheet music all located in red binder
Pesta Muzik Sekolan, Kementerian Pela jaran, 1971, Same Alta Oela
Musim Buahan
Chan Mali Chan
Temasya Pesta
Payong Mahkota
Pantai Timor
Nona Zaman Sekarang
To Know Malaysia is to Love Malaysia
Tanah Pusaka
Bahasa Untok Perpaduan
Sen ja

Malaysia Promise of the East, ** Includes Audio Cassette tape of
same name

3 I. 7

a.
Other print. laminated materials:
Malaysian stamps
Malaysian coins also, coinage from Singapore, Hong Kong, Macau
and Canton, China
- Basic Bahasa Malaysia language translated to English- 3 sheets
Maps and Guides 26 representing all states
Newspaper artiAes chosen to giue an ouerall uiew of the
country and similarities to our own:

Bintulu: original site for oldest assembly
New place for children to play - recreational centre
Sarawakians for World Scout Conference
Sibu-Miri news in brief
Rdenann's statement welcomed ( special priuileges for
Sarawak Indian Community (Sikhs)
Bidayuhs Western writers' description of Bidayuhs
unjustified
Judge re jects union's application concerning meal
allowance
Cabinet fines uideo arcade age limit
- Teacher of English recalls the hilarious, happy times
How to restore glamour to teaching job
Violent picture of US schools
When kids don't en joy schooling ahymore
Laramie Rendezuous (column)
Flower Festival
Back to the jungle

Flats Bako National Park
Pictures 1 of King, 1 of Queen
Posters Endangered Species
Rainforests
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Malaysian oroducts/souuenirs/samnles:
Banner Universiti Maltnj Kuala Lumpur
Batik design press
Batik samples 3 large may be used as tablecloths or as a "pareo"

or "sarong" & 5 small or napkin size
Boar's _tooth necklace lban charm
Bookmarks 29 butterfly
Bracelets woven, tribal 5
Egg cup - used in traditional wedding receptions
Wedding egg holder siluery
Dress-Traditional Malaysian
1 boy's (red), 1 girl's (floral)
"Relate," Language Board Games
Kite miniature
Letter opener, Universiti Malaya
Musical instruments:
Games

wood "flute"
- shell noisemaker/rhythm instrument
Pencils Kelantan Schools
Placemat wouen design

Puppets - 1 male, 1 female
Shadow puppets 2
Silk/cotton Si 1R1 adult costume
Silk scarf Sarawak Cultural Village
- Soap UM Beauty (a palm oil product)
Wooden top and string
Wouen fan from lban Tribe Sarawak
Wouen fisherman's baskets
Woven, zippered purse
1

3 P.)

